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ABSTRACT

This researchdevelops a linguisticmethodology for the analysisof small group

discourse,and demonstrates the use of this methodology on transcriptsof

commercial airtransportaccidents.The methodology fit'stidentifiesthe discourse

types that occur (theseincludeplanning,explanation,and Command and control)

and determines their linguisticstructure;it then identifiessignificantlinguistic

variablesbased upon thesestructuresor otherlinguisticconceptssuch as speech act

and topic;next,ittestshypothesesthat support the significanceand reliabilityof

thesevariables;and finally,itindicatesthe implicationsof the validatedhypotheses.

These implicationsfallintothree categories:(I)trainingcrews to use more nearly

optimalcommunication patterns;(2}using linguisticvariablesas indicesforaspects

ofcrew performance such as attention;and (3)providingguidelinesforth_ designof

aviationproceduresand equipment, especiallythosethatinvolvespeech.



1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This section provides a non-technical summary of the entire report that follows. Further detail

is avail;d_le in the corresponding section of the report body; an Index and Glossary are provided

in Appendix II.

I.I Introduction

The basicmotivation for the researchreported here is to reduce the incidenceof those air

transport accidents caused wholly or in part by problems in-crew communication and

coordination.One important way to do thisisto traincrews to communicate more effectively.

A major objectiveof thisresearchisto determinethosecommunication patternswhich actually

ate most effectivein specificsituations;thisrequiresdeveloping methods for assessingthe

effectivenessof crew communication .patterns.A second objectiveis to develop linguistic

measures for assessingother aspectsof crew performance,such as attention,fatigue,etc. A

thirdobjectiveisto provideguidelinesforthe designof aviationproceduresand equipment, for

example new technologypermittingcomputer-generatedverbalcommunication.

The main contribution of this study is a methodology to achieve these objectives and others of

a similar nature. This methodology involves the following stages:

I.The researchbeginswith a detailedinvestigationof how crews actuallytalk,yieldingan

empiricallygrounded formal descriptionof communication patterns in the cockpit.

Formal theoriesof the discoursetypes involvedin air crew communication constitutea

major partof the description;otherlinguisticconcepts,such asspeech act and topic,form

additionalparts.The presentstudy isbased on an investigationof eightaviationaccident

transcripts.

2. Variables based upon these theories are isolated, and in some eases tested for reliability.
A number ofsuch variablesare discussedinthisreport.

3, Research hypotheses about normal crew communication and about the causes of

communication failureare formulatedusingvariablesfrom the previousstageof research.

They are then tested.Formulating hypotheseson one subsetofa largesample and testing

them on a disjointsubsetreducesthe likelihoodof bias from the idiosyncraticnature of

particulartranscripts,_nd supportsthe.view that the resultsage applicableto the larger

populationof allcommercial air transportdiscourse;furtherarguments that the reults

may generalizeare given in Section9. The readerwho does not accept thesgarguments

may insteadregard the statisticalresultsas descriptivesummaries of a particularsample.

This stageof researchisnot complete,and willbe continued usingflightsimulatordata.

This is necessary because accident transcriptdata permits only limitedcorrelations,

between two linguisticvariables,or between a linguisticvariable and the gross

performance data furnishedby the NTSB reports. Flightsimulatordata willmake it

possibleto test the current hypotheses more accurately,and also to test additional

hypotheses,sincethisdata willprovideboth repeated instancesof the same situation,as

well as detailedand accurateperforman'.e,behavioral,and systems data. In particular,

®



hypotheses about correlationsof linguisticvariableswith crew and system performance
variablescan be tested........

4..h_ the fourth stage, the validated hypotheses on crew communication patterns are used in

formu',ati_lg proposals for crew training; . these proposals can then be tested with flight

simulation experiments. Applications to the evaluation of other .research hypotheses are
also possible,by using the linguisticvariables_ relativelyinexpensivemeasures for

aspectsof the qualityof crew performance. There are alsoapplicationsto the designof
aviationproceduresand equipment.

1.2 Theory Creation and Adaptation

In order to provide an adequate description of cockpit communication, we have created or

adapted a number of linguistic theories. These include: speech act theory, and formal theories

for the discollrse types of planning, explanation, and command and control. These theories

support the linguistic variables used in hypotheses of the next phase. The variables include:

mitigation/aggravation level, crew recognized emergency, crew recognized problem, operational

relevance, and topic success or hilure. We turn first to a brief discussion of the lin_istie
theorie._.

1.2.1 Speech Act Theory

Speech act theory,now well establishedin linguisticsand the philosophyof language,focusses

on the operational,_pcctof language --how a particularsentenceachievessome effectin the

world. We callthisthe socialforce ofthe speechact. The fundamental insightof speechact

{h,:oryisthat some sentences,such as (I),deecribeor reporta stateof the world,while other

sentences,such as(.2),createa stateofthe world.

(1) There's a thunderstorm _ea.4.

(2) ]"declare thi| bridge open.

Speech acts may be eitherdirector indirect.Directspeech acts eitheruse an unambiguous

syntacticform toachievetheireffect,as in(I),or explicitlyname theirown function,as.in(2).

Indirectspeech acts like(3) and (4) place a greaterinterpretiveburden on theiraddressee,

forcinghim to inferwhat effectthe speakerWishesto accomplish.

(3) Wha_ Z need is the ¢£nd. really.

(4) Can you get _hat.checkl_et?

In tt_ese examples, the speech act of ordering is indirectly expresed by the form of a statement

of need and a question about ability.

Speech act theory also provides a taxonomy of possible types.of speech act. We have modified

this taxonomy to provide an inclusive listing of the speech acts found in cockpit communication.

These are: Requests, including orders, requests, suggestions and questions; Reports;
Declarations; and Acknowledgements.

®
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We have also provided several tests for determining whether a given speech act has actually

succeeded in accomplishing its intended effect in the world. This is important because it

furnishes a tool for measuring to what degree a given Communication pattern functions
effectively.

1.2.2 Command and Control Dlseourn

A speech act is a single sentence or turn produced by one speaker, and so is an atomic unit of

social meaning. In order to understand the larger patterns of communication characteristic of

command and control, it is i2ecessary to move fr6m the level of speech acts to the level of

sequences of speech acts. We call such sequences speech act chains. A speech act Chain

consists of sequences of speech acts, and may also include the discourse types which are

characteristic of operationally relevant cockpit communication - planning and explanation.

Because tl_e command and control chain is s well structured discourse type, it is possible to

describe it with a formal grammar. Such a grammar defines correct and incorrect sequences of

speech acts and embedded discourse types. This is valuable because it allows us to judge

whether a given segment of talk follows the rules for command and control .discourse, or
whether it is deviant in some way. We hypothesize that correct command and control chains

are the optimal pattern of communication in the cockpit, particularly in emergency situations.
This hypothesiscan not be testeddirectlyon the present data, but itcan be testedwith

simulator experiments.

1.2.3 Planning and Explanation

In thisresearch,we focuson planning and explanationas linguisticactivities,carriedon by a

group,ratherthan as individualmental activities.Planning and explanationare important in

cockpitcommunication sincethey are one of the major means by which a group can solvenovel

problems. Itispossibleto give a formal:grammar describingthe discoursetypesof planning

and explanation.This reportextendsour previousdescriptionof thesediscoursetypes[Linde&

Goguen 78].

In addition to their importance in problem solving, planning and explanation form an important

part of the process whereby a suggestion by a crew member is ratified by the cap.taint and

becomes, in effect, an order issued by the captain. We Call this process ratification. Such

suggestions are frequently made as part of a plan. It is possible to make an addition to the

formal grammar describing the various ways in which the captan can accomplish ratification.

1.3 Linguistic Variables Arising from These Theories

Using these linguistictheories,it is possibleto define a number of variablesused in our

hypothesesabout crew behaviorpatterns.

®



1.3.1 Crew Reeognlzed Emergency

A Crew Recognized Emergency is a situation in which the entire crew attends to the

situation or situations that caused the accident (using the NTSB determination of the Cause of

tlw accident.) Note that this variable does not indicate the actual onset of the problem, but
r:ttltcr the point at which the crew recognizes it as a problem.

This variable is required because we hypothesize that linguistic behavior differs when crew

ram,tubers know that they are facing an emergency situation. This definition allows us to test
hypotheses of this form.

1.3.2 Crew Recognized Problem

A Crew Recognized Problem is similar to a Crew Recognized Emergency, but is less intense;

it- is a situation wliich the crew recbgnizes as potentially dangerous and not a normal part of
flight operations. Like the Crew Recognized Emergency, this variable allows us to test

hypotheses postulating differences in linguistic patterns during problem situations.

1.3.3 Operational Relevance

A distinctionenterin_ into many definitionsand hypotheses is whether some utterance or

di._courseunitisoperationally relevant. An operationallyrelevantutteranceisone which is

directlyinvoh'cd with the achievement of successfulmission completion. ThLs definition

permitsus to focusdirectlyon the language ofinterest,and to excludeirrelevantremarks in a

principledway.

1.3.4 Mitigatlc_n/Aggravation

The variable of mitigatton/aggravation is necessary for this research because it provides one

dimension for assessing the assertiveness of speech acts. Any utterance may be ranked on a

scale of mitigation/aggravation. This Corresponds to the degree of politeness or indirectness of

the utterance. Thus, (5) is direct, (6} is mitigated, (7} is highly mitigated, and (8} is aggravated.

(5) Close the window.

(_) Would you close _he window?

(7) Please. would you mind closing the window?

(8) Listen, close that dam_ window right now.

Mitigationsoftensthe possibleoffensethat an utterancemight give. Itisimportant forcockpit

communication because we have found that the greaterthe degree of mitigation,the more

likelyitis.that a given utterancewillfailto accomplishitseffect.In add;.tion,we have found

that speech actsby subordinatesare .more mitigatedthan thoseof superiors.A number of

NTSB reportshave noted that even when subordinatesmake correctsuggestionsinproblem or

emergency situations,these suggestionsmay not be accepted. The NTSB has suggested

assertivenesstrainingas a possibleremedy. The presentanalysisof mitigationshows in detail

some aspectsof the nature of linguisticassertivenessand non-a_sertiveness.Moreover these

aspectsseem to be particularlyamenable tomeasurement and to crew training.

®|
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1.3.5 Topic and Topic Failure

A pre_,ise definition of topic is necessary to investigate why. crew members sometimes fail to

ree_{_nize or continue newly proposed topics, often topics of great operational importance.

TOpic i:_ defined _ the pr0po._itional content of a speech act. The prepositional content is
what the sentence predicates about the world, what the sentence is about, independent of its

social force, Thus, (9), (10),.and (11) have different social force but the same propositional

content.

(9) Close the window.

0.0) The window im closed.

(11) Ie _he window ¢loeed?

Using this definition, we have been able to define .precisely instances of topic failure, and have

also given a _axonomy of the major topics found in our sample of aviation discourse.

1.4 The Formulation and Validation of Hypotheses

The linguistic theories discussed above have been used as the basis for a number of hypothesc.._

about• the ling_fistic structure of cockpit communication and its relation to successful flight

operations. Section 9 discusses the statistical issues invblved in testing hypotheses on data like

that of the present study, and then reports the results of these tests.

The hypotheses tested have two classes of implication. The first concern the basic structure of

cockpit communication,including relations between variables of operational structure, social

s_ructure and linguistic structure, and hence, represent a basic test of the theory developed in

this report. The second class of implications concern applications such as training.

The following subsections discuss the eight hypotheses in detail. In summary, these tests

support our theory of cockpit communication, suggesting the essential correctness of the general

reseach direction, and a_o suggesting the value of further research using suitable data for

testing correlations between lin_istic variables and variables of crew and system performance.

1.4.1 Speech Acts to Superiors Are More Mitigated

The first hypothesis states that the speech of subordinates is more tentative and indirect than
the speech of superiors. This hypothesis has been accepted. It is important because it Shows

that there is a relation between the social hierarchy and the form Of cockpit discourse, and it

provides a foundation for later hypbtheses that excessive mitigation is related to failure of

proposed topics and suggestions.
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1.4.2 Speech Acts Are Less Mitigated in Crew Recognized Emergencies

This hyp<_thesiss_atesthat when crew members (includingthe captain)know that they are in
emergency situation, their speech is less tentative and indirect. This hypothesis has been

accepted. It is important because it shows that crew members are able to vary their use of
mitig._ti-n depending on their perception of the situation. This suggests both that experienced

crews fce] -that mitigation is inapropriate in an emergency and that the level of nfitigation used

should be trainable,

1.4.3 Speech Acts Are Less Mitigated in Crew Recognized Problems

This hypothesisis.similarto the previousone,statingthatwhen crew members know that they

ar_,ina problem situation,theirspeech islesstentative._tndindirect.Ithas been accepted. Its

sig_fificanceissimilartothat ofthe previoushypothesis.

1.4.4 Subordinates Plan and Explain More Oftev Than Superiors

This hypothesistests,in an indirectway, possibleinhibitoryeffectsof the socialhierarchyon

contributionsby subordinates.Rejectionof thishypdthesiswould sugge3tthatsubordinatesdo

not contributeas fullyas superiors,because oftheirpositioninthe socialhierarchy.The test

resultsshow that not only do subordinatesnot plan and explainmore than superiors,but they

suggestthat actuallysuperiorsmay plan and explain.morethan subordinates. This resultis

int(,rcstingbecausemodern m_nagement theorygenerallya_sertsthat a group ismore effective

when subordinatescontributefreely,perhaps more than superiors.It might be valuable to

determine whether crew performance isimproved by trainingsubordinatesto do more planning

and expl._nation,and trainingcaptainstoencourage this.

1.4.5 Planning and Explanation Arc Less Common in Crew Recognized

Emergencies

This hypothesisrepresent_the intuitionthat when crew members know that they l'_cean

emergency situation,they willdo lessplanning and explainingof possiblecoursesof actlon,

since an emergency callsfor immediate action. This hypothesishas been accepted. It is

possible that more planning _nd explanation would be desirablefor successfulmission

completion in emergency situations.Testing the presenthypothesiso_ data from successful

flightswould permit us todetermine the optimallevelofplanningand explantionit.CRE.

1.4,{$ Planning and Expl_.natlon Are More Common In Crew Recognised Problems

This hypothesisstatesthatwhen crew members are aware thatthey are ina problem situation,

they do more planning and exlaining. This hypothesishas been accepted. This.resultis

interestingbecause itshows that crew members do indeedreserveplanningand expiafiationfor

appropriatesituations,those_nwhich the standard flightplan isno longeradtquate.

®
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1,4.7 Topic Failed Speech Acts Are More Mltlsated

This hypolhesisteststileidea that excessivemitigationcan lead to undesirableconsequences,

:,pccific,,.llythat a new topicislesslikelyto be pickedup by other crew members ifthe speech

act inwhich itisintroducedisexcessivelymitigated.This hypothesishas been accepted. Itis

important because it suggeststhat the frequentsituationof a subordinate failingto get a

correctpointacceptedmight be improved by traininginhnguisticdirectness.

1.4.8 Unratified Draft Orders Are.More Mltlgsted.

Thi._hypothcsisteststhe idea thatwhen a crew member proposes a suggestionto the captain,

the more indirectand tentativethe suggestion,the lesslikelythe captainisto ratifyit. This

_._p_thcsishas been accepted. Like the precedinghypothesis,itisimportant becauseitsuggests

th._possiblevalueof training_in_linguist!cdirectness.

1.5 Directl0ns for Future Researc._

The. prc..,cntresearchsuggestsbo_.bin,mediatedirectionsfor futureresearchand alsopossible

practicalapplicationsof tiaeentireresearchprogra_n. This subsectiondiscussesfirstpossible

measures of crew performance arisingfrt_mthisresearch,and thc_ some more _peculative

possibilities for improving crew performance.

l.b.l Linguistic Measures of Crew' Performance

One applicationof the present de_crip'.ibnof cockpitcommunication isthe develop_tentof

linguisticmeasures which correlatewith performance or behavioralmeasures. This would be of

particularinlcrestinsimu!ztorstudieswhere, itishoped, linguisticmeasures could give a an

e_rlierand more sensitiveindicationof degradation of crew performance than current

behavioralmeasures. That is,currentmeasures can only indicateactualcrew errors,while

li,_uisticmeasures might indicateearlierconditionstending toward impaired vigilance,co-

ordination,etc. Insome cases,the linguisticmeasures might alsobe lessexpensi_e..

One such measure thatwe have alreadydeveloped,but not yet tested,isdegree or command

and control coherence. This variableattemptsto formalizethe intuitionthat itispossibleto

judge the de_ree towhich a givens_quence of utterancesiswell-integrated,tightlystructured,

and facilitatesoptimalcrew communication. In such a well-integratedsequence,a requestor

reportisfollowedby an-acknowledgement, support,challenge,or request.No requestor report

isieftwithout acknowledgement or comment. Such a patternallowsa crew member to know

thathisutterancehas been heard and attendedto.

This variableisdirectlybased on the rulesforspeech act chains,givinga socialinterpretation

to these formal rulesfor the sdquencing of speech acts. Degree of command and control

coherencecan be computed most simply forany segment of textas the ratioof the number of

command and controlspeech actstothe total.numberof speechacts..(A command and control

speech act isone which forms part of a validcommand and controlchain;a non-command and

controlspeech actisone which ispartof any otherdiscoursetype,or which isisolatedand does

not form a partofa_y largerunit.}
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The value of this variable is suggested by previous work [Foushee & Manos 81] showing that
use of a g,reater number of commands and acknowledgements is correlated with mission success.

The definitk,nof the linguisticform of a proper command and controlsequence makes this

findingmore selJsitive,and hence, we believe,more useful.Command and _eontrolcoherence

._.houldfunction_.sa linguisticcorrelateof resourcemanagement, attention,and vigilance,and

shouldbe valuableasan earlywarning signofdeteriorationofthesefactors.

The command and control coherence variable may be viewed as a model far. the form of

linguistic variables and their potential correlation to problems of crew coordination and
resource management, Other variables of this sort suggested by the present r_earch include:

rate of" planning and ezplanation in Crew Recognized Problem and Crew Recognized
Emergency situations, number of requests with a high number of possible interpretations, use of

expltmationinconstructingfalsehypothesesabout the natureof-aproblem situation,number-of

request-report-acknowledgementtriples,etc.These variables,and othersthatare similar,could

be. validated with flight simulator data,

1.5.2More Speculative Research Directions

Although furthervalidationisnecessaryto allow the currenttheoreticaland methodological

framework to servea._a basisfortrainingrecommendations and otherapplications,itispossble

even at thisstageto suggestsome directionsforapplications.

Ore, tr'finingmelbod would be to use filmsor videotapesillustratingthe effectsof certain

patternsof communication on crew coordinationand decisionmaking. This approach could

includethe useof peer commentary inthe trainingmaterial.

More speculatively, it. might be possble to design new speech acts having formal, command and

eontrolstatus,inorderto ameliorateparticulareommuniation problems. For example, a formal

challenge speech act might be created,which would be addressed by a subordinateto the

captain,and which the captainwould be legallyobligatedto acknowledge.

Moving further into the future, cockpit automation may well procede to the pbint where-the
system gives complex verbal information to the.crew. If so, it would be desirable to have the

speech of t.he system as simile? as possible to the linguistic forms used by the crew. In

particular_ proper formulation of explanations would be.particularly important in promoting

effective crew utilization of on-board diagnostic systems, as experience with similar systems for

medical diagnosis has shown [Swartout 81].

1.6 Conclusions

Based on thiswork, itmay be concluded that a methodology isnow availableforthe detailed

analysisof cockpit discoursethat can be applied to improving aviation safety. This

methodology has produced a descriptionof cockpitcommunication which has servedas a basis

for hypothesesabout the linguisticbehavior of crews. Ithas alsobeen used to formulate a

number of variablesthat might serve as indicatorsfor variousaspectsof aircrew performance
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such ,asvigilanceand crew coordination,and to formulatea number of trainingsuggestionsfor
aircrew communication.

In support of this methodology, the statisticalhypotheses,while far from comprehensive,

provide convincing evidence that the variablesisolatedare reliableand valid,and have

powerfulrelationswith one anotherand with the generalstructureof cockpitactivity.There is

also suggestiveevidence even at the presentstageof researchthat they may have powerful

relations.withcrew and system performance levels. The important role of the linguistic

variableof mitigationhas been demonstrated,showing itscorrelationwith a number of b_ic

structuraland crew coordinationfactorssuch as rank,topicfailure,and draftorder ratification.

The followingsubsectionsdescribeindetailthe major contributionsofthiswork.

1,6.1Basle Contributions

I.A clxssficationofthe discoursetypesoccurringin cockpitcommunication:,command and

controlchain,checklist(asubtype ofcommand and controlchaiti),planning,explanation,

narrative,and pseudo-narrative.

2.A theoryofthe structureofcommand and controlchains.

3.A generaltheoryofthe structureofdiscourse,and a formalism forexpressingit.

4.A scaleof mitigationlevelsfor speech acts in aviationdiscourse,and an experimental
validationof thisscale.

5.An empiricallybased theoryofspeech act misinterpretation.

6. A theoryofdraftordersand the processby which they are ratified.

7. A collection of variables summarizing various important characteristics of speech a_ts in
cockpitcommunication.

8.A set of computational toolsfor testingstatisticalhypotheses,includingLISP programs

for checking the consistencyof coded data sets,extractingrelevantdata,and performing

the requisitestatisticalcalculations.

1.11.2.Applied and Specific Contrlbutlonn

This subsectiondescribesthe most important specificcontributionsof thisresearch.Note that

these contributionsare limitedby the.nature ofthe presentsample;futureresearchusingthis

methodology on simulatordata shouldclarifymany questionsleftopen here.

I.Ithas been shown that the averagemitigationlevelof requestsby subordinatesishigher

than that of requests by. superiors. It is hypothesized that this this assymmetry

contributestocaptain'smisunderstandingsofsuggestionsby subordinates.

®
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'2. It has been shown that there are significant regional differences in the interpretation of
mitigation. Furtlier research might determine whether or not this is a contributing factor

to the misinterpretation of cockpit speech acts. Thi would indicate if it would be
worthwhih, training crews to recognize and compensate for these regional differences.

Itha_ been shown thatrequestsare lessmitigatedduringCrew RecognaizedProblems, and

stilllessmitigatedduringCrew Recognized Emergencies. This shows that Crew members

are ableto vary theirmitigationleveldepending on theirperceptionof the situation,and

hence suggeststhatmitigationlevelistrainable.Italsosupportsthe suggestionthat such

training might be valuable.

,t. It h,a.s been shown that subordinates do not produce more planning and explanation than
superi_ors. Further research is required to determine what the optimal ratio might be.

It has been shown, that planning and explanation are more common during Crew
P,ecognized Problems but not during Crew Recognized Emergencies. This suggests
furtherresearch intothe optimal levelsof planning and explanationin both CRP and
C'R E.

It has been shown that more mitigated speech acts are more likely to have their topics
fail: This demonstrates the importance of crew members using direct language to
introduce operationally significant topics.

7. It has been shown that more mitigated draft orders are less likely to be ratified. This also
demonst rates the importance of using direct language.

This research suggests the value of invest(gating the correlation of a number of other linguistic
variables with system and crew perform,nee variables. These include degree of command and

control coherence, rate of request-rep6rt-acknowledgement triples, rate of planning and

explanation, arid rate of simple acknowledgements. Such correlations might be less costly

indicators of objective performance measures, and might also have training implications.

Finally, this research should have many applications to the design of aviation procedures and

eq_lipment ;.nvolving the use of language. Any equipment developed for the-cockpit producing
audio output, particularly complex linguistic output, should produce it in a natural way in

order to ensure optimal utilization by the crew. The present research could serve as the basis

for the design of such equipment.

2 INTRODUCTION

This section discusses the background and motivation for this research and the general
applicability of results obtained from the data that was used. This section also contains the

notational conventions used and acknowldgements for contributions to our research. It should

be noted that the present study reports an entirely new theoretical approach to the issue of

aviatiofi safety. For this reason, the research is described in considerable detail, and the report

provides theore:ical background in several fields.
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2.1 Background for This Research

The basic motivation for this researchprogram isto reduce the incidenceof air transport

accidents.To thisend, we are developingmeasures of the qualityof crew coordination,and

formulatingsuggestionsfor trainingproceduresto improve crew Coordination.Such measures

involveinterpersonalfactors,and hence, linguisticfactors. In suppor_ of thisprogram, the

presentstudy.providesa methodology for studying the lan_'uageof the cockpit,inciudinga

theoreticalframework, a number of linguisticvariables,and t_ts ofsome hypothesesinvolving

thesevariables.This study has used a data base of airtra,,sportaccidenttranscriptsinwhich

crew coordinationproblems appear tohave been a major causativefactor.

Three previous NASA studiesprovide _ motivation and foundationfor the presentresearch.

[RuffellSmith 79] identifiedmanagement of resources,both human and material,as a major

factorinfluencingthe effectivenessand safetyof crew operations,using 13-747fullmission

simulationstudies. Frequent problems in communication, decisionmaking, crew interaction,

and clew intdgrationwere noted in thisdata.[Murphy 80] examined .eightyfour commercial

aviationincidentreports(collectedthrough NASA's AviationSafetyReporting System (ASRS))

from a resourcemanagement perspective,and found interpersonalcommunications with Air

TrafficControl (ATC), task management, planning,coordination,and decisionmaking to be

major areasforconcern.{Foushee& Manes 81] studiedCVRs from the [RuffellSmith 79] data

and concluded that cockpit communication patterns are closelyrelated to flightcrew

performance. A number of essentiallylinguisticfactors(such as ratesof commands and of

ackno_Icdgemcnts in a text) were found to correlatestronglywith various performance

mc,qsures,

Basic theoreticalwork forms the largestpart of thisreport,and should alsobe of value for

other researchon interpersonalfactorsin aviation,because itpermits a more detailedand

preciseunderstanding of the mechanisms of interaction.It could,for example, be usefulin

designing other research programs that use CVR transcripts,or that use audio or video

transcriptsof flightsimulator sessions,or that consider other hypotheses about crew

performance involvingvariablessimilarto thosein thisstudy. For example, thiswork should

be usefulin studiesof crew fatigueduring extended missions,and in studiesof airto ground

communication. Possibleapplicationsare discussedinmore detailinSection10.

2.2 Applicability of This Research

As statedabove,thisresearchattempts to providea methodology thatcan be used tostudy any

form of data on aviationcommunication, includingtranscriptsfrom CVR recordersand audio

or video recordsof simulatorsessions.However, itisalsoimportant to note certainrestrictions

on the applicabilityofthisresearch.

Because transcriptsare availableonly forflightsthat ended in an accident,there isno control

data o_ the natureof communication forsuccessfulflights,and most importantly,forflightsin

which some problem aroseand was'dealtwith successfully.Similarly,becauseofthe absenceof

video records,thereare many caseswhere itisimpossibleto tellwhat actuallyhappened. For
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examl).le, in a situation in which the captain gives an order and does not receive a verbal reply,

it is not possible to tell whether he was answered with a nod.

These restrictions on the data limit the nature of the hypotheses that can be tested about

correlations between linguistic phenomena and performance phenomena. In later studies, using
data from flight simulators, it should be possible to remedy tLis lack. However, these

restrictions on the data should have no effect on the basic form of the theory, which is intended

as a formal description of aviation discourse. Additional data may motivate additions to the

theory, but should not necessitate any fundamental changes to the theory.

2.3 Notational Convent|one

The notation used in the official NTSB transcripts is neither entirely consistent nor entirely

suitable for tile purposes of the present report. In this report, the following conventions are
Used:

1. NTSB transcript citations are given in the form "airline/crash site/year, = followed by the
time in parentheses. However, since many examples used in this study are taken from

United/Portland/78, citations from this transcript are abbreviated to just the time. (This
transcript is used as a major source of examples because of its relevance to the purpose of
this project and because of.its familiarity to the aviation community.)

2. Individual turns of speakers are identified as to source and speaker. CAM indicates that

the source was the cockpit microphone; RDO indicates a radio transmission. The
following numbers are used for speakers: I -----captain, 2 ------copilot, 3 _ flight engineer, 4

third officer, 5 _ jump seat occupant, 6 _ head flight attendant, 7 ---- other flight
attendant.

3. * indicates the omission of untranscribable material.

4. # indicates what the NTSB calls a =non-pertinent word; = usually these appear to be

obscenity or profanity.

5. Parentheses indicate a word not completely clear to the transcriber.

It should be noted that the transcriptscontain many imperfections. For example, at

(approximately}i751:29 and 1754:23 of the United/Portland/78 transcript,the word will

al)pearswhere itevidentlyShould be we'll. Also,attributionof speaker and punctuation is

inconsistentand sometimes Confusing. Nevertheless,in allcases,the NTSB transcriptionis

used,sinceithas not been possibleto compare the transcriptswith the actualtapes.
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PART I:
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3 SPEECH ACTS

This section discusses speech act theory, one of the major theoretical tools used in this report to
understand aviation accident transcripts. This-section also indicates some modifications

required to make speech act theory fully applicable to the present data.

3.1 Language and Social Force

It is po._sible to view any utterance from two perspectives -- the perspective of language,
f_<.u._sing on its linguistic form, and the perspective of social force, focussing on its effect in

the world. Invc.stigations. at the level of language are concerned with the form of what is

actually said, using the precise tools furnished by linguistics. Investigations at. the level of social

force 'm' concerned with what an utterance accomplishes dr fails to accomplish. The level of

social force is of great-importance in the present study, allowing us to ask such questions as

what linguistic units were taken as orders and carried out, what explanations led to a resolution

of a problem, what proposed actions were lost and never discussed, etc. (These two levels have

al._,_ becP wrmed "what was said" and "what was done" [Labor & Fanshel 77].}

Since it is lhe level of social force that is clearly of the greatest relevance for this project, one
mighl a_k what value there is in studying the level of language. It is necessary to study both

h,vel._ since the level of social force is derived from the level of language; we must understand

the form of _vhat was said before we can make the interpretation of what effect it had in the
world.

3.2 Speech Act Theory

Speech act theory is the first theory of language which focusses in a systematic way on the level
of social force. The fundamental iilsight of speech act theory is that certain utterances can be

viewed ms performing actions in the world [Austin 62, Searle 69]. For example, (12), (13}, (14)
and (15) can be seen as performing actions, rather than simply describing them.

(12) I christen this chip the Argos.

(13) I now pronounce you man and wife.

(14) I promise you I°ll get to your party on time.

(15) I bet you five doll&re the Yankees will lose.

Thus, (15) does not describe the act of betting, but rather performs it. For examples like these,
the socialforce,or tobe more precise,the probableor potentialsocialforceisobvious,sincethe

verbs of the sentencesthemselvescorrespondto the socialact being performed --christening,
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protmsing, betting, etc. This is one way to accomplish a speech act directly. Another way is to

match the social force of the sentence to its syntactle form -- expressing a directive with an

imperativeform or a requestfor informationwith a questionform. Section3.2.2discussesthe

complex matterof indirectspeech acts.

Recent discussionsofspeechact theoryhave broadened the scope ofthe notionofspeech act,so

thatany utterancemay be consideredtobe a speech actofsome kind. Thus, an utterancesuch

as

(IS) The sky is blue.

may be consideredto perform the speech act of Mserting or informing. This isof great

ir_portanceforthe presentstudy,sincethe actof reportingisan important and frequentspeech

actinthe cockpit.

3.2.1 Propositional Content

Speech act theory permitsus to separatethe socialforceof an utterancefrom itspropositional

content. The propositional content of an.utteranceissome propositionwhich itmakes

about the world. Depending on-thesocialforceof the utterance,thispropositionalcontentmay

be reported,requested,denied,etc. Thus, the followingexamples have the same propositional

content,but differentsocialforces.

(i7) Let me inforln you that the sky is overcast.

(18) ! have _o yarn you that the nky i8 overcast

(19) The sky doe|n't look overcast to me.

(20) Z agree that ths nky look8 overcut.

In theseexamples, the propositionalcontentis 'me |ky i| overcast; the socialforcesare

reporting,warning,challenging,and agreeingor acknowledging.

3.2.2 Indirect Speech Acts

Thus far,allthe examples givenhave been speechactswhich expresstheirsocialforcedirectly.

However, thereare alsospeech acts which expresstheirmost probable socialforceindirectly.

These use a linguisticform which isnot to be interpretedliterally.FOr example:

(21) CAM-t What £ need in the wind. re&lly
(1755 : 13)

This is.literallyan exprese,|ve,in Searle'sterms,inwhich the captainexpressesa psychological

stateof =needing' informationabout the wind. However, given the contextin which itwas

spoken,itssocialforcemight be given asthe directive

(22) Give me the wind.

Clearly.the use of_thelinguisticform of.onespeech act to convey the socialforceof another

presentsopportunitiesfor misinterpretationthat can have seriousconsequencesin the-cockpit_

situation.

......... A. ........
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The primary question for indirect speech acts is how it can happen that one speech act gets

interpreted as anolher. To answer this, speech act theory uses felicity conditions, which are
coliditions Ill.at must be satisfied in order for a speech act of a given kind to be uttered

• feli_'it_msl.v' (also termed 'non-defectively'). These conditions include preparatory conditions,

pnq),siti,mal content conditions, sincerity conditions, an essential condition, and possibly some
others. Preparatory conditions cover What must be satisfied before the utterance is made;

for example, for-an order, that the speaker must have appropriate authority over the addressee,

and tha! the addresee is able to perform the act; or fora promise, that it is not obvious that

what is promised would otherwise occur. Propositional content conditions express

constraintson.the propositionalcontent;forexample, fora promise,that itexpressa futureact

by the speaker. Sincerity conditions concern the speaker'sinternalstates,includinghis

intentions.For example, in a requestthat the addresseeperform an act A, the speakershould

reallywant the addresseeto do A. The essential condition definesthe desiredeffect,of the

speech acl upon the addressee.

The most obvious way to accomplish a speech act indirectly is to make reference to one of its

felicity conditions. For example, one of the felicity conditions for a requdst that the addressee

make a report is that the speaker should really want to know the contents of this report. This
gives Us an explanation of how (_1} can indirectly convey (22).

Figure 1 gives a list of felicity conditions for directives, which include orders and requests;

Figure 2 givesa listof "generalizations• for the indirectaccomplishment of directives.Both

figl, res are adapted from [Searle 79].

Preparatory: Addressee is able to perform act a

Propositional Content: Speaker predicates a future act A of the aAdreseee

Sincerity: Speaker w_nts the a4drseses to do act A

Essential: Utterance counts as _n attempt by the speaker _
to get the _ddressee to do act A

Figure 1" Felicity Conditions for Directives

There isa very large body of literatureon indirectspeech acts in the fieldsof linguistics,

philosophy of language, artificialintelligence,and psychology. (See, for example, [Searle

79,Gordon & Lakoff 71, Gazdar 79,Labor & Fanshel 77].} The foregoingdiscussionis a

summary of the approach of [Searle-79],which underliesmost oftheseapproaches......
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I,

2.

3.

4,

Speaker can make an indirect directive to do act A either by asking
whether a preparatory condition concerning.the addreeeee°s ability to do
A holds, or by stating that it does hold.

Speaker can make an indirect directive by asking whether the propositional
content condition holds, or by statin I t_at it dose hold.

Speaker can make an indirect directive by _tating that the sincerity
condition holds, but not by asking whether it holds.

Speaker can make an indirect directive to do act A.either by stating that
there are good or overriding reasons for doing Ao or by asking whether
Such reasons exist, except where the reason is that the addressee wishes
to do A, in which case the speaker ca_ only ask whether the addressee
wishes to do Ao but can not assert that he does.

F|gure 2: Strategies for Indirect Directives

3.3 The Success or Failure of Speech Acts

At the levelof socialforce,the crucialquestionabout any speechact iswhether or not ithas

succeeded. This requiresa definitionof what successmeans. The account of successgiven in

speech act theoryisinsufficientfor the presentproject.This sectionfirstsketchesthisaccount,

and then givesthe broaderdefinitionofsuccessneeded forthisresearch.

3.3.1 Success of Speech Acts within Speech Act Theory

Speech act theory usesthe linguisticform of the speech set,without any externalfactors,to

determine the effectof the speech.act,that is,the effectitwould ha_e were itto be successful

in the world. This istermed the |llocutlonary force of the speech act. The illocutionary

forcerepresentsthe speaker'sintention,what he wishesto accomplishwith hisutterance[Searle

69,Searle79].[Searle60] claimsthat 'the syntacticstructureofthe sentence'which performs

a speech act containsan "illocutionsryforceindicator'which 'shows how the propositionisto

be taken,or to put itanotherway, what illocutionaryforcethe utteranceisto have; that is,

what illocutionaryact the speakerisperforminginthe utteranceofthe Sentence."

In order to determine whether the illocutionaryforceof some sentence succeeds,speech act

theory moves beyond the form of the sentence to 'felicity.conditions"that involve non-

linguisticfactorssuch as the natureof the propositionalcontent,the intentionand abilitiesof

the speaker,the desiresof the addressee,etc. For example, (accordingto [Searle71])inorder

fors promise tosucceed,the promised actionmust be one which the speakerisableto perform,

intendstoperform,and which istothe advantage ofthe addressee.Thus, ifsomeone says
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(23) I promifl to give you t,he moon on a lilver platter.

lh:,t p¢,r._on has no_ performed a proper promise, since the action can not be carried out, and

honco tho addressee can not subsequently accuse the speaker of going back on a promise.
Simil,_rlv, according to this theory, if someone says

(24) I promise _o blow up your car if you come to my party.

this can be considered to be a successful promise only if, for some reason, the addressee wishes

to have his car blown up. ((24) can, of course, easily be considered an indirect form of threat,

which is a different speech act). [Searle 71] claims that it is possble to give necessary conditions

of this kind l'or the success of every type of performative utterance. At present, such felicity

conditions have been formulated for a number of speech acts, including all those major types

pre,_ent in the data of this study. As an example of this type of condition, Figure 1 gives felicity
ccmditi.ns for directives.

There are s_,veral reasons why this account of the success of speech acts is insufficient for the

present proJeCt. One is that it concerns only the successfui establishment of a particular speech

a_'t. 'I'hu._, it permits us to determine whether a particular speech act, for example, a promise

has been made, but does not extend to determining whether that promise, actually is carried

out. The actual carrying out of a speech act iu the world is termed, within speech act theory,

its perloeutionary force, and all writers on speech act theory have deemed it beyond the
_cope of the the_ry's consideration.

A se(...Jnd., and more serious problem with this way of determining the success of speech acts is

that it crucially depends on knowledge of mental events such as the intention of the speaker,

the (h,sire of the addressee, etc. This focus is inappropriaLe in.the present study for a number

ot reasons. One is that there is no reliable way of ascertaining the intention of a speaker, or
any ocher such postulated mental entity. Speech act theory relies on the judgment of the

analyst in making this determination. This is a reasonable move in cases where the example

sentences have been constructed by the analyst, and represent relatively simple cases. But in

the more complex cases which occur in actual transcripts, analysts differ in their

interpretations, and a definitive interpretation can not be determined in this way. One might
argue that the speakers could be asked what their intention was. In the aviation accident

situation, of course, this is rarely possible, since many of the speakers died in the accidefit.

Even when the speaker can be asked about his intention, his memory of an intention is not fully
:::;able, and can not be given privileged status. In fact, his account of his intention is more

aata to be analyzed, and data of a more complex type than a direct transcription of an
utterance.

3.3.2 Success and Failure of Speech Aeta in • Real World Context

Since the CVR transcripts, taken together with the NTSB reports, provide a context that

contains a wide range of information about the actual effects of speech acts, several different

ways of determining speech act success are possible in the present research. The first and

simplest measure of success is tO look at later utterances to see what effect the speech act had.
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For example, if w,_, are interested in whether a suggestion by a subordinate wa._ accepted, we
can try t. j.dg:, if tile captain accepted or rejected it, ba._ed on what he said; {This proc,,ss,

call_,,I ratifi¢,:ltion of draft-orders, is discussed in section 7,3,) If we are concerned about

wh¢,llwr Ih_, proposal of a new topic succeeds, we can check whether the utterances immediately

foJl,,wi.g thi._ topic continue it. This simple _est is possible because the transcripts of the entire

i.tt, ractim_ art, available. It is also possible because we are concerned not with the speakers'

ai_d add_t,ss_,s' beliet;s, intentions, etc, but only with their actions, Thus, with a speech act of

persuadi.g, we are concerned not with whether the addressee actually feels convinced, but only
with wh_,thor he acts as though he were convinced.

This method of simple inspection is not sufficient when the failure is more complex, for example

when the addressee appears to misinterpret the speaker's speech act, For example, some(me

may s:l.v

(25) It's cold in here.

intending it as an cxtremel!¢ indirect form of the request

(20) Close the window.

"l'h_' addr,,ssce may misinterpret the speaker's intention, and merely respond

(27) Sure is.

If _he ._p_,aker and the analyst are the same person, then the speaker can give an account, of

wh:_t he intended by his utterance; this gives a basis for analyzing the response as a

mi_interpret:_1ion. But as discussed above, for data like that of the present, study, there is no

rcliablt, access to tl_e intentions of speakers.

Despite the difficuhy, some account of misinterpretation is necessary, because there are cases

that we wish to analyze as misinterpretations. For example, the sequence (28a-b} gives us as

analysts the sense that something has gone wrong, whether through misunderstanding or

through deliberate stubbornness.

(28a) CAM-2 Do you have _ny idea of wha*.the frequency of the
Parie VOR is?

(28b) CA_--I Nop_, dont really g_e a #
(Texae/_n_/7_; 28 :20.5)

The speaker of (28a) could h_ve been making a request for information about the addre_see's

state of knowledge. Or he could have been making a request for action - either that the

addressee find out the frequency, or that he actually use the VOR. Of these three possibilities,

we as analysts, without access to the speaker's in._.entions, are fairly sure that the first of these

possibilities, the request for information, was not what the speaker intended, and that in so

taking it, the addressee was in fact misinterpreting it In order to justify such a claim, we must

introduce a new distinction, be_.ween the prior force of a speech act, before response, _nd its

posterior force, after some response has been made. The prior force of a speech act derives
from:
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1. it,_ ling.istie form;

'2. the previous linguistic context;

3. the identity of its speaker and intended addressee; and

i /-,

•t. shared information available to speaker and intended addressee.

._,}m,, slwech acts are relatively unambiguous, such as

(29) CAM-I Ah call tho r,_p, give em our passenger count including
laps tell um we'll land with about four thousand
poun4s of fuel. (1751:35)

_l(,st rt, adt, rs or hearers will judge that (29) is an order, and that no other interpretation is
tentdile, llowever, there are othe¢ speech acts which are more ambiguous, so that an analyst

will see several possible interpretations of their force. For example, (30), spoken by the captain

to the flight engin(er, may be interpreted as an order, or as a question about the flight

engineer's feelings and plans.

(30) CAM-1 Do you want to run thro_.gh the &ppronch descent, yourself?
So you don't forg_ something (t754:18)

Ex:mlph_ (30) has two recognizable prior •forces: order and question. Furthermore, analys*..s can

judge the relative possibility that each alternative actually was chosen by the participants in

th,, situation. These judgements of possibility may be expressed in terms of fuzzy set

membership [Zadeh 65, Zadeh 77, Goguen 89] I . Thus, we can say that (30} has a .9

mcmberst,ip in the set of orders, and a .4 membership in the set of questions. (These values are

based on a gedanken experiment performed by the analysts, supplemented by judgements cf

researchers at NA:';A Ames. It would be perfectly feasible to use members of the aviation

community a.s subjects in an actual experiment to determine degree of membership of selected

examples.) We call this range of interpretations of social force, together with their possibility

values, the prior spectrum of the speech act.

Similarly, the posterior force of a speech act is an interpretation of its social force together
with its relative possibility value, as judged by an analyst on the basis of the addrcssee's

response to the speech act. Thus a response to (30) like (31) would assign to (30) the posterior
force of a question.

(31) No. I'm pretty _olid on that procedure,

The actual response, (32), assigns to it the posterior force of _n order.

(32) Yes sir. (1754:25)

Posterior force can also give rise to a fuzzy set of social forces, called the posterior spectrum.

lFuzzy set theory differs from probability theory in its ref6reace to possibility rather than to probability; more
technic_tlly,the events involved need not have values that add up to I, as indeed they do not in the example given
here.
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'l'hi._ _vill ,gften l:avc a non-zero value for only One possibi!ity, but an ambiguous response can

give rise to a spectruni having more than one tmsterior force with non-zero possibility value.

'I'o re,_tate the notions of prior and posterior spectrum in more social terms, the prior spectrum

of a speech act is its fuzzy set of possible interpretations given everything that the participants

know up to and including the momevt of u_.teranee, while its pcsterior spectrum is the fuzzy set

of interpretations taking into account whatever subsequent talk the participants actually
pr,dueed.

Thus, in example (28), the interpretation a_signed after knowing the addressee's response is the

same intert)retation assigned the highest degree of set m._mbership before knowing that

response, i.e., the interpretation that it is an order, For example, we judge that (28a) has

membership of .8 in set of requests for action -- contacting the VOR, membership of ,7 in the

set of requests for action -- finding out the frequency of the VOR, and membership of .2 in the

sel of requ._ts for information about the addressee's state of knowledge (see Figure 3). The

response, (28b) assig;ns a posterior force of request for information about the addressee's state of
information. Since that interpretation had the lowest degree of membership of all those in the

prior spectrum, the sense of misinterpretation can be described as a mismatch between our

jud_;meni of the prior force of the utterance and the posterior force actually given to it.

It is important to note that this analysis takes an extremely literal approach to the

interpretation of speech acts: There is no way to tell whether the speaker of (28b) actually

misunderstood (28a), or whether he understood it and was being deliberately obstreperous.

With only the transcript, there is no way to ch0ose between these possibilities, and the analysis
of prior and posterior force does not operate at this level of speaker motivation.

3.4 Classification of Speech Act Types

llaving established the theory of speech acts, it is now possible to make a taxonomy of possible
speech acts. [Searle 79] offers a elassifiction which is intended to be complete, for all conter.ts.

In this work, we make use of those categories which actually occur in the CVR transcripts.

Srarle's general classification is as follows:

Assertives, which 'commit the speaker (in varying degrees to ... the truth of the

expressed proposition.' Verbs used for assertive speech acts include believe and
conclude.

3.

Directives, which are attempts (in varying degrees by the speaker to get the hearer to do
something." This class includes orders and suggestions.

Commisslves, which "commit the speaker to some futurecourse of action." Typical

verbs used forcommissivesincludepromiss and offer.

4. Expresslves, which "express a psychological state ... about a state of affairs sp,,cified in
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the propositional content." Verbs used for expressive.speech acts include thank and
apologize,
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,5.Declarations, which,ifsuccessfullyperformed,=bringabout the corespondencebetween

tilepropositionalcontentand reality.= For example, ifthe captaindeclaresa MAYI)AY,
then, indeed, tile flight has MAYDAY status.

The ('\q_data containsthe followingtypesofspeech acts:

I.Request. This classincludesorders,requests,suggestions,and quest.ions,that is,all _

speecliactswhich callforthe addresseeto perform some action,eithera physicalact or a

speechact {as.inanswering a question.)ItcorrespondstoSearle'sclassofdirectives.

2.Report. A reportisan indicationof some stateof the world. This classcorrespondsto

Searle'sassertives.In the currentdata,itincludesthe followingdistinguishablesubtypes,
inadditiontosimplereports:.

a. Support. This isa specialtype of report that occurs most characteristicalyin

explanations.Itisa reportofsome stateofthe world which isofferedassupporting

evidencefora statementwithinan explanation{seeSection7).

b. Challenge. Similarly,a challenge is a type of report which occurs most

characteristicalyin explanations.Itisa reportwhich isofferedas a challengeto
some slatement withina explanation.

c. Psyeho-ostenslve This isa report,director indirect,ofthe speaker'spsycholo_cal
state[Matisoff79].An examplesis:

Less than throe week¢ to ret£rement, you better get me
outta here

(1748:17)

As we use thisterm, psycho.ostensivesare specificalynot operationallyrelevant.

There alsoare reportsof internalstateswhich are at leastpotentiallyoperationally

relevant.For example

I'm so tired I can't keep my eyes open.

Such caseswould be consideredas simplereports,not aspsycho-ostensives.

3.Declaration. This is the directequivalentof Searle'sclassof declarations.In the

aviationcontext,declarationsmay be ofMAYDAY or PAN.

4.Acknowledgement. This speech act acknowledges eitherthat the speaker has heard

some report,or that he willperform the actionindicatedby a request. In itslatter
function,itcorrespondsto Searle'sclassofcommissives.

®
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3.5 Speech Ac_ Charts

Thus far, the discussion has focussed on single speech acts, or-upon short sequences of speech

act._. In addition, it is sometimes desirable to study larger patterns of speech acts. To do this_

we usedhe speech act chart, a _raphic device for displaying selected features of speech acts
(such _s aspecls of their propositional content, their speech act type, their speaker, and their

addressee) a._ a function of time. Speech act charts are especially useful for displaying all
speech acts having some particular propositional content, such as fuel level or altitude.

Figure 5 isa speech _ct chart for the United/Portland/78 accident,showing allspeech acts

whose propositionalcontent isfuellevel.Fuel levelwas chosen as the relevantpropositional

content for.thisaccidentsinceitsprobable cause was determined by the NTSB to have been

'failureof the captain-to-monitorproperlythe aircraft'sfuelstate,resultingin fuelexhaustion

to allengines.' Or, thischart,the actualfuellevelisassumed to bvthe linear-funCtionof time

determined by two given points:7000 pounds reportedby the captainto company at 174(i47,

and ikominalzerofuellevelat 1813:38,when allenginesflamed out. The charthas threescales

forfuellevel:one forthe act'._allevel,a second forthe reportedlevelattime ofspeaking,and a

thirdforthe projectedlevelatsome time laterthan the time ofspeaking.

We now give a narrativeof the events shown in Figure 5,based on the actualutterancesof

crew member:s having fuellevelaspropositionalcontent:

The firstspeech act on the chart occursbeforethe CTR transcriptbegins,but the NTSB

report on this accident mentions that recordingsshow that at 1740:47 the captain

reported7,000 pounds of fuelon board to company dispatchand maintenance personel.

We take thispoint(7,000pounds at 1740:47)as one end ofa lineshowing projectedlinear

decreaseof fuellevel.The otherend isthe poihtat which allenginesflameout (0pounds

at 1813:38},which we take as..nominalzerofuellevel.

Beginning at 1746:52isthe firstofthreerequest-report-acknowledgementtriples:the first

officerrequestsfuellevel,the flightengineerreports5,000 Ibs.and then the firstofficer

acknowledges the report. In the second of thesetriples,beginning at 1748:54,the first

officerrequestsfuellevelfrom the captain,who reportsFive, and then the firstofficer

acknowledgesthisby repeatingFive.

At. about 1750:16,the captain requestsfrom the flightengineer a current card on

weight flgure (for) about _a0ther fifteen minutee, and at 1750::30elaboratesthis

with Yeaho give ue three or four thousand pounde on top of zero fuel

weight. We interpret this as having the force of a projection, that in fifteen minutes, i.e.
1805:30,therewillbe 3,000to 4,000pou.ndsoffuel.

The next speech act on the chartb a challengeof thisprojectionby the flightengineer,

who says at 1750:34, Not enough. Fifteen minutel le gonna --- really run ue
low on fuel here.

This doubt apparentlyhas no effect,forthe flightengineerat about 1.752:30says to the
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Figure 6: United/Portland/78 Speech Act Chart

company, We'll be l&nding w:Ltb about four thoue&nd pounde of fuel, which we
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inlerpret as a projected fuel level for 1805:30. (Note that this is actually on the high side

of tile range previously projected by the captain.) Slightly later in the same eofiversation,

the flight engineer reports 5,000 pounds of fuel to the eompafiy. (This value may be a

little high, but it. is not significantly so, in contrast to the previous two projections.}

At 1750:53, the first officer initiates another.triple with the flight engineer. The value

reported is 4,000 pounds.

At 1802:22,the flightengineerreports,without having been requested,We got about

three 0n the. fuel (and that'e it), apparently an aggravated report.

At 1803:23, Portland Approacii Control requests amount of fuel from the captain, who

reports about four thousand well, make it three thousand pounds of fuel,
which is acknowledged by Thank you. The captain's report is first hedged (about and

well} and then.cozr.ected downward to 3,000 poundS, which appears to be quite accurate:

It is interesting to notice that from just after 1804:04 until 1808:10 the crew members are

illvolvcd with a-check which they had forgotten to do (of the gear warning horn} and do

not attend to the question of fuel level. They are in fact flying almost directly away from

Portland Airport at this time. At about 1808:40, one engine flames out.

At 1807:00 the captain reports chewing a thousand or better and the first officer

challenges this report with I don't, think it's in there. The flight engineer says

Showing three thousand isn't it which we interpretasa mitigatedreport.

At 1807:31the flightengineerreportsIt's ehowlng zero and the captainrespondsYou

got_ a thousand pounds, you got to. At 1807:51the captainreportsShowing down

to zero or a thousand; which isacknowledged by the flightengineerwith Yeah.

At around 1808:50the flightengineerrepotsNot very much more fuel which represents

a vague range of values,and at 1809:10 he reportsh'i'o down to one on the

totalizer and then Number two is empty.

A number of observationsCan be made usingthischart. One isthat the actualreportsof fuel

levelwere fairlycorrect;itwas the projectedfuellevelsthat were Seriousunderestimations.

The second observationisthat thereisan interestingerosionof the flightengineer'schallenge

of the captain'serroneousprojectionof fuelweight. This sequence beginsat 1750:30with the

captain'smistaken projectionthat there would be three or four thousand pounds of fuelat

1805:30. The flightengineerchallengesthisprojection:Not enough. Fifteen minutes io

go_na really run us low on fuel here. But .theflightengineerdoes not maintain his

challenge,and reportsto ground a projectedfigureof fourthousand pounds. (Our estimateof

the actual fuellevelat 1805:30 is about 1700 pounds.} A finalobservationis to note the

attentiongiven to checkingthe gear warning horn in the importantperiodfrom approximately

1804 to 1806,duringwhich time the aircraftwas flyingaway from the airportand running out

offuel.
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It should be noted that similar graphic devices are used in NTSB reports to display particular

uttera,cesover time,altitude,etc. Charts of thistype are valuablebecause they permit us to

focuson tilespecificpropositonalcontentof ifiterest,and on the patternof speech actswhich

expressit. This isimportant sinceerrorsofresourcemanagement and crew coordinationoften

occurnot as tileresultofa singlespeech act,but inthe courseof a chainofspeech acts.

4 MITIGATION AND AGGRAVATION

This sectiondefinesthe notionsof mltlgatlon and aggravation, and introducesthe scale

xs'hichthe)'form. An empiricalvalidationofthisscaleisaLsogiven. Variablesthat range over

the mitigation/aggravationscaleplay an important rolein severalof the hypothesesdiscussed
inSection9.

4.1 Definition of Mitigation and Aggravation

The definition given in this subsection attempts to capture the intuition that, while some

sentencesare quitedirect,other sentenceswith the same (or similar}socialforce are more

indirect:moreover, thesedifferencesin degreeof directnesscorrespondto differencesindegree

of politeness.Thus, most nativespeakersofEnglishfeelthat (33)isquitedirect,while (34}is

quiteindirect,and alsomore polite.

(33) CAM-1 Reee_ _hst circuit breaker momsntarlly, ne if we get
gear lights (1810:17)

(34) CAM-I Do you want to run throug h the approach descent yourself?
So you don't forget somsthing (1754:18)

Mitigation and aggravation are possible because English (like all human languages) presents its

speakers with a variety of means of expressing the same propositional content. A mitigated

f,_rmisone _'hichexpressesa given propositionalcontentin such a way as to avoid giving

offense.An aggravated form,such as(35),has more potentialforgivingoffense.

(3S) CAM-2 Ge_ thil # on _hs ground
(1801:45)

(Actually,(35} i'snot very likelyto give offensein the contextin which itwas used,but its

linguisticform isneverthelessaggravated,ratherthan direct.)

As many analysts have noted, aggravation is considerably rarer than mitigation in most social

situations, and there are far more forms for mitigation than for aggra.vation [Labor & Fanshel
77].Therefore,the followingdiscussionfocusseson mitigation.

T-here are many linguistic devices which function as mitigations: questions are more mitigating
than imperatives; modal auxiliaries, such as would, might and could, are more mitigating than

simple verbs; markers of request for agreement, such as right and 0g, are mitigating. This list

could be continued almost indefinitely.

However, in order to deal with all the mitigation devices and strategies ocurring in a given text,
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it would be preferrable to have some theory of why such a seemingly heterogenous group of

linguistic phen{_mena should serve this function. Such a theo" has been given by [Brown and

l.evinson 79]. (A similar theory of politeness has been developed by Robin Lakoff in a series of

papers; we use Brown and Levinson's theory because of the convenience of their single unified

preselitation.)

Brown and Levinson's accbunt is based on the notion that politeness is the attempt to avoid

face threatening action, where face is the public self-image that. every member of the

culture wants to claim for himself/herself [Goffman 67]. There are two types of face, negative

and po.¢.itive. Negative face i_ "the basic claim to territories, personal reserves, rights to non-

distractioll -- i.e. to freedom of action and freedom from imposition.' Postlve face is the

' positive consistant self-image or 'personality' (crucially including the desire that this self-image

be apprcciatcd and approved of} claimed by interactants _ [Brown and Levinson 79] p. 66.

These two types of face give rise to two types of politeness, also called negative and positive.

Negative polltene6 attempts to minimize the degree of trespass to the addressee's autonomy;

posltlve politeness attempts to minimize the distance between speaker and addressee, so that

the speaker's and addressee's desires appear to be the same.

Brown and Levinson also identify a third class of strategies for politeness, called off record

strategies. These are modes of indirection which permit the speaker to avoid being held

accountable for what he/she intends to convey. Such strategies are very rare in this data. This

is fortunate, since they are particularly likely to be misinterpreted. No further discussion of off

record strategies is necessary for the present study.

Figures 6 and 7 show the negative and positive strategies we have found, using as data all

directives (i.e., requests and orders)in the United/Portland/78 transcript (excluding directives
for acts that are purely speech acts}. The mechanism of many of these strategies can be

explained by the theory of indirect speech acts given in Section 3.2.2, but the present section is
concerned with the dimension of mitigation, rather than with the mechanisms by which

indirection is achieved. Figure {} shows the negative mitigation strategies found in this data,

and Figure 7 shows the positive mitigation strategies. Although directives are not the only

speech acts that can be mitigated, they are am6ng the most likely to be mitigated, since a
request that someone do something, following Brown and Levinson, is a threat to the adressee's

autonomy. However, it should be noted that in the cockpit situation, where-there is a strict

and known hierafchy of command, a request for action is less face threatening than would be
the case in a more-fluid and undefined social situation.

Since many examples contain more than one mitigation device, the devi6e of interest is

ifidicated by underlines. Speaker and addressee are denoted by numerals; for example 1 --> 3

is spoken by the captain to the flight engineer.

®
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- Give Reason for Request

Do you want to run through the approach descent yourself?
So you don't fc.r_ somethinK.

1 --> 3 (1752:20)

- Give Options about Compliance

- Frame Request as Suggestion

If I might _ake. ! suggestion -- you should put your coats On.
4 --> 1,2°3 (1748:21)

- Frame Order as Request

Why don'____tyouput, all your books in-your bag over there Rod.
1 --> 2 (1755;55)

- Minimize Extent of Action Required

Do you have the signal for not evacuate, also the signal for

protective position. That's the onlI _hi__ I need from oXou
now.

6 --> I (1744:40)

- Make Request Hypothetical

I_f I _maks a suKKestiOno you should put your coats on.
4 --> 1.2.3 (1748:21)

- Use Modal Auxiliary

If I mi__make a suggestion, you should put your coats on.
4 --> 1,2,3 (1748:21)

- Use I_f Clause

I/f I _ make a su_eetion, you should put your coats on.
4 --> 1.2.3 (1748:21)

% Figure 8: Examples of Negative Mitigation Strategies

4.1.1 Psych0logtcal Status of Mitigation/Aggravation

It. should be noted that mitigation and aggravation are linguistic categories, not psychological

ones. Thus, _vhen a speaker uses a particular instance of an aggravated form, we can not

directly draw any conclusions about his psychological state at the moment, nor about his

personality characteristics, although a speaker's long-term profile of use of

mitigation/aggTavation in different contexts is probably related to his pLrsonality
characteristics.

Mitigation/aggravation as a linguistic phenomenon is relaUd to the psychological notion of

assertiveness, but is not identical to it. Use of few mitigation strategies, or of many aggravation

strategies is one way of behaving assertively; there are, of course, many others.
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- Minimize Distance Between Speaker and Addressee

- Use Informal Syntax
How much fuel w_ego_. Frostie?

1 --> 3 (1746:52)

- Use I2formal Lexical Choice

But if anything goes wrong, you just charge back and _et vou..__r
as__Esof_._t, OK,

1 --> 4 (1748:40)

- Use u_s Rather than me
Yeah give us three or four thousand pounds on top of zero
fuel weight.

1 --> 3 (1750:30)

- Seek Agreement
You're going to take care of the shutdown, ri__ig_.

2 --> I (?) (1758:18)

Figure 7: Examples of Positive Mitigation Strategies

4.2 Scale of Mitigatlon/Aggravatlon

A number of the hypotheses suggested in this report require discriminating degrees in a scale of

mitigation and aggravation. The degrees of this scale correspond to the Sense felt by the native

speakers of a language that Some sentences are more polite or more indirect than others. The

validity this scale has been established by checking the judgement of linguistic analysts against

the judgements of members of the aviation community. (See Section 4.3 for a discussion oLhow

this test was performed.) We have found that four degrees of mitigation/aggravation are the

most that native speakers Can reliably discriminate. This scale has a midpoint of zero,

representing a direct, unmitigated utterance. There are two degrees of mitigation -- low and

high. There is only one degree of aggravation, corresponding to the facts that aggravation is

much rarer than mitigation [Labor & Fanshel 77], and that there are fewer strategies for

effect i,g aggravation than for effecting mitigation.

4.3 Experlmental Support for Scale of Mlt|gatlon/Aggravatl0n

This .subsectiondiscussesan experiment conducted to demonstrate the reliabilityof an

operationallydefinedscalefor degreesof mitigation. This scaleisused in coding data for

certainhypothesestestedin thisresearch.This demonstration isimportant,both to determine

whether the linguisticphenomeon of mitigation/aggravationcan indeed be viewed as a scale,

and to check the reliabilityof coding. Whether or not mitigation/aggravationforms a scaleis

relevantto the issueof statisticaltestingfor hypotheses utilizingthisvariable(see Section

9.2.4).
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The reliability experiment on the scale of mitigation/aggravation trained six subjects, familiar

with aviati_m but not with linguistics, collected their ratings of a set of speech acts, and then

(._mwired these ratings with the analysts' ratings of the. same speech acts. The data set

consisted :ff 31 reports and requests, chosen randomly from the six transcripts. Requests (which

include orders) are a natural choice for this test because they are the speech acts most centrally

inv(,h'ed with mitigation, since the act of requesting that someone do something is always

potentially face-threatening. Reports are the next most important category of speech acts for

miligation. Al|hough .they are less often mitigated than requests, they too can play an

importa_lt role in the misunderstandings that arise in command and control discourse_

The stale of mitigation/aggravation tested had the following four levels: Aggra,-ated; Direct;

Lmv Mitigation; and High Mitigation. Our original experimantal plan called for'a sample with

six reports and six requests of each mitigation level. However, this-proved impossible because of

the scarcity of examples in certain categories. Starting from the entire body of speech acts in

the six transcripts, each with a mitigation rank assigned by one analyst, speech .acts were

ch<_oscnatrand(_mand theirmitigationrankingwas checked by a second analyst.This process

continued untilthe desirednumber of speech actswere Obtained in each of the most common

categories.For the rare categories,separatepoolswere formed containingallthe speech acts

with that levelof mitigation.Some speech acts were eliminatedbecause they had ambiguous

socialforce or because they used contradictorymitigationstrategies;the remaindSr were

includedin the experiment. Ten of these "bad' sentenceswere alsoificludedin the sample,

even though we did not intendto use them in the evaluationprocess,in order to Check the

assumption thatthiskind ofsentencewould pose specialdifficulties.A separaterandomization

ste_)determined the order inwhich these41 speech actswould be administeredto subjectsfor

¢-_ding,

The experimentalsubjectsconsistedof six Commercial airlineprofessionals,includingtwo of

rank captain,threeof rank firstofficer,and one of rank flightengineer. (We had expected

threeof each tank,for a totalof nine subjects,but threesubjectsfailedto appear at the test

site.)Before being asked to rank the speech acts,they were given pre_testtrainingin the

meaning of the categoriesused:A previouslyprepared explanationof the notionOf mitigation

was read to the subjects.They were then given some sample writtenexamples to rate,and

theseexamples were discussedby one ofthe analystswith the group. Finally,they were given

the writtenspeechact protocolsto score.

An analysiswas made of the match between the subjects'mitigationratingsand those of the

analysis.The criterionwhich isgenerallyused forreliabilityof such scalesisa stringentone:

thereshould be at leastan 80% match between the subjectsand the analysts;that is,the

averagenumber ofagreements of the analystsjudgements with the subjectsexceed 8 out of 10.

This criterionwas just met inthe presentexperiment,in which the average agreement of the

sixsubjectswith the analysts'judgement was .801. Although neitherthe number of Subjects

nor the number of stimuliwere as great as originallyplanned, they are sufficientto support

concludingthatthisisindeed a reliablescalefordegreesofmitigation.
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A more d_.t,filed analysis of the data provides further evidence that a scale of the kind required
has indeed been defined. First of all, no two subjects had an agreement ratio with each other

that wa:_ as hig,h as their agreement ratio with the analysts. (In fact, the average, agreement

ratio am,rag sttbjects-was only .68.) This strongly suggests that much of the disagreement that

did appear is simply due to variance among subjects less well trained than the analysts.

(Indt,ed, the agreement of the analysts ratings with the modal response of the subjects is far
higher than .8.}

Another.factor affecting subject variance in coding is regional dialect differences. While data

froni six subjects can only be regarded as suggestive for this purpose, the following facts should

be noted: there wer.e two subjects each from California, New York State, and the South; the

analysts are from the North-East (one from New York City and one from Western

Massachusetts). The inter-subject agreement for New York subjects is higher than that for
California subjects or Southern subjects (.8I versus ,71 for Califonia and .68 for Soutliern

subjects). The average agreement of the New York subjects with the analysts is higher than

with an.v other region (.90 versus .76 for California and .71 for Southern). These figures suggest

that further experimentation would be valuable, in.order to determine whether regional dialect

differences in aircrew composition could be a significant factor in speech act misinterpretations
that could potentially lead to accidents. This would be a significant finding, because it would

be possible to train crew members to recognize the intended mitigation values of speakers from

other regions. Indeed, the fact that during the pretest period, subjects joked with one another

about their regional mitigation peculiarities suggests that this factor should be easily trainable.

We feel that the validity of the mitigation/aggravation scale in measuring a general linguistic

phenomenon is strongly supported by the fact that finer grained regional differences can be
detecled,

5 SITUATIONAL VARIABLES FOR SPEECH ACTS

Thus far, the discussion of speech acts has focussed on language in the cockpit without any

specinl consideration of the different types of situation which can occur, and which affect the

form of the language produced by crew members. This section examines three types of special

situation: Crew Hecognized Emergency, Crew Recognized Problem, and operationally relevant
versus non-operationally relevant discourse.

5.1 Crew Recognized Emergency

Crew recognized emergency {CRE) is a social, rather than a legal or factual category. The

beginning of the crew recognized emergency is defined as the first point at which the entire

crew begins to attend to that situation which led directly to the accident. There are several
remarks to be made about this definition:

1. In order to identify the situation which led to the accident, we rely upon informed and
documented opinion in the aviation community. In practice, this means that we rely on
the National Transportation Safety Board's accident reports, but in disputed cases, it
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would also be possible to use a minority report, other published materials, or oral reports
from rot,tubers of the aviation community.

Tile definition requires that tile entire crew attend to the. situation1. It may be the ca_c
that ix_dividual crew members attend to the situation that led to the accident long before

tile crew recognized-emergency point, and ms.), even have attempted to bring it to the
atWntion of the rest or the crew. However, it is group attention that is being defbJed

here.. Note that in practice, this means the attention of the captain, since in the
command and control situation, the captain ha_ the authority to direct the attention of
tile crow to any situation which he considers to he threa.tening, while other crew members

may sugge,_t but can not compel such attention.

3.. In some accidents there may never be a crew recognized emergency. These are c_cs in
which the crew never attends to those situationss that caused the accident.

The concept of crew recognized emergency is required since a number of our hypotheses

postulate differences between periods during which the crew members believe that the flight is

proceding normall), and period_ in which they believe that they are in an emergency situation.
The caplain's officia) declaration of a Mayday does not serve to identify this point, since this

declaration often appears quite late, considerably after the point at which the crew begins to

act as if they were in an emergency situatiom Mayd,ty is a legal category, specifying a situation

in which there is "immediate danger to equipment and personnel.'

A clear example of crew recognized emergency can be found in the United�Portland�78

transcript. The situation leading directly to the accident was the "exhaustion of fuel to all four

engines.' As the speech act chart in Section 3.5 clearly shows, there was continued attention to

the current fuel level throughout the thirty minutes cf transcript available. The possibility of

run,ing out of fuel is first raised by the flight engineer quite early, 24 minutes before the actual

impact. However, the crew recognized emergency point does not occur until considerably later,
7 minut,,s before the impact. This is the point, beginning at 1806:34, at which the flight

engineer reports the loss of an engine and first the copilot and then the captain begin to react
to this situation.

(36a) CAM-I

(36b) CAM-3/2
(3ec) CkM-8

(3ed) CAM-2
(3Se) CAM-3
(36f) CA_-6
(3eg) CA_-2
(3.eh) c_-1
(sel) CAM-2
(sej) CAM-I
(36k) CAM-2
(381) CAM'9

Okay we're going to go in now, we should be
landing in &bout five minutes.
I think you just lost number four sngine, Buddy, you --
OkLy, Z'll _ake the five minute &unounce, _nnouncemento
I'll go, I'm ei_ting dolm now
Better get some cross feeds open there or momething
Ok&y
All aight7
We're going to lose _n engine Buddy
Why?
We're losing an engine
Why
Fuel

Open the crossfeeds

®
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._t" _ "

(36=) C._-I Opln thl crossfnde there or so=sthlng
((i_multanoous with above))

(1808;34-b2)

Ill this example, (3{3b) is the first utterance of the chain of reports and orders about the loss of

the, (,agil_e due to fuel exhaustion. While the copilot and flight engineer attend to this, the

(,ap_ain continues planning with the head stewardess about preparing the passengers for an

emergency landing (due to possible landing gear failure}. A_, (3flh), the captain finally joins the

_thc,r crew members in attending to the fuel level and engine state. (It might be noted that

,Mayday is not declared until 1813:50, about seven minutes later.)

5.2 Crew ReCognized Problem

In a(Jdition to the Crew Recognized Emergency, we also use the notion of Crew Recognized

Problem ((!lU'}. This is a situation recognized by the crew as potentially dangerous and not a
normal part of flight operations. It could be an actual problem, or some situation which is off-

n(mdK_al, surprising, or not expected.

The ec_nccpl of CRP helps to account for the distribution of mitigation in CVR transcripts.
('lr_racteristically, mitigation is not uniformly distributed in these texts. Rather, some

s,,gments are rich in mitigation, while others have few or no mitigated sentences, l_, fact, it is

th,.. ('RP segffwnts which Contain the highest proportion of mitigated utterances (see Section
_..f.3 for a precise statement of this hypothesis and its verification).

"l'h_, correlation of mitigation and CRP is not surprising in light of the function of mitigation.

Mitigation in a request serves to minimize the posible offense generated by telling someone what

tc_ &_. Under normal flight conditions, there is little or no possibility of offense in requesting

someone to carry out a routine, expected action which is part of his regular duties. It is in the

case of unexpected, non-routine actions that offense becomes a more salient possibility.

Similarly, mitigation in reports serves to weaken the degree of certainty with which a speaker

expressessome proposition.Itisin unusual,unexpected situationsthat uncertaintyismost

likely' to arise, and most desirable to express. However, mitigation is least frequent in CRE

segments, because in the case of an actual emergency, crew members attend almost exclusively

to the operational task at hand, paying aln_ost no attention to the social possibility of siring

offense by too direct a statement (see Section 9.4.2.)

5.3 Operational Relevance

A very pervasivedistinction,enteringintomany of our definitionsand allour hypotheses,is

whether some utteranceor some particulardiscourseunitisoperationallyrelevant.Operational

relevancemeans that the utterance isdirectlyinvolved with the achievement of successful

missioncompletion.This definitioninsistsupon direct involvement;thus,a requestfora snack

would not be definedas being directlyoperationallyrelevant,even though itmight have some

effecton the stateof a crew member, and hence an indirecteffecton successfulmission

completion.

®
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It should be noted that there is no value judgement involved in this definition. We do not wistl

t. sttgge,,d that non-operationally relevant discot_rse should not occur in the cockpit. As the
ex,'mq_le cff the request for a snack suggests, a non-operationally relevant utterance can |lave

valuable indirect effects, Even utterances which do not have any apparent indirect effect on

_u<'ces._fu[ mission completion, utterances which could be described as 'just shooting the breeze',

might be useful in maintaining alertness in low-workload flight segments.

The distinction between operationally relevant and non-operationally relevant utterances has

bcc:n introduced because there are certain phenomena which are potentially of gre_.t importance

ill operation;tlly relevant discourse, but have no serious consequene_ in non-operationally

relevant segments. An example is topic failure, which is discussed at length in Section 10. If a

speaker introduces a topic which is operationally relevant, and other crew members do not pick

up this topic, the consequences can be quite serious. However, a topic failure of a non-
operationally relevant topic is of much less concern. We wish to be able to focus on the failure

of operationally relevant topics, without having to consider non-operationally relevant eases;
this definition allows us to do so.

6 COMMAND AND CONTROL DISCOURSE

The command and controlperspectiveon CVR transcriptsinvolvesdeterminingthe relevance

of any talkinthe cockpitto successfulmissioncompletion. This perspectivegivesprimacy to

the operationalaspectoftalk;thatis,to how ithelpstoget thingsdone. An importantpointin

understanding_q_crationallyrelevanttalkisthatitoccursinthe contextof a stricthierarchyof

authority,in which each member's place isknown. {Ambiguitiesdo, in fact,occur,but both

tilelegaldefinitionof the situationand the crew members' understandingof it,isthat itis

unambiguous. }

These transcripts contain several distinct discourse types, the instances of which may. be

operationally relevant to varying degrees. The main purpose of this section is to give a precise
theory of the structureof the discoursetype with the greatestoperationalrelevance to

command and control.This isthe command Lad control speech tLctchilis,a sequence of

command __nd control speech acts {i.e.,orders, requests, acknowledgements, reports,

declarations,plansand explanations}havingthe same major proposition_lcontent. This section

firstconsidersthe generalnatureof discoursetypes,summarizing some previouswork in this

area.and then focusseson thisspecificdiscoursetype.

6,1 Discourse Unit and Discourse Type

A discourse unit isa segment ofspoken language,longerthan a singlesentence,with socially

recognized initialand finalboundaries,and a formally definableinternalstructure.{This

definitiongeneralizesthe criteriagiven by [Labov 72] for the narrativeof personalexperience.}

A discourse type isa theoryof the structureof a classof discourseunits;thatit,itprovidesa

way of recognizingwhether or not a given segment of language is an instanceof the type.

Thus, we can thinkofa discoursetype asthe classofdiscourseunitsthatsatisfya given theory.

This correspondsto the familiardistinctionbetween type and token.
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l)i_c_)ur:_e types that have been studied, other than narratives, include pseudonarratives, i.e.

sp,_li.d d,seripti()ns [Linde 74, Linde & Labov 75], plafis [Linde & Goguen 78], jokes, and
t'xl)l:mati_,ns [Weiner 79, Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81]. All these studies are ba_ed on an

;_n,fi.vsis t,f transcripts of tapes of spontaneous social interaction. It is possible to use this

previol_s work h.,r the present study because CVR transcripts provide exactly this.kind of data.

This projectrequiresa preciseunderstandingofhow peopleactuallyuse discourseunits,which

in turn imposes further requirementson how the research should be conducted, and in

particular,on the descriptionsto be used for the discourseunitsinvolved.First,the work must

b;_._c.dupon a carefulempiricalanalysisof actualhuman discoursein naturalsituations.This

means inparticularthat we cannot use inventedexamples todevelopour theory(althoughsuch

L,xamplesc_n be used to illustrateit). Secondly,it is necessaryto have a mathematically

precisede._criptionofthe discoursestructuresofinterest.WithOut this,we cannot properlytest

hypothesesinvolvingvariablesthatrefertodiscoursestructure.

Third, a suitable theory must also provide a simple and natural taxonomy of the parts that can

occur in a given type of discourse, and of how these parts relate to one another. Each of the

diseour.,'c types that has been studied has certain characteristic parts, and also certain

characteristic relationships of subordination among these-parts. For example, the characteristic

paris of plans include goals, plans, actions and actors, and the characteristic relationships of

subordination for planning include GOAL/PLAN, ACTOR/DO, IF/THEN, and EXOR (for

exclusive OR). These subordinators each represent relationships that the parts of a given
discourse, unit may bear to one another. °

For example in an explanation, one statement may be subordinate to another statement by the

relationship of providing a supporting REASON, as in the following example where the second
statement supports the first.

(37a) CAM-3 Not, enough

(37b) CAM-3 Fift,een minutes le gonna really run us low on fuel here
(1750:44)

Other kinds of subordinationthat can occur in explanationincludeServingas an EXAMPLE

(i.e.,an instance)of a statement, and having severalstatements serve in conjunction,as

example._ofor_s reasonsforthe same statement.

Such an organization of discourse units into parts that are connected by relationships of

subordination is easily and naturally represented by tree structure. This offers a convenient,

graphically suggestive, and mathematically precise way to represent hierarchical subordination.

In this representation, the top node represents the whole discourse, and its immediate

subordinates represent the first subdivision into part/_. For example, in a plan the top node is a

GOAL/PLAN node which indicates a division of the plan into two major parts, the first a goal

2However, the parts of discourse units do not readily correspond to _ny one syntactic structure; thus, a part
may beexpressedby asentence,a clause,aphr_¢,orevenbyasingleword.
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part,and the second a plan part. Labelson nodes distinguishdifferentkinds ofsubordination

thatoccur;theselabelsare calledsubordlnators.

A=fourth feature of discourse that a theory must adequately model is the construction of

discourse units in real time. To do this, it is also necessary to have a notion of the present

focus of attention, in orderto be able to indicate to what previous part a new part is to be
subordinated. (This is discussed in the next subsection.}

6,1.I '£ransformatlon and Focus of Attentlon

The real time aspect of discourseis especiallyimportant in the aviationcontext,because

prf_b]emsof crew coordination,resourcemanagement, speech act interpretation,and so on,

actually occur in real time. The process of discourse constructionis modelled by
transformations on the tree structurewhich representsthe discoursestructure. Such a

transformation can add, delete, or alter a disco_Jrse part.

For example, Figure 8 shows the transformation that constructs a tree representing a text of the

form Statement Sl B£nce Statement S2 asinExample (37a-b)above. Itbeginswith Sl, Not

enough in (37f),which isthen subordinatedby a STMT/RSN node as the transformationadds

tee s_atemeat $2 (Fifteen minutes is gonna really run us low on fuel here} that
supports SI.

$1 ==>

Figure 8:

sztrr/RsN
/ \

/ \
Sl $2

A Transformation

Transformations are very familiar in the literature of linguistics [Chomsky 85]. ttowever, they
h3ve previously been applied only to the structure of sentences, rather than to larger discourse
structures. Also, such transformations have not been used to model the real time construction

of syntactic structures, but rather have been postulated as part of an abstract mechanism for

gcl_erating syntactic structures.

The focus of a discourserepresentsthe presumed focusof _ttentionof the participa/_tsat a

given point in a discourse;it might be described intuitivelyas 'where we are now."

®
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(;r'q)hir:dl.v, we represent the current focus as a '-*' at a particular node on tile tree) [Grosz

77] (list,sees a notion of focus which is primarily semantic in its concern with the resolution of

pr,,noun references: however, it involves a hierarchical s_.ructure of 'focus spaces' that is

similar to wh'_t embedded pointers do in our theory.

There is one very important connection between focus and transformations, a constraint on how

d_s(,ourse structure can be built up in real time: a transformation can be applied only at the

node currently in focus. This constraint on the application of transformations corresponds to

speaker's and hearer's expectations about what will occur next. In particular, a transformation

(,anne1 he applied to a part of the tree developed earlier without first moving the pointer back

to the appropriate subtree. Some transformations, in fact, only accomplish pointer movement,

i.(,., tht..v just change the focus of attention, and thus do not add any semantic content to the

I r(,(L

6.2 Command and Control Speech Act Chain as a Discourse Type

'l'hc command add control speech act chain is the basic discourse type for command and control

in the cockpit. This section describes this discourse type in the general framework of the

preceding section.

Let us h(,gin with the basic definition: a command and control speech act chain is a

se(luen_'e of speech acts, each of which has the same major propositional content. (38) is a

t.vl)ical speech act chain. Its component speech acts include requests, reports, explanations and

acknowledgements, all concerning the topic of 'fuel weight."

A possble

(38a) CAM-1

(38c) C._-i

(38d) CA_-3,
(38e) CAM-I

(Z8f) CA_-3

(38g) CAM-3
C38h) CAM-?

Hey Frostie
Yes sir

Give us a current card on weight figure
about another fifteen minutes
Fifteen minutes?

Yeah give us three or four thousand pounds on top
of zero fuel weight

Not enough

Fifteen minutes is gonna really run ue low on fuel here
Right

(1750:16)

difficulty in applying this definition lies in determining whether or not a given speech

3Actually, more than one pointer ia needed for some transformations. We have found constructions in

explanation much like those called 'parallelism' in classical rhetoric, where there is not only an active node of

focus, but also a passive node; in these _onstrudtions, some transformations reverse the active and passive nodes,
so that addition can proceed alternately amongtwo subtrees. Markers such as on the other hand are used to
switch to the other subtree. There are even cases where more than two pointers are needed; for exampl e, if one
parallel construction is embedded within another. However, this kind of construction can be quite difficult to
understand, and is not foundin the CVR transcriptsthat we have studied.

®
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act has tile same major propositional content as those preceeding it. This can be a difficult

12roblonl for discourse domains with a wide or unlimited range of possible topics; howevtr,

aviation discourse presents a limited range of topics that are operationally relevant.

It s}muld also be mentioned that speech ac chains can appearto be discontinuous, that is,
they can be interrupted by other discourse units, including other 'speech act ¢hain3_ This does

not mean thatthey are discontinuousstructurally,but ratherthat,likealldiscourseunits,they

can be interruptedby actionsinthe physicalworld,by the introductionof new participants,or

by some otherdiscourseunitwith a more urgenttopic.

The followingsubsectionsrespectivelydiscuss,forspeechact chains,the categoriesof utterance,

the subordinatorsthat are used,and the rulesthat govern sequencing;togethertheseconstit.ute

a theoryoftiltstructureofspeech actchainsand may be calleda "grammar. =

6.2.1 Categories of the Command and Control Speech Act Chain Grammar

OperntionaHy relevantspeech act chains typicallyconcern possibleactionsor actionswhich

have already'been performed (seeSection5.3). As Section3 showed, speech actscan alsobe

seen as acts,which alterthe stateof the world.This subsectionpresentsa categorysystem that

includesboth linguisticand physicalacts;thisisnecessaryfor the formal descriptionof the
speech act chain.

The most general category is acte. This includes physical acts, command and control speech
acts, and acknowledgements of such speech acts.

A more specific category is epeech acts, the basic category of interest for command and

control. Tiffs category includes requests, reports, and declarations. For example, (39), (40), (41)
and (-t21 art all requests of various streagths, while (43) is a report, and (44) is a declaration.

(39) CAM-L Open the cronfeedn there or something r

(180e:82)

(40) CAM-I Puah the breaker momentaril 7
(1808:62)

(41) CAM-1 Okay ah, what would you do? Have you got any suggestions
about when to brace? |ant to do it on the PA?

(1744:50)

(42) CA_-2 You plan _o land as slow as you ca= with the power on?
(1800:60)

(43) CAM-2 Its flamed out
(1897:00)

(44) RDO-2 PortlLud tower Uuited one seventy three heavy Mayday we're
the engine| are flamLng out, ye're goLng down, we're not
going to be be able to make the airport

®
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3.
5_

--,7o

(1813:60)

Additional u'_terance categories of interest for command and control are plans and explanations.

These are structurally more complex than the categories discussed here, and discussion of them
is deferred until Section 7.

6.2,2 Subordination

This subsection discusses the elements used.to construct speech act chains. These elements are

of two types: the speech acts used in command and control; and the subordinators that

indicate the relationships among them. We have already given an intuitive sketch of the

meanings ot' the vai'ious catego_'ies of speech as%; the present discussion focusses on how they

function within the formal grammar of speech act chains. An abbreviation for use in graphical

representations is given for each subordinator; these abbreviation use "sc]Uare brackets," i.e.,

1. CHAIN: This node type is the top level subordinator for a sequence of command and
control speech acts having the same major propositional content and constituting a speech

act chain. This node ther'efore marks the fact that a sequence of utterances is indeed a

speech act chain; it is not usually indicated explicitly in the actual sequence of utterances.
The abbreviation is simply [CHAIN].

2. REQUEST: Requests are the most typical command and control speech acts. They
include questions, commands and suggestions. (A command can be viewed as a request

that has been ratified by the captain. See Sections 6.3 and 7.3 for discussions of
ratification). In the formal grammar, a request must have the form of a request node

subordinating a single subtree, which is the act that is requested. (Searle's taxonomy calls
these 'directives. •) The abbreviation is [REQ].

3. REPORT: A report is an indication of some state of the world. The abbreviation is

[REP]. In the formal grammar, reports have the form of a [REP] node subordinating a
single subtree giving the act or state reported. (45b) is an example.

(45a) CAM-2 Ah, what's the fuel show now buddy?
(45b) CAM-S Fivo
(45c) CAM-2 Five

(1748:64)

4.,ACKNOWLEDGE" A command and controlspeech act (e.g.,a requestor declaration)

can be acknowledged; but challenges,supports,and other acknowledgements cannot be

acknowledged. (This is the kind of constrainton sequencingthat the rulesbelow are

intended to capture.) For example, (46b}isan acknowledgement. The abbreviationis

[ACK]. An lACK] node indicatesthe subordinationofan acknowledgement to the speech

act thatitacknowledges.

(46a) C-1 You go_ta keep em r.unning, Fros_ie
(46b) C-3 YeJ. sir

(_.808: 42)

®
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Two interestin_further points about lACK] nodes are: (I) the speaker of an

acknowledgement must be among the addressees of the request Or report that it

acknowledges;and (2)more than one addresseemay produce an ack'nowledgementof the

same speechact.

.

6,

.

STATEMENT/REASON: Subordinatesa requestor reporton the left,and a reason

supportingiton the right.Iti_abbreviated[ST/RSN]. Itmay alsooccur in the opposite

order,abbreviated[RSN/ST I.This node type isdiscussedfurtherinSection7.2.

STATEMENT/CHALLENGE: Subordinatesa requestor reporton the left,and a

challen_eto iton the right.Itisabbreviated[ST/CH]. Itmay als0occur inthe opposite

order,abbreviated[CH/ST]. Itisals0discussedfurtherinSection7.2.

GOAL/PLAN: Subordinates a goal on the left, and a plan to achieve it on the right.

Abbreviated simply [GOAL/PLAN l. It may also occur in the opposite order, abbreviated

[PLAN/GOAL]. It is also discussed further in Section 7.2.

6.2.3 Rules

This subsection_ivesthe rulesof the grammar forspeechact chainsinsimpleEnglish,and also

ina gral)hicalform inFigure9. This grammar expresseshow speech act chainsareconstructed

inrealtime. Itthus definesthe sequencesofoperationallyrelevantspeech actsthatare possible

in command and controldiscourse,and indicatessome (but not all)of the sequencesthat are

not possible.Itshould be noted that thisisa grammar of socialforceratherthan of linguistic

form; that is,the rulesapply to the socialinterpretationsof utterances,ratherthan to the

utterancesthemselves,or tothe sequencesofwords orsentenceswhich comprise them.

In thisgrammar, nodes that must subordinateothernodes have =squarebrackets,= e.g.,lACK],

and nodes that indicatecategoriesthat willlaterbe filledhave =pointed brackets,= e.g.,

<REPORT_. The first two rules simply define subcate$ories of given categories. They are

1. A command and control speech act, abbreviated <:SPACT), may be a request, a report,

or a declaration, abbreviated <:REQ>, <:REPORT> and <:DECL) respectively.

2. An act, abbreviated (ACT_>, may be a <:SPACT), an acknowledgement, or a physical
act,abbreviated<:ACK> and <:PHACT) respectively.

The basicentitybeing formalized,the speechact chain,isindicatedby ik[CHAIN] node; allthe

speech actsthat constitutea given chainwillbe subordinatedto one such node. The beginning

of the production of a speech act chain is a single[CHAINInode with.two subordinate

<SPACT> nodes;the-factthat thereare two such nodes expressesthe fact.thattheremust be

at leasttwo speech,acts in a speech act chain. The basicruleof development for speech act

chains is simply:

3. A [CHAIN] node with n descendent nodes can be elaborated i_to a [CHAIN] node with

n+l descefiddnts. This expresses the fact that a speech act chain may be of any leilgth;
that is, it may contain any number of speech acts.

®
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The next two rules are basically parallel; they indicate how <REQ> and <REPORT> nodes

can b,., elaborated:

.I, A <I_I.Q> node can be expanded into a [REQ] node subordinating an <ACT> node.
This means that any request is a request, for an action, either a physical action or a speech
act.

5. A <REPORT> node can be expanded into a [REPORT] node subordinating an
<ACE:T> node. This means that any report is a report of an action, either a physical or a

speech act or of a state of the world.

Next is a set of three rules that may be applied to any node IX:X] that is either a [REQ] or a

[REPORT] node subordinating an arbitrary subtree:

6. An [)LX] node subordinating a subtree may be replaced by an [ACK] node subordinating

[X.'X]with its subtree on the left, and an <ACK> node on the right. This means that
any report, or request may be acknowledged.

. An [.-M'X]node subordinating a subtree may be replaced by either: a [ST/RSN] node

subordinating the [XX] node with its subtree on the left, and subordinating an <EXPL>
node on tile right; or a [RSN/ST] node with the same subordinate subtrees in tile opposite
order. This rule means that any report or request may be supported by giving a reason

(RSN), having the.formal structure of an explanation.

8. An [.'XLN]node subordinating a subtree may be replaced by either: a [ST/CII] node
subordinating the _ node with its subtree on the left, and an <EXTL> node on the

right; or else a [CH/ST] node with the same subordinates in the opposite order. This rule
means that any report or request may be challenged by a speaker giving an explanation of
why it is a bad idea.

The final rule has to do with the introduction of planning, and may eventually lead to
ratification as discussed in section 7.

9. A [REQ] node subordinating an arbitrary subtree may be replaced by a [GOAL/PLAN]

node subordinating the [REQ] node with its subtree on the right, and a <PLAN> node
on the left. This means that any request may be incorporated as part of a plan; that is,

the ._,imple process of requesting an act, and having that act acknowledged can be
elaborated into the process of planning.

These rules are all given graphically in Figure 9; graphical indications of focus of attention are

also given there. An extended example is given in the following subsection, illustrating how

these rules are used to analyze some actual cockpit discourse.

¢ ®
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Start from:

with rules:

Figure g: Graphical Presentation of Command and Control Rules
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6.2.4 An Example or a Speech Act Chain

The t)url)¢_se of the preceding discussion has been to describe some constraints on chains of

(.onmmnd and conlrol speech acts, and in particular, to indicate some possible and impossible

embeddings _,f :_ocial force. That is, we have attempted to specify wha_ seqxiences of speech

acts count as command and control chains, and what sequences would not form command and
conirol chains.

For example, an ackflowledgement of a support of a request for an act A should not occur,
alfllough an acknowledgement of a request for an act A and a request for a support of a request

fc,r an act A may occur.

sequencing, let us consider again the detain example(38).

Hey Frostie
Yes elr

Give ue a current card on weight figure &bout Luother
fifteen minutes

Fifteen minutes?

Yeah give us three or four thousand pounds on top
of _ero f_el weight

Not enough
Fifteen minutes is gonna really run us low on fuel here
Right

(17SO)

l:irst of all, (3_a) and /38b) form what is termed a 'call-response" pair, that is, a call for

attention followed by an acknowledgement that the addressee is attending. Using the concepts

of this study, this can be seen as a request having empty propositional content, followed by an

acknowledgement; it cannot be seen as a command and control chain, because chains must have

more than one subordinate node. Thus the pair (38a-b) is indicated as shown in Figure 10,

where 0 indicates empty propositional content.

rACZ]
/\

/ \
m

Figure 10: A Call-Response Pair

Adding (38c-d) to this yields the tree shown in Figure 11, where c denotes the propositional

content of (38c) and d that of (38d).

(38e) refines this propositional content to say that there will be three or four thousand pounds

in fifteen minutes, denoted here as e. This is followed by an unusually strong challenge in (38f},

the propositional content of which, Not enough, is indicated by f in Figure 12. Rather than

repeating the two subtrees of Figure 11, we here denote them as tl and t2___spectively.
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[CHAIN]
/ \

\
[$T/CH]

/ \
/ \
c d

Figure U' A Challenge

[CHAIN]
/ I \

I I \
tl _2 [ST/CH]

/ \
/ \

I
I

Figure 12: A Further Challenge

Finally, (38g) is a supporting explanation of (38f), and (38h) is a support of (38g), and thus of
(38f). Thus, the social force of this whole sequence could be notated as in Figure 13, where g is
the propositional content of (38g) and h that of (38h).

Figure 13:

[CHAIN]
/ I \

/ I \
t,1 t2 [ST/CH]

/ \
/ \

[REQ] [ST/RSN]
I /\
I / \
• [ST/RSN] h

/ \
/ \

f g

A Complete Command and Control Chain
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7 PLANNING AND EXPLANATION IN THE COCKPIT

"l'hi_, .,_.clion discuss(,:_ planning and explanation as discourse types and also introduces and

dis¢',tss,'s tb4, important notion of a "draft 6rder. m It should be noted that the terms

"l,lannil,_" and "explanation" refer to linguistic activities performed by two or more people
ralh(,r than I_ planning or explanation as individual, mental activities.

7.1 Importance in the Cockpit

Pl:mnil,_; and explanation are important because they represent the process by which a group

decides what to do. or what some unexpected situation means. Planning and explanation are

hmnd i)articularly in situations which are unexpected or off-nominal. This is not surprising. In

a flight progressing normally, there arc standard operating procedures and a pre-filed flight

t_l:,_l: ht, n¢,,.,, ttiore is little need to make additional plans. Similarly, in a normal flight, the state
of the c,quipment, weather, etc, is known (or believed to be known); hence, there is little need

for tl,, crew to rcasor_, about the state of things, or to explain it to one another at length.

l_ecaust, plannin_ and explanation correlate with unexpected and problematic siluations (see

St'('ti_,lt 9,5.{J}. tile',' are crucial to our understanding of aircrew behavior. For this reason we
consider them in some detail.

7,2 Theory of Planning and Explanation

This su_,.-cc_ion reviews some previous work on planning and explanaiion, and then discusses
the additions required for application to the.aviation context.

7.2.1 Review of Work on Planning

Th(, lingui,_tic sludy of small group planning [Linde & Goguen 78] has shown that the language

used to accomplish planning is a discourse type in that: it has an initial boundary, consisting of
the statement of the goal which the planning is intended to accomplish; it has a final boundary,

which may consist of the group's evaluation of the probable effects of the plan, or of their

approval and acceptance of it; and it has a precise internal structure, consisting of members'

proposals of new sublans, or of their proposals to modify or replace parts of the plan previously"
proposed by others.

Formally, this internal structure of the planning discourse unit is described by a sequence of
transformations on the plan being formed by the group. (See Section 6.I.1 for a discussion of

transformations.) In planning, these transformations represent the real-time effects of proposals

by members to add, delete, or modify plan parts. Similarly, the relations of logical
subordinationwhich hold among the plan partsare representedby a tree structure.

An example is given in Figures 14 and 15, a plan from the United/Portland/1978 accident. The

major goal, stated by the copilot, is to ¢ttll out, t,hs equ_.punt,; his plan for this is to haw

t,lae company call. This PLAN/GOAL relationship is indicated in Figure 14. In Fig.u.r_e 1,5,
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the c;H)t,qinreplacesthe copilot'splan with a plan to call dispatch in.San Frgncleco. In

Figure lti, he adds a node which indicates that mLlntenance down there will handls it

that way.

h_ _hc._efigures,what was said isshown on the left.On the rightisshown the treeresulting

from the applicationof the transformationinvoked by that portionoftextto the previousplan

tree.The sequenceoftransformationsstartswith an initiallyempty tree,which isnot explicitly

shown, and ends afterthe captainhas elaboratedthe copilot'ssimpleplan.

CAM-2 He'e going _o have
the company call
ou_ the squipment?

PLAN/GOAL
/ \

/* \
have _hs call ou_

company call tho oquiDm_nt

Flgure 14: A GOAL/PLAN Node

CAM-I We'll call dispatch
in San Fr_nciaco

Figure 15:

/
/

call out

the equipment

GOALIPLAN
\
\

ACTOR/SAY/T0
/ [ \

we call dispatch
in San
Francisco

Addition ofan ACTOR/SAY/TO Node

The order of_pplicationoftransformationsisthe same as the orderof production-r clausesin

the text. Ilowever,the order of nodes in the treemay no longercorrespond to the order iu

_hich they"were produced,ifdeletionor rearrangmenttransformationshave been applied.

There are a number of relationsof logicalsubordinationwhich have been found inplans. The

firstand most basicof theseisthe GOAL/PLAN relationship,_#hichsubordinatesa plan toan

announced goal. Next isthe AND relationshipiwhich can subordinateany number of subplans

or subgoals. There is aLso EXOR, for =(mutually)exclusiveor,= eitherof goalsor plans;

IF/TIIEN, for a conditionalplan or goal; and ACTOR/DO, and its Special c_e

ACTOR�SAY/TO, in which some actorsays something to some other. Finally,thereare the

terminalnodes,which representactionsand goalswhich are not furtherlogicallydecomposed,

but which are insteadfilledby partsofthe language produced by the speakers. Note that the

compound nodes permute freely,depending on the order in the _ext; thus, we find

,¢!
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C_-I and maintenance
down there will /
handle it that /
way call out

(1754:27) the equipment

Figure 16:

m_intenance
down there

GOAL/PLaS
\
\

ACTOI_/SAY/TO
/ I \

/ I \
/ I (eLl1) \

/ I \
ACTOR/DO

/ \
/ \,

handle it

that wsy

Addition of an ACTOR/DO Node

GOAI_/I'I_AN and PLAN/GOAL, W/THEN and THEN�W, etc. See Figure 17 for a display of

ail the sul)or(linators found in planning.

GOhL/PLAN AND
/ \ /I \

/ \ / I...\

EXOR
I \

I \

SE8 NOT
/i \ I
/I...\ I

IF/THEN ACTOR/DO
/ \ / \

I \ / \

OR ACTOR/SAY/TO
/I \ / I \

/ I.,,\ / I \

Figure 17: The Subordinators Found in Planning

7.2.2 Review of Work on Explanation

Closely reiated to this work on planning is some later work on the structure of

explanation[Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81,Weiner 79,Weiner 80] showing that it too is a

discourseunit,having similarstructuralr,roperticsznd ....... _,1_'--.v ........ in the same- formalism, n,,

explanation we here mean a specific discourse unit, with a describable formal structure; we do

not mean any piece of discourse which serves the function of explaining something. Informally,

an explanation is a discourse unit consisting of a statement about the world to be demonstrated,

and a structure of supporting reasons, often with further embedded relationships of
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sul>ordin'dion. This kind of discourse occurs, for example, in social contexts where a single
p(,rs.n attempts to justify to an addressee actions he has already performed, or will perforln
l:m,r.

l"igure 18 shows an analysis of a simple explanation (actually a repot; of an explaHation} in
which the flight engineer reports his justification of.the decision not to recycle the landing gear,

/
/

/
don't recycle
the gear

STA_T/R, EASDN

\
\
\
ALT
/ \

/ \
/ \

/ \
/ \

(not, bent or REASON/STArT
b.-cken) / \

/ \,
OR not able

/\ _o gec It
I \ down

/ \
bent broken

... and I eald we're reluctan_ to recycle the gear for fear

something is bent or broken, and we won't be able to get it down
(1751:10)

Figure 18: An Explanation Tree

The most important relationship of subordination in expIanation is indicated by the
STATEMENT/REASON node. In the explanation displayed in Figure 18, the main
STATEMENT is Don'l_ recycle the gear. Everything which follows is a REASON

supporting this. The ALT node represents the speaker's postulation of two alternate worlds,
which differ by whether or not the landing gear is broken. This ALT node is established by the

underlined portion of the following text: .. ,we're reluctant to recycle the gear fo__r
fear something ie bent or broken. The phrasefor fear indicatesindicatesboth the
uncertaintyaboutwhetherthe gearisbent,and the dccisionto treatthealternateworldin

whichitisbentastheoneon whichattentionisfocussed.

Figure1Oshowsthenodetypeswhicharefoundinexplanation.ItincludesEXAMPLE, which

is not present in the example of Figure 18. EXAMPLE is a node which takes as its
subordinates one or more examples of a statement.
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STArT/REASON AND OR NOT
I \ If\ II\ I

/ \ / I \ /I \ I
/ \ / I,..\ / I.,.\ I

STATEEENT/CHALI2_GE IF/THEN kD(AI_'.E ALT
/ \ / \ /I\ /\

I \ I \ I I \ I \
I \ I \ I I...\ I \

Figure I0: The Subordinators Found in Explanatioh

7.2.3 Static Versus Dynamic Information

"l'|w difivrcnce between planning and explanation in the cockpit and the type of planning and

,,xldanalion previously studied lies in the type of information which is available to the

participant._. 'l'hc:._e previous studies, [Linde & Goguen 78, Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81 I,

,.,xamim,d situalions in which the information available to the group is static during the period

of interaction. Allhough individual members may have new information to pass on to the

group, there are no cases where information new to all members of the group enters during the
pr,,c_,ss of ph_nning or reasoning. In the case of planning, we may call this statle planning.

The situati(,ns in the transcripts used in this study differ from static planning in two ways. One

is that there.' is a predetermined flight plan, which is in force unless something unexpected

h:q)l_('ns. The existence of this flight plan (and associated manuals of standard procedure}

means that normal goals and the plans and procedures for achieving them need not be stated,

since they are known to all participants. Only new goals, and new plans which are not part of

normal operating I_rocedures need be stated explicitly. The second difference is that new

information may be needed, and there may be planning to acquire this new information.

Because of. these differences, we call this type of planning dynamte planning.

The differences between static and dynamic planning can be handled by slight modifications of

the previous theory. GOAL/PLAN nodes must be admitted into plans trees at some previously

unexpected locations, in order to include plans for acquiring new information, The tormalism

must also recognize that some particular subplans may be suspended while some other physical

or linguistic activity occurs, such as actually carrying out actions, or. assessing the implications
of newly received information. Some of these suspensions m_,y involve the embeddiflg of other

discourse units, while others may involve breaking off a plan in progress to check something

else, resulting in a discontinuous discourse unit.

A simpleexample isshown inFigure 20. In thissituation,the plan alreadyannounced by the

captainisto make an emergency landingin about ten minutes, ifthe-passengershave been

properly prepared. Execution of this plan to land is delayed untilthe readinessof the
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pass,.ngors has been determined. A plan is made by captain to acquire this information through

an inspection by the flight engineer. The issue of when to land is dropped until four minutes

lau, r, whet_ the flisht en$ineer returns with a report on conditions in the cabin; during this

period /he captain and copilot work on a different plan about what to-do after landing and just

how to land. {However, the issue of when to land is not immediately resumed.)

CAM-1 You might -- you might PLAN/GOAL
just take & walk back / \
_hrough thec&bin o£d / \
kinds see how things / \
are going Okay? take a walk see how things

back through are going
the cabin

CAM-1 I don't want to, I
don't want to hurry
'em but I'd like to

do it [land] in
another oh, _en
minutes (1757:21)

GOAL/PLA_
/ \

/ \
/ \

land in IF/THEN
ten minutes / \

/
/

PLAN/GOAL
/ \

/ \
/ \

ta, ke a walk

back through
the cabin

\
\
[land]

gee how things
&re going

Figure 20: Planning to Acquire Information

This distinction between the-static and dynamic forms of planning is similarly applicable to

explanation. It is also necessb.ry to distinguish between explanation produced by a single
speaker, and explanation produced by a group, l_igure 21 shows the possible combinations of

these t_'o variables, plus one description of each type of case.

One form of a single speaker justifying something under conditions of static information is
explanation as defined in [Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81]. This is produced essentially, as a

rhonologue, with perhaps minor evaluations or questions from the addressee. Many participants

attempting to justify one or more propositions under conditions of static information produce
what is commonly called argument. One speaker justifying something under conditions of

dynamic information is what might be called "thinking out loud.' In this situation, the speaker

produces the 'new = information himself, as he works out the implications of various approaches

to a problem. Situations of this kind have beeri described by a number of researchers as the
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Participants

Information

[ Static [ Dynamic

i i e_ngl, spe_ksrl
J one i explanation [ 'thinking out ]oud'

I mAnyJ I group explanation
[ [ 'argument' [ of new information:
[ [ [ the air crew case

Figure 21: Taxonomy of Explanation Types

paradigm case of ' reasoning,' produced by asking subjects to describe their 'thinking process'

out loud as they attempt to solve problems in mathematics or chess (e.g., [Newell & Simon 72].)

Such protocols are extremely aberrant linguistically, since the speaker is not interactionally

responsible to any other person or group. Finally, many speakers justifying or working out the

implications of someting Under conditions of dynamic information is represented by the air crew

case.

In the case of explanation, the difference between the static and dynamic cases has to do only

willl the nature of information, not with the method for acquiring it, and so no new node types

are required to extend to the theory from static to dynamic explanation.

7.3 Theory of Ratification

Plans are important in the aviation context because they are the major means allowing the

crew to discuss possible actions. A crucial question about this process is how decisions about

what actions to take are' actually made and expressed. This is a complex social process,

requiring appropriate communications among the individuals involved, and depending, in part,

on the fact that there is a strict social hierarchy, in which all the participants are highly trained

and are moreover legally responsible for the correctness of the decisions made.

Studying the execution of plans means understanding planning as part of the command and

control system. From the command and control perspective, a plan is a directive whose

propositional content contains possible actions; If such a directive is made by someone other

than the captain, or by the captain as a suggestion rather than as an order, then it must be
ratifled .before it has the social force of an action which the crew understands is to be

performed. Since the final authority rests with the captain, all possible actions must flow

through him for ratification. Examination of the transcripts shows that such ratifi_tions can be

either explicit or in_plicit. Thus, an action proposed by someone other than the captain may be

viewed as a draft, order, which requires the captain's ratification to turn it into an actual
order. Actions proposed but not ordered by the captain are more complex; they may receive

:: .-- .7. • : ._H _ .
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approval or modification by crew members, and then flow back to the captain for actual
r,_lificaticm. Under this description, all ratified actions are seen as orders issuing from the

caplain.

This area is interesting because of its relevance to air crew coordination. A general problem

here is how it can happen that important and relevant actions are not in fact taken. One

spt, cific form of this is that an appropriate action is actually proposed but then not ratified.

The subs'ecrion below _ives an informal discussion of the rules by which suggested actions

becomb orders in planning discourse. There is also a brief discussion of how explanation might

be treated similarly. It might be noted that this is an area of research for which the data set of

transcripts used for this report is not rich enough to permit the construction of a complete

lhcorv_ such a theory must wait ufitil data is available from appropriate controlled simulator

experiments.

7.3.1 Informal Rules for Plan Ratification

A naturalway to move from a theoryof planning to a theoryof group decisionmakin_ isto

add rulesforratificationto the rulesforthe constructionofplansby a _roup that have already

been found [Linde& Goguen 78l. Moreover, thisshould occur within the overallcontextof

command and controldiscourse,thatis,of speechact chainsas discussedabove. The sequence

that produces firsta proposed actionand then itsratificationcan be Seen as a complex (and

possibly discontinuous} speech act.

The rules for ratification found in examining the current set of transcripts, may be stated

informally as follows:

I. lNo action proposed by the captain need be ratified by the crew in order to become an
order; but some actions may recieve such ratification. Explicit ratification by a crew

member is likely if the captain has used an imperative form, and then may take the form

of an acknowledgement. That is, acknowledgement of an order can be viewed as
raIification by the crew member giving it, although such ratification is not required to

give the directive the social force of an order.

, An action proposed by a crew member must be ratified by the captain for it to become
an order, unless:

a. The captain or other crew member can be seen or heard to be performing the action

immediately after the utterance of the order, or

b. the action is not under the command of the captain (for example, if the action is

personal, or if the captain has delegated authority).

3. Ratification of an entire plan counts as ratification of all the actions embedded in it.

4. An action proposed by a crew member is (provisionally) ratified, if the captain
subordinates other nodes to it.
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5. A pruposod action A below an EXOR (°exclusive or') node is ratified if the captain lor
other relevant speaker in the ease of delegated aut horltyJ

a. explicitly negates the other branch, or "

b. ignoring the other branch, subordinates nodes to A (note that this is a special ca_e
of rule 4 above).

6. A plan will be ratified at its end (thus ratifying all its subordinate actions,_hy rule 3)
unless it contains an action A such that

a. A must be completed to obtain information needed for completion of the plan, or

b. A is an urgent action, or

c. A is subordinate to an intermediate GOAL/PLAN node, in which case only the sub-
plan subordinate to that intermediate GOAL/PLAN node is ratified.

hi ternis of the command and control grammar given in Section 0.2, the utterances occurring in

ratification are plans, supports, or challenges before ratification, and become requests by the

capt a ill aft erward.

Nolo that a simple form of ratification also occurs in command and control speech act chains.
In this case, a suggestion by a subordinate is followed by either an acknowledgement or a

supl,<,rl by tile captain, constituting a ratification, or by any other speech act, constituting at
least a pruvisional failure of ratification. This form of ratification is handled by the command

and control speech act grammar.

7.3.2 Explanation

It is important to be precise about the status of the various kinds of rule discussed in this

rep.rt. The rules for plans represent constraints on the form of language. The rules for plan

r_lifieati_m are rules of interpretation for the move from language to social force; and the rules

f,,r command and control discourse represent constraints on the ordering and embedding of
such social forces.

We propose that a similar set of rules is possible for reasoning. These rules would take some

proposition about the world, and through ratification by the captain and other crew members,

transform it into a shared belief about the world; i.e., into what currently counts as reality.

Our transformationalrulesfor explanationconstruction[Goguen, Linde & Weiner 8llwould

play the same roleforexplanationratificationthatour rulesforplan constructionplayedabove

for plan ratification.

We have not yet pursued research in this area because it appears to be of somewhat lesser

practical importance. However, it should be noted that the problem of an air crew *sticking"

on a false hypothesis may fall into this area of constructing and agreeing upon shared belifs.

® ,3
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8 TOPIC SUCCESS AND TOPIC FAILURE

This section introduces one final theoretical concept required to understand CVR transcripts

and to forlnul_te hypotheses.

8.1 The Definition of Topic

Intuitively, topic refers to members' notion of 'what the conversation is about" or 'what we

are talking.about." More technically, the topic of an utterence concerns the propositional

content of that utterance. As was discussed in Section 3, propositional content is independent

of social force; thus, the following sentences all have the same propositional content, although

they have quite different direct social forces.

(47) The window is closed.

(48) Close the window.

(49) Is the window clond?

(50) I think it would bl nice if the window were closed.

In our discussionof propositionalcontent,we distinguishedthe specific propositionalcontent

from the general propositionalcontentofan utterance.Thus inthe order

(81) CAM-1 Give us three or four thousand pounds on top of
zero fuel weight.

(1750 :30)

the general propositional content is fuel weight, while the Specific propositional content is

three or four thousand pounds of fuel. Thus, we may define the topic of an utterance

(or sequence of utterances) to be the common general propositional content (if there is one).

Negation does not change major propositional Content, although it reverses Specific

propositional content. Thus, (52) and (53) have opposite specific propositional contents but the
same topid, closure of the window.

(52) The window is closed .................

(53) The window is not closed.

8.1.1 A Taxonomy of Topics

General topics, or topic themes, can be listed and classified for this specific aviation domain.

We expect that there are a limited number of these, since there are a limited number of factors

which are of operational relevance to the flight mission, and that these topics can be organized

into a taxonomy of topics. The topics which have been found in the data set of this study are

shown in Figure 22.

Psycho-ostensives [Matisoff 79] are remarks whose primary function is to show the state of mind

of the speaker; although they may have.the form of requests or reports, they can not be carried

out, or add nothing to what has been said previously. Some examples are:
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STATE OF THE AIRCRAFT
Power
Fuel
Weight
State of Equipment

COMMAND ANDCONTROL
Routine Procedures
Emergency Procedures
Command and Delegation

of Command

HUMAN SYSTEMS
State of Crew
State of Passengers

Psycho-ostensives
and Msta Remarks

Non-operationally
Relevant Remarks

OTHER

POSITION OFTHEAIRCRAFT
Altitude

Heading
Route and Course
Location

Airspeed
Fligh_ PLan

OUTSIDE CO_U_qCATION •

Navigational Aids
Visibility and Landmarks
Communication Systems

STATE OFTHE FLIGHT CONTEXT
Location of Aircraft
Weather
Terrain
Schedule

Airport
Takeoff Information

and Clearance
Landing Information

and Clearance
Change of Flight Plan
Location of Other Atrcraft

Figure 22: Taxonomy of Topics

(54) CAM-4 Lees than three weeks to retirement, you better get me
outta here.

(1748:17)

C55) CAM-2 Get this # on the ground_
(tSQ8:42)

Meta remarks are comments evaluatingsome utterance,or talkingabout-talkingabout some

topic.The abo_'elistof topicsisnot exhaustive.As we analyzefurthertranscriptsindetail,we

expect that furthertopicswillbe found; but we alsoexpect that thistaxonomy willremain

relativelysmall.

8.2 Topic Introduction and Topic Failure

The notion of topic permits us to define topic success and topic hilure, notions that are of

considerable importance for our analysis, because they allow us to track whether or not matters

of operationRl relevance have been successfully brought to the attention of the crew.
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We may viev/ the first mention of a topic as an attempt by the speaker to introduce the topic

to the group. If some other crew member produces an utterance on the same general topic,

then the attempted introduction is a success, If no one does, then the attempt is a failure.

Note that this definition would count as successful a case Where a topic is mentioned and its
addressee verbally refuses to consider it or denies its relevance; this is deliberate. We are most

concerned with cases where an attempt to introduce a topic receives no attention from the rest

of the crew. In the case of a refusal, there is at least evidence that the topic has been attended
to and considered, even if its relevance is finally denied.

Note also that success of a topic cannot be achieved by its speaker alone, but requires social

interaction. This view of topic as an achievement of a social.group is common to many

discourse linguists who have worked with the notion of topic [Schegloff & Sachs 73, Keenan &
Schieffelin 75, Polafiyi 79].

We may also make a more delicate distinction between the operational success and the

discourse success of a topic. Operational topic success is full success. A crew member

introduces a topic, of operational relevance, and itis continued by other crew members in a

way that is operationally relevant. Discourse success is a kind of false success -- the topic is

contin,ed but not in a way that is operationally relevant. (56) is an example of dise,:urse
success but operational failure:

(56a) CAM-2 If we keep this up indefinitely, we'll be in Tulsa.

($6b) CAM-I I haven't been in Tulsa in years.
(Texas/Mona�73; ig:3434.8)

Here we may say that the most likelyreadingfor the topicof (56a) isWe nhouldn°t keep

th±s up indef£n_.tely. In (56b),a lesslikelyinterpretationof the topicbe in Tulsa is

continued,but operationalrelevance(what the crew shouldand should not do) has failed4. All

discussionsin thisreportof topicsuccessreferto fulloperationaltopicsuccess;discoursesuccess

isoflittleinterestinthiscontextbecauseby definition,itisnot operationallyrelevant.

4Those who have read the interim technical reports [Structural Semantics 82] for this project may note that this

notion of topic failure generalizes our previous notion of goal formation failure. Goal formation failure was

defined as the proposal of an action which could serve as a gbal, without a plan being subordinated to it. For a

number of reasons, We have replaced the notion of goal formation failurewith the notion of topic introduction

failure. The majoi reason for this change isto facilitatethe statisticaltenting. The notion of topic failuregiven

below includes far more case/_ than does the notion of goal formation failure, and should therefore permit far more

reliable testing. A second reason for the change is that it should give greater inter-coder reliability. Goal
formation failure requires that the coder determine that a plan could have followed some utterance and did not.

Tbis is a more subtle determination than whether or not two utterances are topically cohesive. However, the

concept of topic failure accounts for the same intuitions as the initial concept of goal formation failure, and should
lead to the same operational recommendations.
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PART H:
HYPOTHESIS TESTING-AND RESULTS

9 FORMULATION AND TESTING OF HYPOTHESES

This stud)'attempts to deal in a rigorousempiricalmanner with linguisticdata collectedin a

naturalsetting,the commercial air transportcockpit. This section is devoted to stating,

testing, and discussing eight research hypotheses about the use of language in this setting. The

experinwntal procedure and statistical methodology are also discussed in some detail; particular

attention is paid to discussing generalizability of the results obtained. Section g.2 gives a tablb

and graphs summarizing the numerical structure of the sample, and Section 9.6 gives a table

sumularizing the results of testing each hypothesis.

0.1 Sampling Procedure

This subsection discusses how the sample studied in this research was obtained. There are

three main stages to this process: (1) the production of accident transcripts, (2) the selection of

tr:m_cripts, and (3) the coding of selected transcripts. The sample space that results from these

pr()ccdures consists of a large number of speech acts, rather than, for example, a small number

of tran._cripts or of crew members. This choice seems well suited for Studying how linguistic

behavior changes as a function of general features of the cockpit situation. On the other hand,

ac(.i,h,l_t tran._cript data is less suitable for studying individual differences in the behavior of

crews .r crc_ members, because these transcripts do not provide a sample nf crews tested in a

singl(, standard situation, but rather show a single Crew for each of Several unique situations.

g.l.l The Production of Accident Transcripts

When a commercial air transport accident involving a U.S. carrier occurs, the 'black box'

containing the last thirty minutes of cockpit conversation is routinely transcribed as part of the

NTSB investigation into the causes of the accident. These CVR (CoCkpit Voice.Recorder)

tapes are not of outstandingly good accoustical quality, nor are the transcribers employed

particularly expert in linguistic issues. However, it appears that these transcriptions are

adequate for the purposes of this study. (We have not yet been able to compare the transcripts

with the tapes, since only the transcripts are in the public domain. We hope to be able to make

this comparison in latei" research.)

One beneficial proi)erty of this method of acquiring data is that it is 'unobtrusiVe," that is (see

Section. 9.3.1) it is produced for reasons that have nothing to do with the researcher. This

means that there is no possibility of any systematic effects due to bias of the researcher.
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9.1.2 Transcript Selection Criteria

Thi._ subst_etion gives the criteria used for selecting the transcripts from which the speech act

sample of this study Was drawn. These criteria were developed using categories and analyses

fr,m [Murphy 80].

1. The transcript contains a critical segment. A critical segment is a portion of transcript
containing observable degradation or failure of crew coordination which is a_tually or
potentially critical to the completion of the flight.

2, The cn_irc stuation of interest must not be significantly longer than 80 minutes (since the
maximum length of the tape is 80 minutes),

3. There must be sufficient background information to permit understanding all relevant
aspects of the situation.

4_ Tile language of the transcript should be suitable for analysis. This means that there
should be enough talk to permit analysis, and that all the conversation should be in
English, since we are not focussing on cross-linguistic problems.

5. There should be sufficient interest and agreement in the aviation community to support
furt her investigation.

6, All other things being equal, more recent transcripts are preferred. {Note that this

criterion plays a major role in determining whether or not criterion 4 is satisfied; older
flights are of lesser interest since the procedures and equipment are more likely to have
been superseded.}

7. If possible, the set of transcripts should include all flight segments -- taxi, takeoff, climb,
cruise, approach and land.

NASA personnel preselected a number of potentially suitable transcripts, using Criteria 1 and 5,
and 6 and 7 whenever possible. These eleven were examined in detail for inelusiou in the

dalaset. They were:

I. United Airlines/Portland/78;
2. Eastern Airlines/Miami/72;

3. Northwest Orient Airlines/Thiells, New York/74;
4. Allegheny A.irlines/Rochester/78;

5. World Airlines/Cold Bay, Alaska/73;

l_. Texas International Airlines/Mena, Arkansas/73;
7. Pan American Airlines/Bali�74;
8. Air Florida/Washingt0n, D.C./82;

9. Southern Airways/New Hope, Georgia/77;
10. PSA/San Diego/78; and

1 I. Pan American Airlines/Teneriffe/77.
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Accident ....I. Critical 2. Evmnts 3, Factm 4, k_guagl 5. Corm- 6; Recent
Segment Thirty Known Suitable- unity

_inutes Interest

United/ X X X X X X
Portland

Eastern/ X X X X X X
Miami

NW Orient/ X X X X X X
Thiells

Allegheny/ X X X X X X
Rochester

World/ X X X X X X

Cold Bay

Texas Int./ X X X X X X

Mena, Ark.

Pan Am/ X X X X X X
Bali

Air Florida/ X X X X X X

Washington

Southern/ -- X -- X X X

New Hope

PSA/ X X -- X X X

San Diego

Pan Am-KLM/ -- X X .... X X
Tene'-'iffe

Figure 23: CriteriaforTranscriptSelection

Eight ofthe transcriptsofthissetare suitableforinclusioninthe dataset.Figure23 shows the

satisfactionor failureof the selectioncriteriafor each transcript. (Summaries of these

transcriptsare giveninAppendix I.}The transcriptsshown inthisfigureabove the doubleline

have been selectedas suitable.Those below the double lineare unsuitablefor the following

reasons:
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Southern/New Hope. Sever'_! of the major contributing events occur bf:fore the
beginning of the tape, and indeed, before departure, i.e. the company's failure to provide

up-tc_-date severe weather information, and the crew's mlack of sii_nificant attempt to seek
information ozl current flight conditions n (NTSB report, p. 33). In spite of the intrinsic
illtorcst of the situatiov, the transcript available does not contain a situation in which

crew coordination is probably critical to the successful completion of the flight.

2, PSA/Ssn Diego. The NTSB report on this accident mentions the possibility that there
were two small planes-in the vicintiy of the PSA plane, rather than just one, a._ both the
crew and ground control appear to have believed. After completion of the NTSB report,

there were newspaper reports that the pilot of a Second small plane came forward and
claimed '_ have been in the vicinity at that time. This puts into question some of the
factual determinations of the accident report, since it is not possible to determine

accur,_tely to which plane the PSA crew and ground control were referring at any given
time.

3, Pan Am-KLM/Tenerlffe. Unlike the other accidents chosen for selection, the cause of
this acci Jent appears to lie in failure of air-to-ground communication, rather than in crew
coordination. Futhermore, some of the communication problems appear to arise from the

fact that three different languages are involved -- English, Spanish, and Dutch. While
both these factors make this accident of great interest for a study of a different nature,
this accident is so unlike the others in the dataset as to make the present methods of

analysis unsuitable.

9.1.3 D_ta Coding Procedures

Although the selection procedure described above was applied to transcripts, the unit of coding

and analysis is the speech act. Every speech act in the eight selected transcripts was coded

according to the categories below. For each category, the value munknownm is used when it is

not possible to determine any other value. Moreover, many categories have a context condition
that must be satisfied before meaningful coding is possible; if the condition is not satisfied, the

code _not applicable ° is used.

1. Speech act number. Speech acts were numbered sequentially within each transcript.

2. Speaker, The following numbers were used for speakers: 1 -- captain, 2 _ copilot, 3
flight engineer, 4 _ third officer, 5 ----"jump seat occupant, 6 ---- head flight attendent, 7

other flight attendant. Alphabetic abbreviations were used for ground control, tower,
approach control, etc.

3. Addressee. The conventions for speaker ,..,,ere also used for addressees.

4. Speech act type. The speech act types coded were request, report, acknowledgement,

greeting, support, challenge, declaration, and psycho-ostensive.

5.Discoursetype. Discoursetypescoded were command and controlchain,checklist(which
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is a sl,e('ial kind of command and control-chain), plan, explanation, narrativ,,, anti pseudo-
llarrqlive.

(_. New t.pic, l::aeh speech act was coded for whether it introduced a n(,w topic. (See

S(,('lion 8 for a definition.) This variable was coded with values true, false, not apt)lieabh, ,
lind unkIl()% n.

7. Topic su<'<'e_._. Each speech act which took the value "true" for new topic was coded for
whether -r not this topic succeeded, where topic success was defined as use of the topic by

any other next speaker. This variable was coded with values true, false, not applicabh,,
and Ul'lkll_wn.

1)rafl order. Every request by a subordinate was coded for whether it exl)H,ssed a draft

.rder. (See Section 6.3 for the definition of draft order.) This variable was coded with
v:dut,s true, false, not applicable, and unknown.

,q. l_alification. Every draft order was coded for whether it was ratified by the captain.
Thi_ variable was coded with values true, false, not applicable, and unknown..

IO. .Miligjation level. All r6quests and reports were coded for mitigation level. This variable
w:ls ¢,_lt,(l for the values aggravated, direct, low mitigated, and high mitigated,

.d,br,,vi,dt,d A, D, LM and ttM in the coding sheets and in the frequency tabies given
b_,l,,_. In the case of a sentence which was mitigated by following sentences, the sentence
wa._ e,ded as its own mitigation value plus one.

11. ('rew Itecognized Emergency. Each speech act was coded for whether it occurred during
a crew recognized emergency. (See Section 5.1 for a definition..} This variable was coded
f,r the values true, false, and unknown.

12. ('r_,_v l_ecognized Problem. Each speech act was coded for whether it occurred during a

crew recognized problem. (See Section 5.2 for a definition.} This variable was coded for

the values true, false, and unknown. A_y speech act occurring during a crew recognized
emergency by definition also occured during a crew recognized problem.

13. Operationali.v relevant. Each speech act was coded for whether or not it was

operationally relevant to the completion of the flight. (See Section 5.3 for a definition.)
Tiffs variable was coded with values true, false, and unknown.

1"|. Comment (optional}. If in the opinion of the analyst, the speech act exhibited some
special feature which might be of interest in future studies, a comment marking that

feature was added. {For example, sentences containing pro[anity were commented,
becau::e this feature may beef interest in future studies of mitigation and aggravation.}

'/'hese data were entered into a separate c,-'n,:dter file for each transcript. These files were

then run through a program checking c,_ns,stency with the coding conventions, and were
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mamlally corrected. Then, for each hypothesis, the files were run through-a specially written

program to extract the data needed for testing that hypothesis. For several of the hypotheses,
auxiliary data were also printed to permit reference back to the transcripts in order to check

the accuracy of the process and to enhance the researchers' understanding. Finally, for each

hypothesis, the data were tabulated, aggregated, and subjected to the relevant statistical test;

for the hypotheses given here, either Student's t test or the X2 test was Employed.

9.2 Numerical Overview of the Sample

This subsection provides a general overview of the structure of the sample.

length

i Por_lamd 343

Miami 158

Thiells _89

Rochester _I

Cold Bay 179

Mena 223

Bali 209

Washington[ 353

sums I' 1725

Figure 24:

Operationally. Releva_ Speech Ac_a i
I

'-N1 1.2 I .s I N4 i .S i NO I _o_aZ'l
I I I I

I I I I
:-_-[" 281 iS I_l-'-_l"-_l---'_---I

I [ I I

I I I

I

I

I I
I"_-1"-3T'I--_-I'--_
I I

I I

I I
--_1--_1 z"3_'--I

I I I
-_- _--_ I-_--- I

I I I

I I I I l

I.... I, I I I I

Operationally Relevant Speech Acts by Speaker

There are Pltogether 1725 speech acts in this collection of eight accident transcripts, 879 of

,,vhich are operationally relevant. Figure 24 shows the number of operationally relevant speech

acts, by speaker, in each transcript. The first column names the transcript (by city}, and the

second gives the total numbers of speech acts in that transcript. The next six columns give the

number of operatonally relevant speech acts for each crew member in each transcript: the N1

column gives the number of speech acts produced by captains; N2 by first officers; N3 by fli_;ht

engineers; N4 by third officers; N5 by jump seat occupants; and NO by those denoted "?" in the

transcripts. (No attempt has been made to improve or correct the attributions given by the

transcribers, although there are certaifily cgses where-this could be justified.} The total number

of operationally relevant speech acts in each transcript is given in the final column. The total
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number of (q)erationally relevant speech acts in the-eight transcript_ is 87I]. There are

altogethor 2"7crew members, including 8 captains, 8 first officers, and 5 flight engineers,

()m' use t,f l"igtaro 24 is to identify the most loquacious speaker of each rank, The most

l.qttac.itms captain and first .officer are both in the Texas/Mean/73 transcript. The most

Ic)quaei(m._ flight engineer is in the United/Portland/78 transcript. This information is used in

Section 9.3.4 to examine individual difference,J between speakers. ...........

Another use of Figure 24 is to determine the frequency distribution of speech acts by speaker

for each rank. These will show, for example, whethei_ or not some few speakers are responsible

for a majority of the speech acts in the sample. We would expect that each rank would show

an approximately normal distribution of numbers of_ speech acts; this will increase our

confidence that we have a random sample of speech acts. These distributions are presented as

bar graphs in Figure 25. Here, the number of speakers producing between 1 and 10 speech acts

is indicated by the leftmost bar, those producing between 11 and 20 by the next bar; and so on.

It will be seen that the thegn number of speech _ets produced decreases strictly with rank, and

that captains and first officers are closer together than any other two ranks. It will also be seen

that h_r capt:fins, who are the most experienced group of speakers, the frequency, distribution is
a reasonable approximation to a normal curve. For first officers, there is also a reasonable

approximation. For flight engineers, there seems not to be a very good approximation, because

the flight engineer in United/Portland/78 transcript produced twice as many speech acts as the
next most loquacious flight engineer. For the other categories, there are too few speakers to be

certain, but the distributions certainly appear to be reasonable approximations to normal
curves,

It should be noted that the number of speech acts used for testing any particular hypothesis is

generally less than that given in Figure 24. For example, in testing a hypothesis involving

mitigation level, attention must be restricted to speech acts having a determinable mitigation
level.

9.3 Representativeness of the Sample

We now discussthe generallzabllityofour resultsfrom the eightspecifictranscriptsselected

to the broadbrpopulationof commercial aviationcockpitdiscourse.The resultswillgeneralize

provided that the sample isrepresentative.This subsectionpresentsthreearguments for the

representa.'.ivenessofour sample.

The firstand most basicargument isthata Sample isvery likelyto be representativeifitis

random sample and isalsosufficientlylarge;in fact,the probabilitythat a random sample is

not representativecan be made as small as desiredby making the sample largeenough. For

thisreason,Section9.3.2givesarguments forbelievingthat our sample isa random sample,and

Sectiong.3.3arguesthatthe sample issufficientlylarge.

A second argument forrepresentativeness,given inSection9.3.4,isbased on the factthat the

sample can be successfullyused as a standardofcomparison forthe behaviorofcrew members.
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Figure 25' Operational]y Relevant Speech Acts by Rank of Speaker

A third point, developed in Section 9.3.5, regards our use of a control subset of the sample for
testing hypotheses originally formulated by examining a complete!y different subset of

transcripts. This reduces the likelihood thatthe result obtained from testing a _iven hypothesis

is due to some uncontrolled variable, different from the independent variable of the hypothesis
in question.

Finally,Section9.3.8discussesof the statusof thesearguments. Briefly,they should not be

resarded as conclusive,but ratherassuggestive.The resultsof the statisticaltestson resezrch

hypotheses in this study are clearlyvalid as descriptivestatistics,that is, as statistical

summaries ofa particularsample. Moreover, ifthe arguments forgeneralizabilityare accepted,

then the resultscan be giventhe usualinferentialinterpretation.
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Of cour._c,thisstudy islimit_.dby the originof itsdata iuaccidenttranscripts,so that itisnot

clearexactlywhich aspectsmay generalizeto non-accidenttranscripts.Consequently,itwould

be vcr)" interestingto study non-accident transcripts,either with data from simulator

experiments,or better,with nonobtrusivedata from non-accidentflights.

0.3.1 Methodological Background

Because thisreportisa firststudy in a new area,we have chosen to discusscertainbasic

statisticalissuesin_ome detail,inorder toclarifythe assumptionsand methods which sei'veas

foundationsforthe study.

We firstintroducea basictrichotomyof possibletypesof data collection,based on [Bowen &

Weisber_ 80]:

I.Experimental - conducted under laboratoryconditionswith manipulated independent
variables.

2.Sample - a random subsetofa givenpopulationcollectedinthe field.

3.Unobtrusive - collectedfor reasonshaving nothing to do with the researcher,using
nonreactiremeasures.

The data of thisstudy clearlyfallswithin the thirdcategory,and can alsobe argued to fall

_viihinthe second (seebelow). In order to furtherdiscussthesecategories,we introducethree

particularissuesconcerningthe quality ofresearch.These issuesare:

I.Quality of' Measurement: Does a measurement procedure reallygive resultsthat

correspond to what the researcherwants to know? Three aspectsof thisissueare as
follows:

a. Reliability - Can the outcomes of the measurement procedure be reproduced

tolerablywell?

b. Validity - Does the measurement procedure actuallymeasure the constructof
interestto the researcher?

c, Lack of Bias - Does the measurement proceduresystematicallyaffectthe resulting
value?

2.Control: Are we sure that the observed resultsare not attributableto some other

variables?

3.R,-presentatlon:Do the resultsobtainedgeneralizetothe populationasa whole?

We now compare the threemodes ofdata collectionwith respecttothe above criteria.

I.Exper.imentsexcelin control,but when socialvariablesare involved,they can be very
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weak on representation, Note that linguistic variables are especially sensitive to aspects

of tile data gathering situation.

2. Sampling excels in representation, and sample data can be obtained in more natural

conditions than the lab; but sampling is weak on control.

3: Unobtrusive data cannot be affected by the conditions of measurement; the prime
difficulty is that the measurements that the researcher really wants may be unavailable,

Possible problems with control and representation imply that the population of interest,

the sample involved, and the variables used, should all be carefully delineated.

Unobtrusive data are more valuable for studies of social variables because of the ubiquity of

bias introduced by measurement. (This problem is an analog of the Heisenberg Uncertainty

Principle. It has been stated for linguistics as the Observer'a Paradox: "The aim of linguistic
research ... must be to find out how people talk when they are not being systematically

observed; yet we can only obtain this data by systematic observation.' [Labor 70].)

Fortunately, unobtrusive data are available for th_ study of cockpit discourse, and are

especially appropriate for the present research, which is primarily concerned with the role of
social variables. Two such goals for this study are to identify potentially trainable linguistic

phenomena, and to discover linguistic correlates or predictors for variables such as vigilance. A

lc)nger range goal is to develop criteria for the design of aviation procedures and equipment that

involve the use of language.

9.3.2 Is the Data.set a Random Sample?

Underlying an)" use of statistical methodology is the basic question of whether or not the data

used is really a random sample from a population. Our basic argument for the

representativeness of the sample depends on this point, as does the applicability of the

statistical testing reported in Section 9.5. Below, we give three different and mutually

supporting arguments for believing that our dataset is a random sample. This belief is also

reinforcedby the homogeneity ofthe sample,asdiscus.qedinSection9.3.4.

9.3.2.1. Statistlcal Independence Of Transcript Selection Criteria

The most basic argument is that the criteria that were actually used for transcript selection are

in fact statistically independent of the dependent measures used in the hypotheses. For

example, it seems clear that whether or not a critical segment occurs in a transcript cannot

effect the mitigation level of speech acts occurring in that transcript; the same argument can be
made for all the other selection criteria and the other dependent variable: occurrence or non-

occurrence of given speech act in a planning or reasoning discourse unit. (The criteria for

transcript selection are given in Section 9.1.2 above.) Independence of these variables implies

that the sample of speech acts in the chosen transcripts cannot have been biased hy the

transcript selection process.

9.3.2.2 Locality of Effects
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The speech acts in our sample were not draw at random from a larger population of aviation

spt,¢.ch acts, but rather were taken as they occurred, in sequential order within the selected

transcripts. This raises the question of the possible effects of sequential dependencies.

l.anguage clearly does exhibit sequential dependencies at many level_. For example in English,

when we see a q, we know that it-will be followed by a u, and when we see the, we know that it

will be followed by an adjective or a noun. The question is whether or not the effects of these

sequential dependencies mean that we cannot obtain a random sample in this manner.

It is a general fact about language that although sequential dependencies do exist, their effects

are largely confined to immediately adjacent units, and hence have little effect on the

randomness of any. reasonably large sample. To state tbi_ more precisely, the conditional

probabilitic_P{f(n) J f(n-l),,..,f(n-k)} of the n tb unit f(n) given the previous k units, f(n-l) ..... f(n-

k), in general show very little dependence on units further than two or three earlier in the

sequence. We call this the principle of locality of effects. Another way to state this principle

is that "action at a distance' is very limited in language.

It must be assumed in this discussion that all the units involved are at the same linguistic level,

for example, that. they are all phonemes, or all morphemes, or all speech acts. For example,
given a sentepce containing a simple past tense main verb, we can make no prediction, or only

a very weak prediction, about the form of the following sentence. However, if we also have the

higher level information that the sentence forms part of a narrat;.ve, then we can make a much

stronger prediction about the form of the following sentence -- that it too will probably have a

past tense main verb. Of course, such higher level information is often available and valuable

in doing linguistic analysis; but the restriction is reasonable for our hypotheses, which do not in

fact invoh'e variables on more than one linguistic level, and th_," the argument is applicable.

9.3.2.3 Experience with Other Linguistic Data

There is a great deal of experience with random sampling of linguistic populations, for example

with stylometric statistics, and it has been found emprically that selection procedures have

surprisingly little effect for reasonably large _zmples; for example, [I-Ierdan 66] speaks of the
'remarkable fact of the stability of frequencies of ... linguistic forms." This stability has been

observed in many different languages and historical periods for phonemic, lexieal,

morphological, syntactic and metrical levels of linguistic structure. The latter levels twt)

present strong analogies with the discourse_ level structures with which the present study is

primarily concerned. This argument for stability is further.suppoi'ted by the fact that the

locality of effect principle holds for speech acts, just as it does for other linguistic forms.

g.3.3 Sample Size

Experience with statistical studies of other linguistic data suggests that samples of size one or

two hundred .units are generally adequate [Herdan 66], and smaller samples will of often do for
phenomena that are not especially subtie. Thus (see Figure 45 in Section 9.6), there is only one

hypothesis that might be in doubt onthe groum_ of sample size, Hypothesis 8. However, as this

hypothesis does not appear to be especially subtle, there seems to be no cause for more than

raising a mild cautional'y flag in connection with the result of testing this hypothesis.
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In sociolinguistics, it is common practice to aggregate data from a number of different speakers

from the same speech community. The experience of this research is that as long as attention is

restricWd to phenomena that xeally are characteristic of a speech community as a whole, there

is little difficulty with individual differences, provided that the sample of linguistic units is lai'ge

enough IGuy 80].

It might be thought that the data used in this study consists of utterances produced by too
small a nfimber of different speakers (25) to constitute a truly random sample. This is

undoubtedly true at a sufficiently detailed level of analysis, where individual differences become

a major interest. However, Section g.3.4 argues that many linguistic phonemena of potential

interest in the study of aviation safety are characteristic of the commercial air transport crew

community as a whole, and are relatively independent of speaker (for native speakers of the

same language).

g.3.4 The Sample is Homogeneous

Extensive catalogues of the frequencies of many different linguistic structures, from several

different languages and historical periods, have been collected (see [Herdan 66]); these frequency
distributions have been found to be so stable that it is possible to identify individuals who differ

significantly from the average [Labor 70]. This research experience also suggests that our

sample of 879 operationally relevant speech acts is certainly large enough.

Since we have aggregated data from a number of speakers, it might be questioned _'hether the

sample is dominated by a few loquacious speakers who exhibit unusual linguistic behavior. To

support the assertion that individual differences are relatively unimportant in this sample,
compared to systematic differences arising out of the cockpit situation in which {_he language is

produced, we may test whether or not a selected individual speaker's behavior differs

significantly from that of his colleagues of the same rank in regard to some variable of interest.

We have chosen the most important, and perhaps the most sensitive, measure used in the

research reported here, namely degree of mitigation/aggravation. Comparing

mitigation/aggravation of.operationally relevant, non-checklist requests from the most

loquacious captain (in the Texas/Mena/73 transcript} with the aggregation of all seven other

captains yields the frequency data shown in Figure 26.

I mitlga_ion Igvel I

I cam, I h I D I _ I I._ I _o_al I me_ I
I I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I ...... I

IMena ¢apt I 0 I e3 I 13 I 1 I 77 I .1_5 I
I I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I .... ---I ...... I
Io_her ¢_p_el B [ 187 [ 22 [ 5 [ 192 [ .125 I
I ........... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I .......
I sums I 8 I 220 ; 35 I 6 { 259 I

Figure 28: Comparative Mitigation/Aggravation l_requenciesforCaptains
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Using Student's t test with null a hypothesis of no difference in mean mitigation/aggravation

score yields tel.08 (df=267, p--.14). Using the _2 test yields X2=4.87 (dr=3, p_..18). Thus,

u._ing eilher le.-t, the null hypothesis must be accepted, and we conclude that there is he)

significant difh, renee. (A rather detailed discussion of the applicability of these tests to the

present data is given in Sections 9.4.3 and 9.4.4.)

mi_ig&_ion level

I case A I D
I ............... I .....
IMen+ F0 3 I 58
I ................ I .....
Io_her FOB 10 I 125
I .......... I ..... I .....
I e_una [ 13 [ 183

LM I FIN total I mean I
..... I ............ I ...... I

_7 I 2 e0 I .22S I
..... I ............ I ...... I

38 I 1 174 1.172 I
..... I ..... I ....... I .......

63 [ 3 [ 254 I

Figure 27; Comparative Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies for First Officers

The same thing can be done for first officers. Again, the most loquacious occurs in the

'l'exas/Mena/73 transcript. Figure 27 shows the mitigation/aggravation frequencies for

opera_i,mally relevant non-checklist requests to captains by first officers. This data yields

t----.735 (df-=252. p=.230) and k'2=2.16 (df-_3, p--_.5) for the null hypothcsos of no difference.

Once again, the null hypothesis is rejected, and we conclude that there is no significanct

difference between the mitigation/aggravation scores of this first officer and the aggregated
scoreof thc other sevenfirstofficers.

It seems less reasonable to do the same test for flight engineers, as there are far fewer speech

acts involved. However, it does make sense to try pairwise comparisons between officers of the

same rank. We have done a few of these at random, and many of them show no significant

difference, although others do show a difference. In general, the differences picked out are

confirmed through reference to the transcript and NTSB report, and-this also supports the

homogeneity of the sample.

The ot her way that a homogeneous sample can be used is to identify individuals whose behavior

is significantly" unusual. Let us now consider an example of this phenomenon. Figure 24 shows
that the first officer in the Air Florida/Washington, D.C./82 transcript has approximately twice

as many speech acts as his captain, whereas in the other seven transcripts, the captain has at

least as many speech acts as his first officer. Testing the difference in mitigation level between
this first officer and the sevefi others shows a significant difference: his speech acts are moi'e

mitigated. One may conjecture (and the press has done so) that he was so loquacious because
he was nervous about the situation. However, he was not assertive about his concerns; on the

cuntrary, he maintained a relatively high level of mitigation in his speech.

To summarize, we have shown that, for speakers of a given rank, the sample is not dominated

by a few speakers with unusual linguistic behavior {athough the question is leh open for flight

a
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engineers).More than this,we have given an instancewhere a significantdifferencebetween

one speakerand the aggregatedspeechactsof the other speakersof the same rank corresponds

to what appears to be significantlyunusual behavior from this individual,in .an unusual

situalion.(We have alsofound other instancesof thisphonemenon, not reportedhere.} This

supports the view that the sample issufficientlyrepresentativeto serve as a meaningful

standard of comparison for determiningsignificantindividualdifferences.We regard thisas

stronglysuggestiveevidenceforthe representativeness(and randomness) of the sample, For,if

the sample were significantlynonrepresentativein regard to the dependent measures used in

thisstud),then statisticallysignificantindividualdifferencesfrom the sample as a whole would

not always correspondto intuitivelysignificantdifferencesinbehavidr or situation.(Of course,

thisisnot a rigorousstatisticalargument sinceitreliesupon thejudgement of the analysts.}

It would be interestingto perform similarstudiesforthe otherindependentvariableused inthis

study,namely the fi'equencyofplanningand explanation,but we have not yet done so.

@.3.5 Use of Control and Test Transcripts

We now discussthe divisionof transcriptsintotwo groups. As statedin Section9.1,thisstudy

isbased on speech acts from eighttranscriptsof commercial airtransportaccidents.Two of

thesetranscripts,chosen forthe interestof theirlanguage and situation,were closelyexamined

to seek hypotheseswhich eitherilluminatethe basic-structureof the trauscripts,or elsewhich

lave practicalimplications. We call these two transcripts,United/Portland/78 and

Texas/Mena/73, the hypothesis formulation group. The remaining six transcrip_tsw_e.

used Iotestthe hypothesis;We callthesetranscripts.theteat group.

The sixtranscriptsfrom the testgroup containaltogether480 operationallyrelevantspeech

acts,whilethe two hypothesisformulationtranscriptscontain399. Thus the eighttranscripts

from both groups containa totalof879 operationallyrelevantspeech acts. Each hypothesis

selects,as a datasetfor testing,a subsetof the 390 speech actsof the hypothesisformulation

group and a disjointsubsetof the 480 speech acts of the testgroup. For example, the first

hypothesishas as itsdatasetfrom any given transcript,allnon-checklistoperationallyrelevant

requestshaving a definedmitigationlevel,where both speakerand addresseeare crew members,

Each hypothesesisfirsttestedon speech actsfrom the sixtranscriptsof the testgroup. Itis

then testedon the speech actsfrom the two hypothesisformulittiontranscripts.Speech acts

from thesetwo groups are pooled when possibleto yielda largersample for'astrongertestof

the hypotheses. However, poolingisjustifiedonly ifitispossibleto avoid the methodological

biasthat resultsfrom testinghypotheseson the data from which they were formulated. For

purposesof thisstudy,the only case inwhich the two setsof speech actscannot be pooled is

that in which the hypothesis is accepted for data from the two hypothesisformulation

trar.scripts,but isrejectedfor data from the sixtesttranscripts.Ifthe hypothesisisaccepted

for data from the six test-transcriptsand/or is rejectedfor data from the two hypothesis

formulationtranscripts,then the two datasetscan be combined.

The purpose of this division is to reduce the probability that the obtained results are in

actualitydue to the effectsofsome uncontrolledvariable.

. k, --e- ...... _ ..... •
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0.3.6 Discussion

The result_ of tile statistical tests performed in this study are clearly valid as descriptions of the

pr_,pertie._ c_f a particular sample. The arguments given earlier in this subsection support the
view tliat this sample may be reasonably representative of the entire populatiofi of commercial

air transport crew slSeech acts. We do not regard these arguments as either conclusive or

definitive, but we find them fairly convincing, and in any Case, interesting as an exploration of.

the assumptioi*s required to support generaliz_.bility of the results.

The issue of representativeness could also be subjected to direct empirical study. The
generalizability of our sample to the population of aviation speech acts as a whole could be

studied by' choosing at random a set of transcripts different from thuse used here, and then

testing the most significant hypotheses on speech acts from those transcripts. (A similar study
is repc_rted in Section 0.3.4, showing that some parts of the present sample do not differ

._ig||ifJcal|tly from the whole. Of course, this is does not prove representativeness; but

homogeneity of the present sample is suggestive evidence in favor of homogeneity, at the same

level of _ranularity of analysis, of the entire population.}

9.4 Formulation of Hypotheses and Choice of StatisticalTests

This subsectionpreciselyformulatesth,.null hypothesisand datasetinvolved in each of the

eightresearchhypotheses,and alsodiscu,,::esthe statisticaltestsand levelof significanceused.

The resultsof each test are given in _ectiou 9.5 together with some discussionof the

implicati_ns',theseresultsare summarized in Section9.6. The implicationsof the body of

resultsas a w]mle are discussedin Section II. The choiceof hypotheses to be testedwas

influencedby the pioneeringwork of[Foushee& Manos 81].

9.4.1 Formulation of Null Hypotheses and Dataset Definltion_

Eight resc,_rchhypothesesha#e been chosen fortestingon speech acts from aviationaccident

transcripts.These hypotheses concern the role in aviationdiscourseof the concepts and

variablesdeveloped inthisreport. The eighthypothesesfollow:firstan informalstatement of

each researchhypothesisisgiven inboldface; then a preciseformulationof the nullhypothesis

actuallyused in the statisticaltestisgiven;alsothe subsetofspeech actsused as a datasetfor

the hypothesisisdefined. (Section9.3.5discusseshow the eighttranscriptslistedin Section

_}.I.2are dividedintotwo subsetsfortestingeach hypothesis.)

Each hypothesisis restrictedto speech acts whose speaker and addressee are both crew

members, because we are not studying air-to-groundcommunication, nor are we studying

communication with flightattendantsor passengers. They are restrictedto-operationally

relevantspeech actsbecause thereismore linguisticvariationin the non-operationallyrelevant

portionsof the text,and becausenon-operationallyrelevantspeech actsare lessimportant for

our purpose. Checklistspeech actsare excludedbecausechecklistactivityishighlystereotyped;

inparticular,thesespeech actsare almostalways directaridalmost neveracknowledged. These

restrictionsapply to alleightresearchhypothesesand are not repeated foreach one separately.
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A requirement that does vary among hypotheses is the nature of well-definedness for the

v.ariablcs occurring in that hypothesis. For example, speech acts with unknown speaker cannot

be used in testing hypotheses that involve speaker rank.

I. Requests to superiors are more mitigated. The null hypothesis is that tile mean

mitigation/aggravation score for requests to superiors equals the mean score for requests

to subordinates. The mitigation/aggravation score is computed using weights -l for

aggravated, 0 for direct, 1 for low mitigation, and 2 for high mitigation (see Section-4 and
also the discussion of condition (3) in Section 9.4.3); the same weights age used in each
subsequent hypothesis involving the mitigation/aggravation scale.

2. Requests are less mitigated In Crew Recognized Emergencies. The null

hypothesis here is that the mean mitigation/aggravation score for requests in CRE equals

the mean mitigation/aggravation score for requests not in CRE.

3. Requests are less mitigated in Crew Recognised Problems. The null.hypothesis is

tt_at the mean mitigation/aggravation score for requests in CRP equals the mean
mitigation/aggravation score for requsts not in CRP,

4.

5.

Subordinates plan and explain more often than superiors. The null hypothesis is

that the percentage of speech acts in explanation and planning discourse units produced
by subordinates equals the percefitage produced by superiors.

Planning and reasoning are .less common in Crew Recognized Emergencies.
The null hypothesis is that the percentage of speech acts that occur in planning and
rea-_oning discourse units in CRE equals the percentage that occur in non-CRE.

7.

Planning and reasoning are more common In Crew Recognized Problems. The
null hypothesis is that the percentage of speech a_t_ that occur in planning and reasoning

discourse units in CRP equals the percentage in non-CRP.

Toplc-failed speech acts are more mitigated than topic-successful speech acts.
The null hypothesis is that the mean mitigation/aggravation score for speech acts whose

topic has failed equals that for speech acts whose topic h_ succeeded.

8. Unratified draft orders are more mitigated than ratified draft-orders. The null

hypothesis is that the mean mitigation/aggravation score for draft orders that are not
ratified equals the mean for draft orders that are ratified,

A number of other hypotheses were formulated in our second interim technical

report [Structural Semantics 82]; however, it was found that-these could not be tested with the

present dataset, because the events involved, such as speech act misunderstanding, were found
to be too rare.
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9.4.2 Level of Significance

The reader who is not familiar with statistical research in linguistics and sociology should note

tha! w,rifving hypotheses in these areas is in general more difficult than verifying hypotheses
ab,,ulphy.qcalsciencedata, and that a .05 level-ofsignificanceisstandard.inthe literature

[[h,rdan 6s]. We have adopted thisconvention,but itshouldbe noted that a significancelevel

of .0;5would have sufficedforallthe hypothesesactuallyacceptedhere.

9.4.3 Assumptions Underlyln& Use of the t Test

Only two statistics have been used for testing the hypotheses in this report: Student's t statistic

and the k 2 statistic. Both statistics are used for tesii_g whether or not t_o samples differ

significantly in regard to the values of some.variable. The choice of statistic for testing a _iven

hypothesis is determined by whether or not certain assumptions are satisfied by the data. It

._h_uhl be noted that modern statistical practice has found both of thes_ statistics to be

remarkably robust, so that only approximate satisfaction of their underlying assumptions is

required [13owen &Weisberg 80]. Whenever it is appropriate, Student's t statiztic is preferable

to tile )2 stalistic, because the t statistic is more powerful, that is, it will yield a more definitive
decistere on tile same data.

According t() the classical view (e.g., [Siegel 56]), appropriateness of the t statistic depends upon

approximate satisfaction of four conditions:

(I} the dependent variable has a normal distribution for each of the two populations being
compared;

12) these di,qributions have equal variance;

(3) the two saraples being compared are independent; and
14)the dependent variablehas valueson an intervalscale.

We will now discuss each of these assumptions in relation to the data involved in this study,

and in the light of more modern views. Assumption {.1) is usually valid for reasonably large
samples, and in fact is satisfied by the mitigation scores examined below. Regarding

assumption (2), we have computed the variances of each Sample for all the hypotheses tested in

this report, and have observed that they are approximately equal. (This could be tested using
the F statistic, but we have not done so.)

The independency assumption (3) is more problematic because our units of analysis are speech

acts rather than individuals. For some hypotheses, the speech acts in the samples compared are

generated by different individuals, while for others they are generated by the same individuals

in different situations. We have therefore used computational formulas for related- or

single- sample (i.e., pooled variance) comparisons. (However, the outcomes should be virtually

identical to those for independent sample test procedures.)

The roleof assumption (4)isvery controversialinthe psychologyliterature,and many writers

do not believethat itisnecessary[Gaito80]. Before discussingthisissuein more detail,letus

definefourpossiblelevelsofscaling,following[Siegel561:

®
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Nominal .Scale: Arithmetically the weakest level of scaling, it is characterized by the use
of values only as..labels or classifications for objects, persons, characteristics, or events.

Tlw only admissible operation is testing equivalence of classified entities. For example, if
fiumlwrs are a_signed to discourse types (such as I for planning, 2 for reasoning, 3 for

command arid control, etc.), then it makes sense to ask whether two speech acts AI and
A2 are equivalent in the sense that they occur in the same kind of discourse type; it does
not make sense to ask whether AI is less than A2.

Ordinal Scale: Measures are ordinal when the values that are used to label entities can

be ordered. For example, speakers in the cockpit have an an established rank, and the

integers ,_signed to speakers (see Section 0.1.3) reflect this ordering; the lower the integer,

the higher the rank, However, it does not make sense (in terms of what ttle numbers
represent) to add two ranks, or to ask what is the average rank of a group of speakers.

Interval Scale: When a scale has the properties of an ordinal scale, and in addition it

makes sense to measure and compare the distance between any two points on the scale,
then we have a much stronger type of scaling, called Interval scaliilg. The unit of
|||eas,rcme||t and the zero point are arbitrary for interval scales, in the sense that the

value of any statistic (such as StUdent's t statistic) that is valid for interval scales will

have cz,ctbd the same value for any choice of unit of measure and zero point. We argue
lawr that lhe scale of mitigation/aggravation given in Section 4 may be of this type. The
unit of measurement there was taken to be 1 and the zero point was taken to be 'direct.."

Thus, the distance between 'direct' and "high mitigation' is two units, and is thus equal

to the distance between 'aggravated' and "low mitigation,' (Note that assigning the
numerical values i, 3, 5, and 7 to the four points on the scale, instead of the values -1, 0,
I a.-.a 2 that were actually used, would make no differeDce in the obtained probability

levels in _esti.g the hypotheses that follow, because the t statistic will have exactly the
same value.)

4. Ratio Scale: A scale that has the properties of an interval scale and in addition has a

true zero point is a ratio scale. Mas._ or weight is an example of such a scale. The unit
is still arbitrary (c.g., pounds or grams may t_e chosen}, but an object of zero mass is still
of zero mass whatever unit may be chosen. None of the measures used in this research
are ratio scales.

We now argue that the mitigation/aggravation levels of speech acts approximate an interval

scale, specifically a scale of just noticeable differences of mitigation/aggravation. If this

argument is accepted, then assumption (4) is satisfied.whenever the dependent variable ks

mitigatioh/aggravation score, and therefore the t test can be used for all hypotheses except 4, 5

and 6. To show that the intervals of the scale of mitigation/aggravation are "jnd's," trial

studies were run using two scales having more levels of both mitigation and of aggravation, a

first with three levels of each, and a second with one level of aggravation and three levels of

mitigation; both had a single *direct" level. It was found that reliable coding could not be

achieved using these finer scales. This suggests that the four level scale finally shown to be

reliable {see Section 4) is a scale of "jnd's of mitigation/aggravation level.' If this is the case,
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then the,scnIL,of mitigation/aggravationis an intervalscale whose unit is one jnd of

mili_,ati_n/a_i;r_tvation.We do not regard f,his argument as entirelyconclusiw:,because tile

_.arli,,r"_tt_,nJpfsat reliablescaling with more levelswere not as rigorous.t_sour final

C,Xl,c,riln,,nt,and ther0wt_sno attempt to determine directlywhether or not theselevelsarc

r,.,'dlyjnd's. {Itisalso possibleto testwhether or not members of the aviationcommunity

p_.reeivethisscaletohave equaldistancesbetween itslevels;however,we have not done so.}

On the otherhand, we woi_Idlike-tofollowignite80] and othersin claimingthat use of the t

te:_tdoes I;,otrequiresatisfactionof the intervalscale assumption5 While f,he considerable

successfulexperiencewith parametric statisticson non,intervaldata cited in the literature

SUl_portsthiscl'_im,stillwe feelitnecessarytojustifythe assignmentof weightsto mitigatibn

Ibv,.,Isthnt wa,_used (-Ito aggravated,0 to direct,etc.).Perhaps the above discussionofjnd's

willserv,_as such a _ustification,even ifitisnot accepted that theselevelsconsistutca true

interval scale.

The reader who does not accept the above arguments may prefer to see the results of the X 2

test for each hypothesis. These are given in Section g.6, in a table summarizing the results of
each test.

Student'st test,uses asitsnullhypothesisthat two distributionshave the same mean. For the

so-called'one tailed'test,to rejectthe nullhypothesisisto assertthat the means differin a

speeifit,ddirection.(The 'two tailed't testassertsonly that the two means are significantly

dif.f,.rcnt,without regard to the directionof difference;but only the one tailedtestisused in

this research.}

It might be noted that in general because of the relatively large size of our samples, we can

make use of the normal approximation to the distribution of the t statistic. There is the only

ease where small sample statistics are needed; that is in testing Hypothesis 8 on the hypothesis
formulation subset, that contains only 15 speech acts.

9.4.4 Assumptions Underlying Use of the X 2 Test

The k2 test,must be used for Hypotheses 4,5 and 6 because the dependent variableused in

these hypotheses takes the two values 'planning or reasoning" and "not planning or

rea._oning.'These two valuesdo not form an intervalscale(infact,they.do not even form an

ordinalscale,but 0nly a nominal-scale,because itmakes no sensetoask whether 'pianningor

reasoning' is greaterthan "not planning or reasoning'). Even ifone acceptsthe use of

parametricstatistic_on non-intervaldata,therestilldoes not appear to be any sensibleway to

assignnumbers to these two values,so itdoes not make sense to compute theirmeans or

standard deviations.Thereforethe t testcannot be used,and we must use the X2 test.

There isno controversyabout using the _2 statisticwith measures that form only a nominal

$Gaito quotes Lord, 'The number6 do not know where they come fzom_'

®
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scal_,, that is, a set of discrete categories. The only assumption that needs to be satisfied is that

th,'- samples of the two distributions are independent. There is no difficulty about this when the

ind<,pendent variable is rank, since the sets of speakers are then disjoiflt in the two groups being

tested for difference; this justifies the use of this test for Hypothesis 4. For liypotheses 5 and 6,
the i,ldependen_, variables are CRE/non-CRE and wRP/non-CRP, respectively. We are unable

to) give a definitive justification for the applicability of the X2 test for these hypotheses,

although we can give an argument that may be reasonably Convincing: because of the relative

stability of'linguistic frequency distributions, the relatively large numbers of speech acts and

speakers, and their relative independence of speaker s, especially for such a close-knit

communiiy as commercial air transport crews (see Section 9.3.4}, it may be expected that the

average rate of lblanning, or explanation (which is the dependent variable) over a number of
individuals will also be stable.

The _.o test uses as its null hypothesis that two distributions are the same. Tn reject the null

h.vt_otlwsis is to conclude that the two distributions are in fa_t significantly different.

ltyl_otheses 4, 5 and 6 each assert that two distributions differ in a specific way; in fact, each

distriblltion is characterized by a single frequency, and these hypotheses each assert that that
frequency is greater for one value of the independent variable than for another value. This is a

str_.,rlger hypothesis than can be tested with the X 2 statistic. However, if the two distributions

do differ si_;nificantly, and if direct inspection shows that they actually differ in the correct

dir,,ction, then the stronger hypothesis can also be accepted. The X2 test has actually been

applied _o every hypothesis; these results are reported in Section 9.6 below, in a table

summarizing the results of statistical testing.

9.5 Results

The eight reseaeh hypotheses have two different types of implication. The first type of

implication concerns the basic structure of language in tbe cockpit; verification of any

hypothesis with this type of implication is a partial demonstration of the viability of th_

methodology developed in this report. All eight hypotheses assert relations between variables of

linguistic structure, operational structure, and social structure. Linguistic structure variables

incll, de _he discourse type, speech act type, and mitigation level of a given utterance.

Operational structure variables include presence or absence of a Crew Recognized Emergency, a

Crew Recognized Problem, and the operational relevance of a given speech act. The only social

structure variable used in the present study is rank in the command hier_rehy.

The second type of implication has a more applied directioni such as crew training. In

particular, Hypotheses 7 and 8 have this type of implication. There are a number of reasons
why it is more difficult to.draw such implications. One is that the dataset consists only of.

accident transcripts, sc that detailed information about system performance variables is not

{}This argument is not circular, becau,Je the tests supporting the homogeneity of the sample in Section 0.3.4 use

the t test, tile justification of which has already been discussed ia Section 9.4.3.

®
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av:fil:d)l(,, nor is there a control set of. non-accident data. It is therefore impossible for this

study to verify directly hypotheses about training, or about the relationship of linguistic

variable_ to system performarice variables. Moreover_ it is difficult to identify and control for

auxiliary vari'd)les that may interfere with the ri_lationships of primary interest. A discussion of

tlw overall significance of both types of results and of directions for future research is given in
Section l 1, and a summary of resuhs is given ifi Section 9.B.

This st,erich discusses the tests of the eight research hypoth'eses, each in a separale subsection.

For each hypothesis, we indicate first the results from e)_amining data from the six tesl

l ranscripls, then the results of examining data from the two hypothesis formulation tran._eripts,

and fin:all.v, provided the two groups can be combined, the results from all eight transcripts. In

lifts discussicm, the term 'obtained level _ is used for the probability level obtained for the
experinwnlal data assuming that-the null hypothesis is true.

9.5.1 Requests to Superiors Are More Mitigated

This h)T¢_the._i_ represents the intuition that the speech of subordinates is more tentative and

iudir(,(.t lhan the speech of superiors. The hypothesis is important because it posits a direct

effect of lh(. basic social hierarchy on cockpit discourse.- If this hypothesis is verified, and if it is

also sh¢_wn th:ll more highly mitigated speech acts are more often misunderstood or ignored (as

is slr(_l_gly suggcsted by the acceptance of Hypotheses 7 and 8 below), then it should be worth

Icsting _vhethcr training subordinates to use less mitigation would improve crew performance.

.'-;,wh a lr_dning hypothesis can not itself be tested with data from accident transcripts, but
could bt, tested with simulator experiment data.

mi_ig_sion level I

d£rection h I D I LM I l_l I total I mean I
............... I..... I..... I..... I ....... I ...... I

up 2 I 40 I 19 I 0 I 81 [ .279 ]
............... l ..... I..... I..... I....... I ...... I

down 9 I 57 I 9 I 2 I 77 I .052 I
............... ]..... ]..... I ..... I ....... [ .......

arms 11 l _7 [ 28 l 2 l tab I

Figure 28: Test Group Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies _r Hypothesis I

Frequency data for thishypothesisfrom the sixtestgroup transcriptsare given in Figure 28.

Because the hypothesisassertsthat one mean isgreaterthan another,itistestedwith a one

tailedStudent'st test.The frequenciesinFigure28 yieldt=2.38 (df=136 aridp=.009), using

the normal approximation,which isvalidbecauseof the largesample size. The hypothesisis

thereforeaccepted,and we conclude that crew members indeeduse more mitigationin making

requeststosuperiorsin the testtranscriptsample.

Testing the hypothesis with speech acts from the two hypothesis formulation transcripts yields

®
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a similarpatternoffrequencies,but with an obtainedprobabilityofonly .32.The hypothesisis

th_,ref_)r_, n(_t s_ippotted by these data, perhaps hecalzse there are too fen speech acts to achievt,
th(, desired siErlificance level. However, because the hypothesis has been accepted on data from

tl|_, t(,s| {r_n::cripts, the speech acts from the two groups can be combined. The pooled

frbquencies are sliow:._ in Figure 29. They yields t--_2.01 (df_-252, p=-'.022), so the hypothesis is

aecel)t_,d for tile entire dataset. (See also the discussion of generali'eability of results in Section

_,3,)

[ mitlgatlon level

[direct,£on [ A [ V J LM [ HM
I.......... I ..... I..... I ..... I.....
t up J S 1 78 J 25 I 3
I.......... I ..... I ..... I ..... I .....
I down J 13 [ 108 I 19 I 5
I .......... I ..... I ..... I ...... I .....
l sttm8 ] 18 I 188 i 44 i 8

_otll I mesa I
--,7---I ...... I
.109 ] .257 J
....... I ....... I

145 I ,1.10 [

254 I

Figure 29: Total Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies for Hypothesis 1

Note lhat only request speech acts were used in testing tb.,s hypothesis, and that requests

occurring in checklists were excluded. The test was limited to requests because requests (which

inehlde orders, questions, draft orders and suggestions) are the speech acts of greatest practical

importance for command and control disco_:.tse. This is because the request is the most
chararterlsticspeech act _.ncommand aud co._troldiscourse,and alsobecausethe consequences

of misunderstandingsof requests'aremore dire_ and immediate than thoseof any otherspeech

act. l_eqllesfswithin checklistswere excluded because the highly stereotypednature of

checklistsinsuresthatvirtuallyallrequestswillbe directand willexhibitlittlevariability.

Since appropriatenessof the parametric t testdepends on homogeneity of varir,nce, it is

intereslingto notice that in this d_.taset,the two distributionsinvolved do indeed have

approxin|atclyequalstandard deviations.For speech actsfrom the sixtranscriptsin the test

_;roup,the standard deviationof speech actsby subordinatesis.518,while that of speech acts

by superiorsis.579. (Equalityof variance could be testedwith the F test,but we flarenot

done so.)

9.5.2 Requests Are Less Mitigated In Crew Recognized Emergencies

This hypothesisreflectsthe intuitionthat when crew members know that they face an

emergency situation,theirspeechislesstentativeand indirect.Itisbased on the notionthat in

any utterance,the speaker is encoding both his understanding of the situationhe istalking

about (thepropositiouulcontent)and hisunderstandingofthe relationbetween himselfand his

addressee. Mitigationlevelisa major linguisticmeans by which a speaker can indicatehis

understandingof thissocialrelation.When the situationbecomes urgent,we might expect the

speakertofocusmost ofhisattentionon it,and thus lessattentionupon socialrelations.

®
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\'_,r!ficati,m of lhis hypothesis would mean that indeed, crew members are able to vary their
l_,vcl of mitir, alion delwnding on their perception of the circumstances. This would mean that
/t':,iuin_ crew n,embers to use less mitigation in specified cireunrstances would not seem new or
st r:tn_o to tliem, because mitigation level is already Something that they alto, when ave,are that

tlt,.,) are in an enlergency situation. Under the assumption that what experienced crews do in
emergency sittiatiems may be valuable, verification Of this hypothesis would also lend som_

support to the hypothesis that training crews to speak more directly would improve their
pcrf,,rmance and thus reduce accidents_ (however, caution is advisable in drawing such a
con¢.lusion Item the present data.set of ac6ident transcripts).

sitigation level I

condi%±on A I D I I,)4 I _ I tot&l I mea: I
............... I ..... I..... I ..... i ....... I', ..... I

¢_ 4 I 1el 0 I 0 I 19 I-.211 I
............... I ..... I..... I..... I....... I ...... I

noa-CRE 8 I 109 I 30 [ 2 I 149 I .175 I
............... I..... I..... I..... I....... I .......

s_s 12 I 124 I 30 I 2 I 168 I

Figure 30: Test Group Mitiga, ion/Ag_ravation Frequencies for Hypothesis 2

Th,, frequencies obtained from the test transcripts for investigating this hypothesis are
su:_m_:,rized in the Figure 30. These data yield t=3.05 (df-----IS6, p=.001), and the hypothesis
is tht.refor,, accepted. The obtained probability le_'el for similar comparisons of speech acts in
th,, hYl,O_hesis formulation group of tranScripts is .026. It is therefore permi.osable to combine
the two datasets, yielding the frequencies shown in Figure 31. Comparing mitil_ation levels
durinr.; CRE and non-CRE for speech acts from all eight transeril)ts yielded t----3.46 (df=276,
p=.0003). Hypothesis 2 is therefore very strongly supported.

I mitig&tion level !
........... I I
condi_ion I ^ I D I LM I H_ I tot_l I me_ I
.......... I ..... I ..... I..... I ..... I ..... --I ...... I

ORE I 6 I 321 1 I 0 I 39 I-.128 I
.......... I ..... I..... I..... I..... I....... I ...... I

non-CP.£ I 11 i 178 I 43 I 7 I 239 I .193 I
I..... I..... I- .... I..... I....... I .......

eu=e I 17 I 210 I 44 I ? I 278 I

Figure 31: Total Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies for Hypothesis 2
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9,5.3 Requests are Less Mitigated in Crew Recognised Problems

This hypothesis corresponds to the intuition that crew members' speech is less tentative and

indirect when they know they face a problem. Its significance is similar to that of the previous

hypothe._is. (Note that-every CRE speech act is also a CRP speech act.}

[ mitigation level

condition I A [ D [ LM I IW
.......... I..... I..... I..... I.....

CEP I 9 I 48 [ 10 I 0
.......... I ..... I---,-I ..... [.....

non-CRP t 3 [ 76 I 20 [ 2

total I,.o_ I
....... I ...... I

6_, I .016 I-
....... I ...... I

101 I .218 I
.......... I..... I..... I..... / ..... I....... I.......

sums I 12 I 124 I 30 I 2 I 108 I

Figure 32: Test Group Mitigation/AggravationFrequenciesforHypothesis3

The frequencies obtained from speech acts in the test group Of transcripts are summarized in

Fig, re 32. comparing C,RP and non-CRP mitigations levels. These data give t=2.34 (df--=166,

p=.Ol0). Ttle hypothesis is therefore accepted for the test dataset. For the hypothesis

formulation transcripts, the corresponding obtained probability level is .149. Combining the

two groups produces the frequencies shown in Figure 33, for t=1.79 (df=276, p=.047). Tile
h.vt)othcsis is t,hercfore accepted for the dataset as a whole.

I m._tigation level [
............ I I ...............
condition t A I D [ LM I I'_ I total [ mean I
........... [..... I ..... I .... -[ ..... I ....... I ...... I

CRP [ 14 I 128 I 23 I 4 I 169 [ .101 I
.......... [..... I ..... [ ..... I ..... I ....... I ...... [

non-CILP I 3 [ 82 I 21 I 3 [ 109 [ .220 I
.......... I..... I..... I---'-I ..... I ....... I .......

sums I 17 ] 210 [ 44 I 7 I 278 I

Figure 33: Total Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies for Hypothesis 3

9.5.4 Subordlnatcs Plan and Explain More O_en

This research hypothesis probes, in an indirect way, the effects of social hierarchy on

subordinates' contributions to explaining what is happening and to planning wh_t should

happen in the future. Rejection Of this hypothesis would suggest that the social hierarchy

might be having a detrimental effect on crew communications. As usual, the null hypothesis is

the hypothesis of 'no difference," in this case, that subordinates and superiors engage in equal
amounts of planning and reasoning.

Discoursetype frequenciesfor speech acts inthe sixtesttranscriptsare summarized inFigure
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[ r_k i
i i .......

I condlt_on I sub I i_p ItotsZ I
I i ..... i ...... I...... i
I pZn/oxpZ I ..25 1 38 1 e3 1
i i ..... I ...... i...... I
In-pln/expll 204 1 213 l 417 1
I _ I ..... I ....... I...... I
I 8u_ I 229 1.261 I 480 I

Figure 34: Test Group Rank Frequencies for Hypothesis 4

34. Statistical examination yielded X2=1.52 and an obtained probability level somewhere
between .10 and .20. Therefore the. hypothesis is rejected with these data. A similar study of
speech acts from the formulation transcripts gives X2=1.13, for an unacceptable probability
level between .20 and .30. It is therefore permissible to combine the two datasets. The pooled
frequencies given in Figure 35 produce X2-----2.g7,associated with a probability level a little
more than .05. Observe that subordinates produce only 38% of the planning and explaination
speech acts in this dataset, while superiors produce 62%; also observe that subordinates and
superiors each produce about half of all speech acts in this dataset, hut planning and
explanation speech acts are only 9% of these speech acts. The obtained probability level means
that observed frequencies as far from equal as these are would occur more than 5 percent of the
time, if the null hypothesis of equal percentages were true. The null hypothesis therefore
cannot be rejected on the pooled data, although it is close.

[ ra_k i
I [.......

Icondition I sub I aup, Itotal I
I I..... I...... I...... I
I pln/erpl I _1 I 60 I 81 I
I I-'---I ...... I...... I
In-pla/szpll 391 1.407 I 798 I
I i ..... I ...... I ...... I
I sus I 422 I 457 I 079 I

Figure 35" Total Rank Frequencies for Hypothesis 4

Having rejected the research hypothesis, notice that the numbers in Figure 35 show that not
only do subordinates not produce more plans• and explanations than subordinates, but-the
opposite of the research hypothesis, namely that superiors produce more plans and explanations,
is very nearly accepted.. This outcome is interesting because modern management theory
generally asserts that a group is more effective when subordinates contribute more than
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z_iperiors.Moreover, informal examinationsof accidenttranscriptshave suggested to fanny

_)bscrvcrsthat captainsoftenbehave inan autocraticmanner that preventssubordinatesfrom

m_king appropriatecontributions.Our resultsstronglysuggestthat itwould be valuableto

determine whether crew performance isimproved by trainingsubordinatesto engage in more

planning and explanation,and trainingcaptainsto encourage this,st leastin the conditionof

CI_P but not CRI.:.Itwould alsobe important to determineifthereare circumstances,such as

CRE, in which itwould be counterproductiveto engage in more planning and explanation.

Once again,itwould be very interestingto compare the presentresultswith resultsfrom data

from normal flights.

A more carefulanalysisthan ispossiblewith the coding scheme used in this study could

separateexplanationsproduced in connectionwith plans from those produced in connection

_vitbdraf-torders,and itwould be interestingto see ifeithersubcategoryof explanationsis

more frequentlyproduced by subordinates.Itwould alsobe interestingto exploredifferences

between planningand explana*ioninCRE and CRP (seethe discussionof Hypotheses 4 and 5},

and alsotoexplorewhether or not flightsegment has any effect.

0.5.5 Planning and Explanation Are Leu Common in Crew Recognized

Emergencies

This hypothesis represents the intuition that when crew members are aware that they face an

emergency, they do less planning and explaining, because an emergency calls for immediate
action. Precise knowledge of the distributionof planning and explanation in accident

transcriptsisimportant because itmay suggestcircun_.stsncesinwhich crews shouldbe trained

todo more plannin_ and explanation,or else less,when it provesto be counterproductive.

The speech act frequenciesforthishypothesisinthe testtranscriptsare summarized in Fibre

36. The )o.statisticisused to testwhether or not the proportionof planning and explanation

speech actsoccur'ringinCRE differssignificantlyfrom that'innon-CRE. The data in Fignre

35 yieldX_=3.87 for an obtained probabilitylevellessthan .05, The hypothesisistherefore

(justbarely)acceptedatthe .05significancelevel.

m.----.--mm--m,..mm ¸.

I d:Lsc, type I
I I.......

I¢ond:L_Aon I PZ/_ In-PZ/Eltot_,l I
I ] ...... I ...... I...... I

I I ...... I ...... I ...... I
i non-Cl_ I 51 I 4_s. 1 648 I
1 l ...... I ---'-- 1"-----_- I
I _umm I 82 1 862 1 614 I

Flgur_c_flL__TestGroup DiscourseType FrequenciesforHypothesis5
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The corresponding test for speech acts from the hypothesis formulation transcripts yields
k2_7.03 {p<,01). Thus, it is permissible to combine the two datasets for Hypothesis 5. The

combined frequencies appear in Figure 37 and yield X2---_12.49 (p<.O01); the hypothesis is

then, fore strol,gly supported on the pooled data. Further discu._ion of the implications of this

result is included with that of the following hypothesis.

Itshould alsobe noted thatbecause thisstudy isbased upon accidenttranscripts,itcannot be

assumed thatobserved crew behavior inthisdata isnecessarilyoptimal. Itseems quitepossible

that the data used in thisstudy are a combination of good and bad instancesof cockpit

planning and reasoniilg,and that testingthe presenthypothesison data from norma! flights

would yieldmore definitiveresults.

! diet. type I

condt_ion I P1/E In-P1/Eltotal I
I...... I...... I...... I

eRE I 1 I 102 I lOS I
.......... I ...... I ...... f ...... I

non-CRE I 127 I 809 [ 936 [
.......... I ...... I ...... I ...... I

ztme I 128 ( 011 I 1039 [

Figure 37: Total DiscourseType FrequenciesforHypothesis5

9.5.6 Planning and Explanatlon Ate Mote Common In Crew Recognized Problems

This hypothesiscorresponds to the intuitionthat crew members use more planning and

explanationwhen they are aware that they facea problem. Ifverified,thishypothesiswould

strengthenour confidenceinthe relevanceof the variablesinvolved(discoursetype and CRP),

and would alsoconfirmthe valueoftrainingcrews to planand reasoninproblem situations.

I dime. type I

condition I P1/EIn-PI/EI_otaI I
- ......... I ..... I ...... I ...... I

ClLF 1 46 1 2S I as I
'-......... I.....I...... I...... I

non"CliP I 184 I 362 I 646 I
......... --I ..... [ ...... I ...... [

e_=s I 229 I II86 I 614 I

Figure 38: Test Group DiscourseType FrequenciesforHypothesis6
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The discoursetype frequenciesobtainedfrom speechactsinthe testtranscriptsaresummarized

in Figure 38. Testing the hypothesisyieldeda _(2=25._}0,with an obtained probabilitylevel

well bey_nd .001. The hypothesisisthereforevery stronglyconfirmed in thisdata.set.The

corresponding )2- value for discourse type frequenciesfrom the hypothesis formulation

transcriptsis .27, for an obtained probabilitylevelof approximately .7. Frequenciesby

discoursetype forspeechactsfrom the combined group of eighttranscriptsare shown inFigure

39. These data yieldX2--12.03,and an associatedprobabilitylevelagain wellbelow .001.The

hypolhcsisisthereforestronglyconfirmedforthe entiredataset.

! _t:l,lc. tlrl_1 I

¢oadlt_.cn I P1/Ela-P]./Eltotal
.......... I ..... I ...... I ......

CRP I '/g I _4 I 103
.......... I ..... I ...... I ......

non-CRF I 648 I 388 I 936
.......... I ..... I ...... I ......

e_me I 027 I 412 I 1039

Figure 30: Total DiscourSeType FrequenciesforHypothesis6

These resultstaken togetherwith the findingsrelevantto Hypothesis 5 suggestthat,perhaps

cotltraryto expectnti<m,more planning and reasoningoccur when the crew believesthat itis

dealingwith a problem, but not when itbelievesthat itisdealingwith an emergency. One

explanationfor thisresultis that by the time an emergency situationhas developed,crew

members may feelthat itistoo lateto take the time to plan as a group,or to explainthe

reasonsfor takingspecificactions.Itisof coursepossiblethatmore planningand explanation

would be desirablein some emergency situations,but not in others. This suggests using

simulator experiments to determine in which flightsegments (ifany) more planning and

explanationproduce betterperformance. In any case,these resultsmake itclearthat crews

should plan as effectively as possible during CRP, because they not have time for planning

during a subsequent emergency.

9.5.7 Topic Failed Speech Acts Axe More Mltll_ated

This hypothesisand the next one attempt to probe the ides thatexcessivemitigationcan have

undesirableeffectsinthe cockpit. Since the effectof mitigationon performance data (suchas

the probabilityofan accident)Cai_notbe exploreddirectlywith the presentdata,we are forced

to examine lessdirectconnections_

This hypothesisrepresentsthe intuiti0nAhata new topicislesslikelyto be continued by its

addresseesifthe speech act in which itisintroducedisexcessi#elymitigated. We count as

topicfailedany speech acts expressinga new topicnot followedby a speech act having the

_ame topicfrom anotherspeaker. The frequenciesrelevantto thishypothesisusingspeech acts

obtainedfrom the sixtesttranscriptsare summarized inFigure40.
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mitigation Isvel J

[condition A } D J 1_J J H]_ J total J moan J
i ............... I ..... )..... j ..... I ....... I ...... I
Itopic f&il 2 i 54 J 11 J 4 [ 71 [ .23g [
I ............... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I------!
]topic eucc[ 11 I 81 [ 20 [ 1 [ 113 [ .097 I
I .......... I..... I..... I..... I..... i....... I........
I sums ( 13 [ 135 [ 31 I 6 [ 184 I

Figure 40: Test Group Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies for Hypothesis 7

A compari_o_ of mitigationscoresfor the two topicconditions_ivest=1.65 (df=182, p:-=.Ol),

:n_dlhu._thi.shypoH_esisisaccepted. For comparisons based on the hypothesisformulation

Irauscrip|s,t:2.28 (dr==80,p=.013). Examining the combined datasetmitigationlevelsacross

_opk,conditionsi_,_Height(ranscriptsyieldsthe frequenciesshown inFigure 41. These dat_

give t:2.,I03(dr:261, p=.0064). Thereforethe hypothesisisaccepted.

[ mitigation Ievel J

condition [ A ) D
.......... )..... I......
topic fail[ 2 I 69
.......... I ..... I .....
topic succ[ 14 [ 121
.......... I..... I.....

suas I 1_ I _go

LM i F[M I total I =ea_ I
..... I ..... J....... I ...... 1

21 I _ I 08 I .316 I
..... I ..... I ....... I ...... I
30 I 3 [ 168 I .131 I

..... I ..... I ....... I .......

Figure 41: Total Mitigation/Aggravation Frequencies _r Iiypothesis 7

This rcs,ltlend,_stron_supportto the intuitionthatexcessivemitigationcan have undesirable

_,ffcclson crew"performance. A number of NTSB reportshave recommended assertiveness

Ir,_inJngforcrew members to encourageeffectiveparticipationby subordinates.Verificationof

the prese,t hypothesisand the followingone, demonstrate effectsfor one kind of lack of

nsst,rtiveness.Moreover, thiskind of lack of assertivenessisdefinedpreciselyenough to allow

forboth trainingand forthe evaluationof trainingmethods.

9.5.8 Unratified Dralt Orders Are More Mitigated

This hypothesisattempts to testthe intuitionthatwhen a crew member proposesa suggestion

to the cap(ain,the more indirectand tentativethat suggestionis,the lesslikelythe captainis

toratifyit.The frequenciesforratifiedand unratifieddraftordersfrom the sixtesttranscripts
are _iveninFigure42.

St,_ti,_ticalev,xluationof the data in Figure 42 yieldsa t=2.927 (df=45, p=.002). The
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I mltlgmtlon level I

t condition I A I D I LM I HM I total I melm I
[ .......... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I ...... I
Inot ratif I 1 I 10 I 14 I 1 I 26. I .677 I
I .......... I-'----I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I ...... I
I ratified I 1 I 17 I 3 I 0 I 21 I .095 I
1.......... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ....... I_
I sume I 2 I 27 I 17 I 1 I 47 I

Figure 42: Test Group Mitige_tion/A_ravationFrequenciesforHypothesis8

hypothesisis thereforeaccepted for speech acts from the test transcripts.For similarly

<.las._ifiedspeech acts from the hypothesisfornmlationtranscripts,_=.589 {dl'=13). For less

fllan30 degreesof freedom, the normal approximation isnot very accurate;we use insteada

smallsample t sintistictable,which _ivesan obtained probabilitylevelOf approximately.2. It

isthereforepermissibletocombine the two groups,and frequenciesforthisdatasetare given in

Figure43. The pooleddata yieldst=2.412 (df--60,p=.008). Thus, thishypothesisisstrongly

supported.

[ mitigation level [

condition I A I D
.......... I..... I.....

not r_tif [ 2 [ 11
.......... I-----] .....

ratified [ I l 20
.......... I..... I.....

s_ms I 3 [ 31

LM t HM t total I me_ I
...... 1..... I ....... I...... :

17 I 4 I 34 I .o76 I
..... I ..... I ....... I ...... I

6 I 1 I 28 I .250 I
..... I ...... I ....... I .......

23 1 5 1 62 1

Figure 43: Total Mitigation/AggravationFrequenciesforHypothesis8

Like l lypothesis 7, this hypothesis implies that excessive-mitigati0n can ha,,_, undesirable effects

on crew performance. In particular, this hypothesis focusses attention on the situation in which

a subordinate makes a correct suggestion which is ignored. Training in linguistic directness

should be valuable in correcting this kind of pattern.

Q.6 Summary of Results

This subsectiongivestwo figuresshowing first,the independefitand dependent variablesthat

are used ineach hypothesis,and second,the resultsoftestingeach hypothesis.

Figure 44 shov,'sthe independentand dependent.variablesoccurring,and which hypothesisuses

each. (The two blankssuggestpossiblyinterestinghypothesesthat have not been testedin this

study.)
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J] lndep.ndenC-vsr_abl., l
Iv

] I rank "1 Cl_ l CP.PI topic i rscif
{ dep vbla t I --- I I f&iledl

i I I I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I I

Figure 44: Variables Used in Ilypotheses

[

t:igl_r¢..i5 shows for each hypothesis: the size, N, of the dataset used to test it (in each case thi_
iiwlueh,s sl)eech acts from all 8 transcripts}; the obtained t value (if any); the obtained k 2 value;
the number of degrees of freedom (for the X2 test}; the obtained probability level for the t test;

the, obt:_flled probability level for the X2 test; and the decision (whether or not the research
hyp_,thesi._ _as accepted}. The X2 values have not been given previously. The decisions

obtained usin_ the k 2 test agree with those obtained using the t test, except in the case of
l.l.vl_otlw._isl, Ahhough the X2 value is very close to that required for acceptance, a reader who
remain._ doubtful about the applicability of the t test, may want to consider this hypothesis
rejected.

HypoSheeie I N I t, I X_ I df 1 Pc I Px I
I I I I I I I
I--2"_-1_l--_-74"5-1--3_1--0"_2--I" .06* I
1 I I I I

I I
I-_-7_-I-T77_
I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I I I

I I I I I

Yell

Ye:_

No

Y_B

_?ee

Yes

Yes "1
I

Figure 41;" Summary of Re:ults

These results demonstrate that the linguistic study of _ transcripts has produced results of

interest for aviation safety. In particular, the-results suggest the desirability of further research
on training aircrews in linguistic behavior, and on linguistic measures of ere,v performance.
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I0 FURTHER RESEARCH

This ,;act.iondisctlssc,sboth immediate direction.Jforfurtherresearchand alsopossiblepractical

appli,.:_ti,_l_s (>f thb _q2tire research prograrti. The focus of the present study has been on ba.sic

resetlrch, tile theoretical and methodological foundations necessary to apply linguistic

meth,_dology to tile language of the cockpit. A number of hypotheses arisines from this

hmndation have been formulated, tested, and verified, demonstrating, we believe, the

corrcc_ne,ss and potential valui_ of the theory.

floweret,because the nature of data from CVR transcriptsimpose_ seriousrestrictionson

possiblehypotheses,only a relativelyfew hypotheseshave yet been tested.One problem isthat

each transcriptrcpresentsa unique event;hence itisimpossibletO form hypothesescorrelating

linguislicpatternswith specifictypes of eventsin the.realworld. Another problem isthat in

the absence of a video record,itisoften difficultto tellwhat,actionscrew members took;

hence, itis difficultto correlatelint_uisticpatternswith theirsocialeffects.Both of these

problems can be remedied by the use ofdata from flightsimulators.And i_isa'major priority

ofthisresearchprogram to apply the methodology developedin thisreportto data I'romflight
simulators.

The successoftilecurrentresearchstronglyindicatesthe valueoflinguit:,sticmeasures infuture

rese:irchand training. One value of such measures istheirrelativesimplicityand low cost.

Because we have shown that individualdifferenceshave a relativelysmall effecton some such

measures,itispossibleto compare such measures acrosscrews,ratherthan being confinedto

successiveresearchruns on the Same crews. This simplifiesthe task of gatheringsimulator

data,and alsopermitsthe study of actualflightsperformed by differentcrews. (At thispoint,

the stud)'of actual flightsshould focus on successfullycompleted flights,since this isthe

necessarycomparison to the presentstudy ot flightsending in accidents.)Another value of

such measures,both insimulatorexperimentsand eventuallyintrainingistheirsensitivity.We

believe,and hope to test in laterresearch,that these measures are more sensitivethan

behavioralmeasures,and willbe abletoindicatean earlierdegradat;onofcrew performance.

In the followingsubsections,we discusssome linguisticmeasures ofcrew performance whieh are

suggestedby the presentresearch,and alsosome _nQre_peculativepossibilitiesfor improving air
crew communication.

I0.I Degree of Command and Control Coherence

This subsectionuses the methodology_of the presentreportto definea linguisticvariablethat

may be important in futureStudies,although itisnot used in any of the hypotheses of this

study. This variablegrows directlyout of the rulesforspeech act chains(inSection6.2)and

_ivesa socialinterpretationto the formal constraintson sequencingof those rules. Itsvalue

would lieinitscorrelationwith performance orbehavioralvariables.
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10.1.1 The, Notion of Degree of Command and Control Coherence

'l'hi._d,,i'initim_atWmpts to capturethe intuitionthatone can judge the degreetowhich a giwm

scqu,qlc,,,,futtcr._nccsis well-integratedand tightlystructured. Such a well-integrated

.,,,qtw,c_,f,di,,wsa requestor reportwith an _.cknowledgement,support,challenge,or request,

No rcqucst._or reportsare leftwithout acknowledgement or comment. Such a patternallowsa
cr_,w member to know that his utterance h_s-been heard and attended to. In contrast,

s,qu_,nccsinwhich reportsand requestsare followedby silence,by new topics,or by irrelevant

matt,ri:fl,do nc_tallow a crew member to know whether his utterance has been accepted,

r_,jccwd, or not received.

The' disc ,trs. u.its presct_t in segrnents with a high de_ee of command and control coherence

art,:speech act chainS, which involvethe transmission,acknowledgement, discussionand

vcrb:flfulfilhncntoForders;plans, which involvethe discussionofpossiblefutureactions;and

explanation, which involvesdiagnosingand agreeingupon an understandingofthe currentor

expectedstateof affairs.The discourseunitswhich we have found only in non-command and

contr,lcohcrcnt C\,T_ discurseare narratives, includingpseudonarratives, which in the

cockpitwnd not tobe operationallyrelevant.

Fi_,r_..tOdispl._.vsthe major characteristicsof high and low command and controlcoherent

d is('ou r,_e,

High Command and Con_ro_ Coherence Low Command and Control Coherence

Continued propositional
content; i.e. successive

utterances refer to previous
utterances.

Successive utterances are not

connected to previous utterances

Acknowledgement is explicit Acknowledgement is not used. or is
ins_licit, i.e. an order is
acknowledged by a nod. or by
beginning to carry i_ out

Discourse units include

speech act chains, plans
and reasoning

Discourse units include narratives

and pseudonarra_ives

Topic coherence is Topic coherence is not
operationally relevant operationally relevant

Figure 46: Characteristics of Command and Control Coherent -.
Discourse

These factorsmean that discoursewith a high degreeofcommand and controlcoherencemakes

crew interactionoperationallyrelevantand explicit,characteristicswhich help toinsureoptimal

crew coordinationand resourcemanagement.

.'v,
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10.1.2 Toplc Coherence

As di._cus._cdin_cciion8.2,topicalcoherence may or m_y not be operationallyrelevant.But

opcr._tioi_allyrelevanttopiccoherence iso.factorin Computing the degree of command and

coiltro]ccdlerence. Consider (57),which shows topic coherence both with and without

ol)erationalrelcvante.

(57a) CAM-2 What's all thle, llghte-in the fleldf?
Operationallyrelevantto the questionofvisibility

(57b) CAM-2 What the # are they° chicken farms?
Poss__blyoperationallyrelevantto the questionoflocation

(57c) CAM-I Yeah

Operationallyrelevantas an acknowledgement

_57d) CAM-2 Qod Almighty
Neuti'altothe questionofoperationalrelevance.

(57e) CAM-2 They're planning on growing a few.egge, aint they
Not operationallyrelevant

(Tezae/Mena173; 8:40 :0)

Thus, inCOml)u_ingthe degreeofcommand and controlcoherenceforthissegment, the lasttwo

utteranceswould not be counted,sincethey they arenot operationallyrelevant.

10.1.3 Computatlon of Command and control Coherence

For a segment of text of a given length,the degree of command and controlcoherence is

computed usix_gthe followingformula:

Command and Control Utterances
Command and Control Coherence = ......................... "......

Total Number of Utterances

This isthe simplestpossibleformula for thiscomputation. Later work on thisvariablemay

show that a more complex computation isnecessary.

A command and controlutteranceis,onewhich forms part ofa validspeech act chain,as given

by the command and controlgrammar; thismay includesegments of planingor reasoning.A

non-command and controlutteranceisone which ispartof any otherdiscourseunit,or which is

isolatedand does not form a partofany largerunit. There are severalpointsto be made about
this-_definition.

I.We excludesingleutterancesfrom command and controlcoherence. This.means that an

order which isimmediately complied with stilldoes not count as command and control

coherent. The reasonforthisisthatsuch non-verbalizedcompliance placesa demand on

the speaker to look at the the addresseeto see ifhisorder has been receivedand acted

upon. Such a demand on visualattentionisproblbly non-optimalresourcemanagement,

becauseconsiderablevisualattentionmay be alreadydemanded by the taskat hand.

®
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'2.Tho definition,and the grammar, excludesequencesofthe form Report Report,sincethe

operaliona}relevanceof the second reportiseithernot present,,or not made explicit.An
example w-uld be

(68a) CAM-2 le dont waist to get, ton flr up the Jill it

gets hilly.
(58b) CAM-I Yeah stars &re shining

(Texas/Mortal73, 17:02)

3.The formulaispurelyformal;itdoes not excludesequencesthat have the form of a valid

speech act chainbut which'arenot operationallyrelevant._{59)isan example of thissort
constructedby the analysts.

(Sga) 6 Cagtain?
(69b)"I Yes Cirol?

(59c) 6 . Did you vknt me to check the name of thst
reet&uramt for you?

(59d) 1. Yes please
(59e) 6 DK I'll get it

We considerthatthischain isindeedoperationallyrelevantbut relevantto a goalother

lhan that.offlyingthe airplane.Further,we conjecturethat maintenance ofthe form of

command and control discourse for a non-operationallyrelevant matter can still

strengthenthe habitofusingthat form inoperationallyrelevantsituations,and hence has

a beneficial effect.

4. This variablecan be computed fortextsegments of any length.The segment could be an

entiretranscript,a specifiedtime period,or a segment defined by any linguisticor

behavioralvariable,such asCRE, physiologicalindicators,etc.

10.1.4 Relation to Previous Work and Potential Use

This variablecan be seen as an extensionofthe findingof[Foushee & Manos 81] that use of a

greaternumber of the proper form of commands and acknowledgements iscorrelatedwith

missionsuccess. By definingthe linguisticform of propercommand and controlsequences,we

are able to make thisfindingmore sensitive,and hence we hope more Useful.We expectthat

command and controlcoherencewillfunction_ a linguisticcorrelateof resourcemanagement,

attention,and vigilance.Thus, itshould be valuable in studying these factors,particularly

sinceitmay deteriorateearlierthan behavioralorphysiologicalindicators.

10.2 Linguistic Melzures I,nd Flight Phase

Another valuable directionfor researchwould be to investigatethe relationof the linguistic

variablesof the presentstudy to flightphase - taxi,takeoff,climb,cruise,approach,and land.

it is possiblethat such factorsas rate of planning and explanationin Crew Recognized

Emergency vary accordingto the flightphase in which the CRE falls,sincethe flightphase

would determine,to some extent,the amount of time availablefor planning and explanation.

Other variablesmight be similarlysensitiveto flightphase. Research intothisrelationwould

®
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be valuabh, in refining the current hypotheses, and thus making them more precise in their

application to training.

m

10.3 Other Linguistic Variables

'File variable discussed in the previous subsection may be viewed as a model for how linguistic

variables of interest may be formulated and correlated with problems of crew coordination and

resource management. Other variables of this kind which are suggested by the present project

include: rate of planning and reasoning in Crew Recognized Problem and Crew Recognized

Emergency situations,number of Requests with high prior spectra of interpretation, use of

explanation in constructing f_.Isehypotheses about the nature of a problem situation,rate of

request-report-acknowledgement triples(an easily computable subset of command and control

coherent discourse),relation of profanity to topic success, etc. These variablesshould be easily

t_table on flight simulator data, in which there is sufficientrepetition of the situa_.ionsof

interest. We also expect that further 'variableswillbe suggested by thisdata.

lO.4.Approaches to Training

,'_ we have already noted, further work must be done to move from the current theoretical and

methodological framework to a body of validated test results, which can serve as a solid

foundation for training recommendations and other forms of application. However, even at this

preliminary sta_e, we would like to suggest some implications for application which have been

suggested by tilts reseach.

One method for training would be to use film._ or video tapes illustrating the effects of certain

patterns of communication on crew coordination and decision making. Examples could be

shown of excessively mitigated or ambiguous requests and suggestions,, of excessive attention to

one aspect of a problem, to the neglect of the entire situation, of ignoring subordinates reports

or challenges, and of the entire crew's construction of a false hypothesis. This approach could

be combined with an approach which involves the insertion of peer commentary into tapes of

actual flight simulations [Frankel & Beckman 82].

Becoming somewhat more speculative, it might be possible to design new speech acts having

formal command and control status, in order _t0 address particular communication problems.

For example, a formal ehalienl_e speech act, perhaps, termed a note, might be.created, which

would be addressed by a subordinate to the captain, and which the captain wouldbe legally

obligated to acknowledge as such. (Of course the cap:am need not ratify the content of the

note, but need only acknowledge that he had received it.) The use of such a formal speech act

would prevent the captain's misunderstanding the crew member's intention to challenge. We

expect that such a device would be difficult for crew members to use in an explicit-way, but

that it could be used more easily as part of an 'off record" strategy. Just the possibility of

such a device being used could have beneficial effeets_ even if it were very rarely used.

Another speculative application for the approaches discussed in this reEort_._ the developement
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of linguistic countermeasures for fatigue. It might be, for example, that some linguistic patterns

wen, more conducive to vigilance and alertness than others. Or it might be that certain

p:_Itt,rnswere dia_itostiesoflow alertness,and could be used by the crew assuch.

Moving futhcr into the future, cockpit automation may well proceed to the point where it is

desir-d_le to have complex verbal output from the system to the crew, including reports,-

acklm_vledgements, plans, and explanations. The latter would be particularly important for

promoting effective crew utilization of on-board diagnostic systems, as experience with similar.

s.vstems fo_ medical diagnosis has shown [Swartout 81]. In order to integrate such verbal
readouts of system functions with crew routines, it would be helpftd if the same discourse forms

were used by both the crew and the system, particularly in the case of the very complex
slructures used in planning and explanation. This would also be true for visual CRT readouts.

Work on medical expert systems has already shown that it is extremely important to match the

form of the system's output to a form easily assimilated and assessed by humans. It ,,,ill be

even more important in situations where the information must be used in a real time

operational setting, particularly in an emergency situation.

i1 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the work reported above, it may be .concluded that we how have available a

methodok_gy for the detailed analysis 6f cockpit discourse that can be applied to improving
aviation safety. For example, the methodology can be used to formulate and evaluate

hypotheses about the behavior of air.crews during such language-intensive activities as planning

aud decision making. This methodology has been used to f6rmulate a number of linguistic
variables that migh_ serve as measures for various aspects of air drew performance, such as
vigilance and crew coordination. The methodology has also been used to formulate a number of

training suggestions for air crew language use that can be tested to see if they improve
performance.

In support of thismethodology, the statisticalhypotheses testedin Section9,while far from

comprehensive,provideconvincingevidencethat the variableswe have isolatedare reliableand

valid,and have powerful relationshipswith one another and with the general structureof

cockpit activity;moroever, there is suggestive evidence that they .may have--powerful

relationshipswith crew and system performance levels.In particular,the important roleof

mitigation incockpitcommunication has been clearlydemonstrated by showing itscorrelation

with a number of basicstructuraland decisionmaking propertiessuch as rank, topicfailure,
and draftorder ratification.

Itshould be noted that thereare two levelsof interpetationforthisresearch.The firstisthe

descriptivelevel,demonstrating relationswithin the dataset. There isno questionthat the

resultsof thisstudy can be given thisinterpretation.The second levelof interpretationis

inferenti.ql,generalizingfrom this dataset to all aviationaccidents. Because statistically

rigorousreserach on naturaldata at the discourselevelis quitenew, there may be some

questionsabout the validityof thisinterpretation.This issueisdiscussedin some detailin
Section 9.
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Perhaps more important, in the long run, than the validationof any specifictraining

hypothesis,is tilebasic understanding of the structureof crew coordinationand resource

man:_gcment that is emerging from the discourselevelanalysisof cockpit language. This

discourselevelstructureshould correlateboth with crew mangagement levelobjectivesand

with system levelvariables.It should thereforeserve as a basisfor automating aspectsof

aviationthat involvecommunication, as well as for evolvingand evaluatingother research
directions.

The followingtwo subjectionsdetailwhat we believeto have been the major contributionsof

thework describedinthisreport.

2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

General and Basic Contrlbutlons

A classificalionof the discoursetypes that occur in aviationdiscourse. These are:

command and controlchain,includingthe subtype of checklist;planning;explanation;

and narrath'eand pseudo-narrative.

A theory"of the structureofcommand and controlchainsthat includesa determinationof

itsr-elationshipsto-planningand explanation,as well as itsbasicspeech actswhich are

requesLreporl,acknowledgement and declaratiom

A generaltheory of the structureof discourse;thistheory involvesanalyzing a given

discourseunitasa sequenceoftransformationsthatconstructan underlyingtreestructure

representingthe structure of the discourse,i.e.,a hierarchicalclassificationof the

discoursepartsand theirrelationships.

A scaleof mitigation levelsfor speech actsoccurringin aviationdiscourse.This scale

ranges from "highly mitigated _ to =aggravated a and has =directSas its zero point. An
experimental validation of this scale was conducted with six subjects who were

commercial flight personnel judging selected utterances from accident transcripts.

A theory of speech act misinterpretations,having as itscentralnotionsthe prior and
posterior spectra of a speech act.

A _heory.ofdraftorders(suggestionsfor actionthat have not yet been ratifiedby the

captain}and how the_,,:ometo be ratifiedhas been developed,based on the theoriesof

planning,explanation,and command and controldiscourse,

A collectionof ;ariableshas been isolatedthat summarize many important characteristics

of thespeech actsthatoccur incockpitdiscourse.

A basicmethod and setof computationaltoolshas been developed fortestingstatlstical

hypothesesconcerned with speech actsand discoursestructure.The toolsincludeLISP

programs for checkingthe consistencyof coded data sets,for extractingrelevantdata

from them, and forperformingthe t_.ecessarystatisticalcalculations.

®
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11.2 Applied and Specific Contributions

This sub._cctiondescribeswhat we believeare the most important specificcontributionsof this

resc:_r<.hto aviationsafety. Itshould be remembered that thesecontributionsare necessarily

ratherlimitedat thistime, because of the restrictionof our d_ta to accidenttranscripts,It

should be possibleto go much furtherin the directionsindicatedhere when the data set

includesboth systems data and non-accidentdata. Consequently,many ofthesecontributions

are illfactsuggestionsforfurtherresearchbasedon the resultsofthe presentwork.

I.It has been shown that the average mitigationlevelof requests by subordinatesis

significantlyhigherthan that of requestsby superiors.Ithas not been shown that this

asymmetry contributesto the misinterpretationof suggestionsand commands in the

cockpit,but would be important to testthishypothesis,simplybecauseitwould probably

not be difficultto trainsubordinatecrew members to use lessmitigatedlanguage,or (as

the NTS/3 puts-it}to be more assertive.

Ithas been shown that.thereare significantregionaldifferencesinthe interpretationof

mitigation.This may be another factorcontributingto the misinterpretationof speech

actsi/_the cockpit;furtherresearchwould be valuablesinceitwould not be difficultto

traincrew members to a betterunderstandingoftheseregionaldifferences.

It has been shown that requests are less mitigated during a Crew Recognized Problem,

and are still less mitigated during a Crew Recognized Emergency. This suggests that
crew members should not find it strange or abnormal to be trained to use less mitigation,

since variation of mitigation lvelis something that they already do under certain

conditions. It also suggests that assertiveness training would actually be reinforcing a

tendency that already appears under problem and emergency conditions.

4. It has been shown that superiors produce a higher proportion of explanation or planning

speech acts than subordinates. The optimal ratio is not clear; it would be important to
investigate this. It seems likely that this ratio would be a good indicator of degree of

authority delegated by a given captain to his crew.

Ithas been shown that planning and exp_lanationare much more common during crew

recognizedproblems,and thatthey are lea8Common during crew recognizedemergencies.

This suggestsfurtherresearchto discoverwhether trainingcrew members-to engage in

more planning and reasoning under real emergency conditions would improve

performance.

6. Ithas been shown that more mitigatedspeechactsintroducinga new topic,are lesslikely

to have theirtopicbecome the subjectof furtherconversation.This demonstratesthe

importanceofcrew members not usingmitigatedlanguage when introducingoperation=fly

significanttopics.Because thisalsoispresumably behaviorforwhich crew members can

be trained,itwould be interestingto exploreboth the basiclinguisticphenomena further,

and to test whether or not such trainingcan improve any objectiveperformance

measures.

®
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. It has been shown, with a very high level of significance, that on the average, draft orders
that do not get ratifiedare more mitigated than those that do get ratified.The

implic_ttionsof thisresultare very similarto thoseof the previousresult,but concernthe

ratificationof subordinates'suggestionsratherthan the successof theirtopics.

The.researchreportedhere suggeststhat a number ofother linguisticvariablesshould be

investigatedforcorrelationwith objectivesystem and crew performance variables.These

variabiesinclude:degree of command and controlcoherence,as definedin SectionI0.2;

tllerateof request-report-acknowledgetriples;the rateofplanningand reasoning;and the

rateof simpleacknowledgements. A number ofothersuch variableshave been suggested

at variousplacesin the text. In certaineases,itmight be lesscostlyto use a reliable

linguisticvariableasan indicatorofsome objectiveperformance measure than tomeasure

itdirectly.Inothercases,important trainingimplicationsmight be discovered.

e
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9. Finally,the researchprogram initlatedinthisreportshouldhave many applicationstothe

designofaviationproceduresand equipment that involvecommunication. This possibility
ofapplicationarisesfrom the cleardemonstrationthat aircrew discourseinvolvesdefinite

linguisticstructures,and that these structurescorrespond in specificways to the

operationalstructureof the flight.This means that thereare only certaintimes when is

naturalforcertainkindsofcommunications to occur,and thattherearenaturalforms for

each kind of communication. For example, a pieceof equipment in the cockpitthat

produced complex verbal informationabout the statusof the flightplan would probably

not be usefulunlessitproduced thisinformationat the righttime and in the rightform.

This impliesthat itsdesignersshould understand the structureof plansand explanations

inaviationdiscourse,and buildthisstructureintothe equipment.

We believeit would be worthwhile to investigatea number ofdifferentdiscoursesettingsusing

the methodoloD" describedin thisreport. For example, itshould be possibleto study the

lang,lageused in space flights,in helicopterflights,in submarines,a._din controllingnuclear

re.actors:thiscould lead to improved trainingmethods, linguisticmeasures of'the qualityof

crew coordination,and designcriteriafore_luipmentand proceduresthatinvolvelanguage.

|
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I. Summaries of Eleven Transcripts

'l'ho f,,ll,witlg ._ummaries are all official NTSB abstracts, except numbers 7 and 10, which were
l,rel,:_red b.v St r_Jolural Semantics from ALPA reports.

1. Unlted/Portland/79

Ab,._ut 1815 |'acific standard timd on December 28, 1978, Utiited Airlines Inc., Flight 173

crashed into a wooded populated area of suburban Portland Oregon, du_'ing an approach to

l'<,rtland htlornatioual. Airport. The aircraft had delayed southeast Of the airport at a low

altiludt, fi_r about 1 hour while the flightcrew coped with a landing gear malfunction and

l_r_q,art,d the pas._engers for the possibility of a landing gear failure upon landing. Th(, plane

cra._h_.d about 8 nmi southeast of the airport. The aircraft was destroyed; there was no fire. Of

tlw l_l pas_t, ngers and 8 crewmembers aboard, 8 passengers, the flight engineer and a flight

attendant _ere killed and 21 passengers and 2 crewmembers were injured seriously.

"l'h(' N:ltion:ll Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of the accident

was the failure of the captain to monitor properly the aircraft's fuel state and to properly

resl_()nd lo the low fuel state and the crewmembers' advisoi'ies regarding fuel state. This

resulted in fuel exhaustion to all engines. His inattention resulted from preoccupation with a

landing g_,ar malfunction and preparations for a possble emergency landing: .......

('ontributing to the acccident was the failure of the other two flight crewmembers either to

full.v compr-hcHd the criticality of the fuel state or to successfully communio.ate their concern to

the ('_pt :lin.

2. Eastern/Miami�72

An Eastern Air Lines Lockheed L-1011 crashed at 2342 eastern standard-time, December 29,

1.q72, 18.7 miles west-northwest of Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida. The aircraft

w.as destroyed. Of the i63 passengers and 13 crewmembes aboard, 94 passengers and 5

crewmembers received fatal injuries. Two survivors died later as a r'esult of their injuries.

Follo_ving a missed approach because of a suspected nose gear malfunction, the aircraft climbed

to a 2,000 feet mean sea level And proceeded on a westerly heading. The three flight

crewmembers and a jumpseat occupant became engrossed in the malfunction.

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the failure of the flighterew to monitor, the flight instruments during the final 4 minutes of

flight, and to detect an unexpected descent soon enough to-prevent impact with the ground.
Preoccupation with a malfunction of the nose landing gear position indicating system distracted

the crew's attention from the instruments and allowed the descent to go unnoticed.

As a result of the investigation of this accident, the Safety Board has made recommendations to
the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration.

®
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3, Northwest Orient/Thielln/?4

:'_lmtJ! l.q'2{i ,,.s.t. on December 1, 1074, Northwest Airlines Flight 6231, a-Boeing 727-251,
crashed _lboll! 3.2 nmi west of Thiells, New York. The accident occurred abou 12 minutes aft_,r

lilt, flight h:ld <lcparWd John F. Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica New York, and while

on a f_,rry flight to Buffalo, New York. Three crewmembers,-the only persons aboard the
air<'rafl, died lit the crash, The aircraft was destroyed.

The, aircraft stalled at 24,800 feet m.s.l; and entered an uncontrolled spiralling descent into the

p.;round. Throughout the stall and descent, the flightcrew did not recognize the actual condition

of lh_, aircraft, anti did not take" the correct measures necessary to return the aircraft to level

fli_;ht. No'it 3.500 feel m,s.l, a large portion of the left hOrizontal stabilizer separated from_the
aircrafl, _'hieh made control of the aircraft impossible.

The N:lti(m._] Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident

w_:_ lh_, ]_ss of control of the aircraft because the flightcrew failed to recognize and correct the

aircr:_fl's hiT,h-angle-of-attack, low-speed stall and its descending spiral. The stall was

pr<,cil)ilat(,d by the flightcrew's improper reaction to erroneous airspeed and Mach indications

whi(.h had res_lltcd from a blockage of the pitot heads by atmospheric icing. Contrar) to

_aa<lard ¢_perati(,nal procedures, the flightcrew had not activated the pitot head heaters.

4. Allegheny/Rochester/7.8

About 1750 e.d.t.. July 0, 1078, Allegheny Airlines Inc., Flight 453, a British Aerospace

Cori,<,ralioll BAC l-ll, overran the departure end of runway 28 at the Monroe County Airport,

I_,()(.he._1¢,r..New York, after, completing a precision approach and landing in visual flight

con_lition._. After the aircraft overran the end of the runway, it crossed a drainage dich and

came to r(,st 728 ft past the end of the runway thresSold. Although the aircraft was damaged

substantially when it hit the drainage.ditch, thehere was no fire. There were 73 passengers and
a crew of 4 on board; one passdnger was injured seriously.

Tht, landing aircraft passed over the runway threshold at 184 KIAS -- kns above the reference

sp_,ed -- and landed nose wheel first at a point about 2,540 ft down the 5,500-ft runway at a

speed of about 163 KIAS --. 40 to 45 kn.,i above the normal touchdown speed. A go-around ,#as
not attempted.

The Naiional Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of the accident

xva.s the captain's complete lack of awareness of airspeed, vertical speed, and aircraft

performance throus;hout an _S approach and landing in visual meteorological conditions _'hieh

resulted in his landing the aircraft at an excessively high speed and with insufficient runway

remaining for stopping the aircraft, but with sufficient aircraft performance capability to reject

the landing well after touchdown. Contributing to the accident was th_ first officer's failure to

provide required callouts which might have alerted the captain to the airspeed and sink rate

deviations. T-he Safety Board was unable to determine the reason for the captain's lack of

awareness or the first officer's failure to provide required callouts.
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5. World/Cold Bay/73

About 05.12Alaska daylighttime on September 8, 1973, World Airways /tic.,Flight802, a

I)('-_-6:31",crashed into Mt. Dutton, near King Cove, Alaska. The six occupants -- three

crewmembers and three nonrevenue company employees -- were killed. The aircraftwas

destroyedby impact and fire.

l"li_ht 802-was a Military Airlift COmmand contract cargo flight from Travis AFB, california, to

('lark AFB. Philippine Republic, with intermediate stops at Cold Bay, Alaska, and Yokota

AI"IL Japan. It was cleared for an approach 125 miles east of the Cold Bay Aiport. The-flight

r-eported that it was leaving 31,000 feet; this was Flight 802's last recorded transmission. The

,_ircraft craslied at the 3,500-foot level of Mt. Dutton, approximately 15.5 miles east of the
airport.

The National 'rrar._sportatiov Safety Board determines that the probable cause of the accident

was the captain's deviation from approved instrument approach procedures. As a result of the

dcvia(ion, the flight descended into an area of unreliable navigation signals and obstructing
terraiu

6. Texas International/Mean/73

At 2052. September 27, 1073, a Texas International Airlines, Inc., CV-600, Ng4230, crashed in

the Ouachita Mountain Range, Arkansas. The accident occurred 80 nautical miles north-

northwe:_ of Texarka_a and 8.5 nautical miles north-northwest of Mena, Arkansas. Eight

l)a_sengers and three crewmembers were killed, and the aircraft was destroyed. The aircraft

was making a round trip flight from Dallas, Texas, to Memphis, Tennessee, with intermediate

stopsat Texarkana. El Dorado, and Pine Bluff,Arkansas. The accidentoccurred during the

westbound.flightfrom El Dorado toTexarkana. The flightwas conducted at nightunder visual

flightrules. A cold front with associatedthunderstorms and instrument meteorological
conditionsexistedbetween El Dorado and Texarkana The crew deviated about 100 nautical

miles north of the directcourse to theirdestinationand attempted to Operate the aircraft

vi_uallyin instrument meteorologicalconditions.No radio transmissionswere made by the

crew aftertakeoff.The aircraftwas found at 1730 c.d.t.,on September 30, 1973.

The NationalTransportationSafetyBoard determinesthat the probable cause ofthe accident

was the captain'sattempt to operatethe flightunder visualflightrulesin night instrument

conditions,without using allthe navigationalaids and informationavailableto him; and his

deviationfrom the preplannedroute,without adequate priorinformation..The carrierdid not

monitor and controladequatelythe actionsof the flightcrewor the progressofthe flight.

7. Pan Am/Den Paaar/74

At 156.o Greenwich Mean Time on April 22, 1074, a Pan Am Boeing 707 on route from Hong

Kong to Sydney crashed into a steep hillside 37 miles north of Den Pasar International Airport,

Indonesia. The eleven crewmembers and ninety-six passengers were killed and the aircraft was

destroyed.
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Accordingto the Aircraft Accident Report prepared by the Directorate General of Air

Communications in Indonesia, the probable cause of the accident was =the premature execution

of a right hand turn to join the 263 degrees outbound track which was based on the indication

given by only one of the ADF's." The ALPA investigator felt that there was no indication of a

decision to make a premature turn and instead that the accident was caused by a number of

smaller contributing factors including erroneous instruments and the apparent non-utilization of
a number of available navaids.

8. Air Florlda/Washington, D.C./82

On January 13, 1982, Air Florida Flight g0, a Boeing 737-222 (Nf2A.F), was a scheduled flight
to Fort Lauderd.ale, Florida, from Washington National Airport, Washington D.C. There were

74 passengers, including 3 infants and 5 crewmembers on board. The flight's scheduled

dep.arture time was delayed about 1 hour 45 minutes due to a moderate to heavy snowfall

which necessitated the temporary closing of the airport.

Following takeoff from runway 36, which was made with snow and/or ice aclhering to the .......

aircraft, the aircraft at 1601 e.s.t, crashed into the barrier wall of the northbound span of the

l lth Street Bridge, which connects the District of Columbia with Arlington County, Virginia,

and plunged into the ice-covered Potomac River. It came to rest on the west side of the bridge,

0.75 nmi from the departure end of runway 3{_. Four passengers and one crewmember survived
the crash..

When the aircraft hit the bridge, it struck seven occupied vehicles and then tore away a section

of the bridge barrier wall and bridge railing. Four persons in the vehicles were killed; four were

injured.

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that. the probable cause of thls accident

was the flightcrew's failure to use engine anti-ice-during ground operation and takeoff, their

decision to take off with snow/ice on the airfoil surfaces of the aircraft, and_the captain's failure

to reject takeoff during the early- stages when his attention was called to anomalous engine"

instrument readings. Contributing to the accident were the prolonged ground delay between

deicing and the receipt, of ATC takeoff clearance during which the airplane was exposed to
contit_ual precipitation, the known inherent pitchup characteristics of the-737 aircraft when the

leading edge is contaminated with even small amounts of snow or ice, and the limited

experience of the flightcrew in jet transport winter operations.

Q. Southern/New l:lope/77

At 1619 e.s.t. April 4, Ig77, a Southern Airways, Inc., DC-g, Flight 242, crashed in New Hope,
Georgia. After losing both engines in flight,.it attmpted an emergency landing on a highway.

Of the 85 persons aboard Flight 242, 62 were killed, 22 were seriously injured, and 1 was

slightly injurSd. Eight persons on the ground were killed and one person was seriously injured;

one person died-abOut 1 month later.

Flight 242 entered a severe thunderstorm between 17,000 feet and 14,000 feet near Rome

®
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(;eor_ia, en rc_ute from Huntsville to Atlanta. Both engines we_'e damaged and all thrust was

lost. 'rhe-en$incs could not be restarted and the flightcrew was forced to make an emergency

landing.

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident

w;_s the total and unique loss of thrust from both engines while the aircraft was penetrating an
area of severe thunderstorms. The lo_sof thrustwas Caused by the ingestionof massive

am<_untsof wa_er and hailwhich in combination with thrustlevermovement induced severe

stallinginand major damage tothe enginecompressors.

Major conribtltingfactor:,includedthe failureof the company's dispatchingsystem to provide

the flightcrewwith up-to-datesevereweather informationpertainingto the aircraft'sintended

r_uteofflight,the capain'srelianceon airborneweather radarfor penetrationof thunderstorm

areas,and limitationsin the l_edera!AviationAdministration'sairtrafficcontrolsystem which

precluded the timely disseminationof real-time hazardous weather information to the

flight crew.

10. PSA/San Diego/78
Abo_lt 0,q01:.t7, September 25, 1978, Pacific Southwest Airline, Inc., Flight 182, a Boeing

727-21.1, and a Gibbs Flite Center, Inc., Cessna 172, collided in midair about 3 nautical miles

nortlwast el" I,indbergh Field, San Diego, California. Both aircraft crashed in a residential area.

One hundred and thirty-seven persons, including those on both aircraft were killed; 7 persons

on the ground were killed; and 9 persons on the ground w_.re injured. Twenty-two dwellings

were damaged or destroyed. The weather was clear, and the visibility was 10 miles.

The Cessna was climbingon a northe_ heading and was inradiocontactwith the San Diego

approach control. Flight182 was on a visualapproach to runway 27. Itsflightcrewhad

reported sightingthe Cessna and was clearedby the approach controllerto maintain visual

separationand to contactthe Lindbergh tower. Upon contactingthe tower,Flight182 was

againadvisedofthe Cessna'sposition.The flightcrewdid not have the Cessna insight.They

thought they had passed itand continuedtheirapproach. The aircraftcollidednear 2,600 ft
m.s.l.

The National Transportation Safety Board determiLes that the probable cause of the accident

was the failure of the flightcrew of Flight 182 to comply with the provisions of a maintain-
visual-separation clearance, including the requirement to inform the controller when they no

longer had the other aircraft in sight.

Contributingto the accidentwere the airtrafficControlproceduresin effectwhich authorized

the controllersto use visualseparationprocedures to separate two aircrafton potentially

conflictingtrackswhen the capabilitywas availableto provideeitherlateralor verticalradar

separationto eitheraircraft.

11. Pan Am, KLM/Tener|ffe/T7
At 1706. Greenwich Mean Time on March 27, 1977, a KLM Boeing 747 crashed into a Fan Am

®
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Boeing 7.17,on a runway at Los Rodeos airport,Teneriffe.The KLM Flightfrom Amsterdam

toLas Palmas had been reroutedto Teneriffe,as had the Pan Am flightfrom New York to La.s

l'aln'las,becauseof the terroristbombing of the airport.Five hundred and eightypeoplewere

killed.The,rewas extensivedamage toboth aircraft.

The probable cause of the accident as determined by ALPA was.the KLM pilot'sfalse

hypolhesislhatthe ruway was clearfortakeoff.A number ofshort-termand long-termfactors

may have contributedtothishypothesisincludinginadequatevisualinformationand ambiguous

or misleadingaural information. In addition,informationtransferwas degraded due to the

varyingterminologyand accentsofthe flightcrews and the controllers.

-'-z
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H. Index and Glossary

This appendix provides definitions for much of-the technical terminology, notation and

abbreviationsused in thisreport. Exceptions includethe following:some particularlywell

known terms from linguistics,psychology,statistics,and aviation;notationsdefinedand.used

only wihin the scope of a small portionof the report;and abbreviationsand terms whose

meaning involveslargeparts of theoriesare provided as reminders rather than definitions.

Where appropriate,citationsto the literatureare provided. The parenthesizednumber refers

iothe sectionofthisreportgivingthe-definition.

Act --Calegory in command and controlspeech act grammar includingboth physicalactions

and spcecl_acts.(6.2.1)

b
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Acknowledgement --Indicationthat the speaker has heard some report,or that he'will

perform the actionindicatedby a request.(3.4}

Aek -- Abbreviation for acknowledgement. (3.4)

Aggravatlon -- Linguistic strategy which increases the liklihood of an utterance giving offense.
(4.1)

ASRS -- Abbreviation for Aviation Safety Report System.

Assertive -- Speech act which commits the speaker (in varying degrees) to the truth of the

expressed proposition [Searle 79]. (3.4)

ATC -- AbbreviationforAirTraffic Control.

CAM-1,2,3,4,5,6,7 --Utterance by captain,copilot,flightengineer,thirdofficer,jumpseat

occupant, head flightattendentor flightattendent,respectively,recorded by COckpit Area

Microphone.

Chain --SeqUence ofspeech actshaving the same propositionalcontent. Or, in command and

conlrolspeechact grammar, a node type which isthe top levelsubordinatorofsuch a sequence.

Command and Control -,Perspectiveinvolvinga stricthierarchyof authorityinwhich the

givingof commands, reports,acknowledgements,and declarationshas a formaland legalstatus.

Command and Control Coherence --Variableindicatingforany givensegment oftext,the

degreetowhich itiswell-inte_atedan_ tightlystructured.(I0.I}

Command and Control Speech Act Chain --Sequence of command and controlspeech

actswhich allhave the same topic.(6.2}
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Commlssive --Speech act which commits the speakerto Some futurecourseof action[Searle
,,.q,,].(34)

CRE --Abbreviationforcrew recognizedemergency.

Crew Recognized Emergency-- Condition inwhich the entirecrew attendsto the situation

which leddirectlytothe accident.(5.1)

Crew Recognized Problem --Situationrecognizedby the crew as potentiallydangerous and

not a normal part of flight operations. (5.2)

CRP -- Abbreviation for crew recognized l)roblems.

Critical Segment-- Segment of transcript containing observable degradation or failure of --.

crew coordination which is actually or potentially critical to the completion of the_flight. (9.1.2}

CRT -- Abbreviation for cathode ray tube, i.e., video screen for computer display.

Declaration -- Speech act which, if successfully performed, brings about a correspondence

between the propositional content and reality [Searle 79]. (3.4)

Directive .- Speech act whih attempts (to some degree} to get the hearer to do
something [Searle 79]. (3.4)

Discourse Success -- Of a topic, continuation of the topic in a way that is not operationally

relc_ant. Contrasts with operational success. (8.2)

Discourse Type -- Theory of the structure of a class of discourse units. (6.I)

Discourse Unit --Segment of talk longerthan a singlesentence,produced by one or more

speakers,with sociallyrecognizableinitialand finalboundaries,and an internalstructurewhich

can be formallydescribed.(6.1)

Draft Order --Suggested actionwhich may or may not come_.ta.hav_c_J_le_so.ciaLforceof a

command. {7.3)

Dynamic Planning --Planning which occursunder conditionsof changing information(asin

the cockpitsituation).Contrastswith staticplanning.(7.2.3)

EXOR :-Exclusiveor. (3.2.1)

Explanation --Discourseunitconsistingofa propositionto be demonstrated and a structure

ofsupportingreasons,oftenwith multipleembedded relationshipsofsubordination.(7.2)

Expl --Abbreviationforexplanation.

Expressive --Classofspeech act.whichexpressesa psychologicalstateabout a stateof affairs

specifiedinthe propositionalcontent[Searle79]. (3.4)

®
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Face -- Public self-image which every community member wants to claim for himself [Got/man

c,7]. (,_.ll

Felicity Condition --Conditions which must be satisfiedin order for a speech act to be

prolwrly,i.e..hqicitouslyuttered[Searle69]. (&2.2}

Focus --Prcsumed focusof attentionofthe participantsina givendiscourse.(6.1.I)

lllocutionary Force --Speaker'sintentionfor the socialforceofs speechact;thatis,what he

wishesto accomplishwith hisutterance[SearleS9I.(3.3.1)

Indirect Speech Aet --Speech actwhich accomplishesitssocialforceindirectly,thatis,which

does rlotmark itssocialforceby itssyntacticform or by thespecificwords ituses. (3.2.2)

Mitigation --Linguisticstrategywhich expressesa givenpropositionalcontentin such a way

as to avoidgivillgoffense.{4.1)

Negative FaCe --The basic claim to.territories,personalreserves,rightsto non-distraction

--i.e..Iofrt,edom of actionand freedom from imposition[Brown and Levinson 79]. (4.1)

Negative Politeness --Attempts by the speaker to minimize the degree of trespassto the

addrc_see'saut¢,nomy [Brown and Levinson79]. (4.1)

NTSB --AbbreviationforNationalTransportationSafetyBoard.

Off Record Strategy -- Politenessstrategiesin which the speaker avoids being held

accountableforwhat he intendsto cohvey [Brown and Levinson 79]. (4.1)

Operational Relevance --Directlyinvolvedwith successfulmissioncompletion.(5.3)

Plan -- Discoursetype consistingof the statement of a goal and subordinated actionsfor

achieving it [I,inde & Goguen 78]. (7.2)

Positive Face --The positiveconsistentseif-im_geor 'persona!try'(cruciallyincludingthe

desirethatthisself-imagebe appreciatedand approved of)claimedby interactants[Brown and

Levinson 791. {,1.1)

Positive Politenssess --Attempts tominimize the distancebetween speakerand addressee,so

that the speaker'sand addressee'sdesiresappear tobe the same [Brown and Levinson 79]. (4.1)

Posterior Force - Socialforceof a speech act asinterpretedby itsaddressee;determined by

making usc of the responseitactuallyreceivedinitscontext.(3.3.2)

Posterlor Spectrum --Range of interpretationsof socialforceand theirrelativepossibility

values,a.sjudged by an analyston the basisof the addressee'sresponse to the speech a.ct.

(3.3.2)
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Preparatory Condition -- A felicity condition for speech acts, covering what must be

satisfied before the act is made; for example, to give an order, a speaker must has appropriate

auihority over. the addressee, and the addressee must have the ability to perform the

action [Searle 69]. (3.2)

Prior.Force -- Social force • of a speech-act before it receives a response from its addressee,
detcr.d.fined by' its linguistic form, the previous context, the identity of its speaker and intended

addressee, and the shared information a available to them. (3.3.2)

Prior Sliectrum --Fuzzy setofpriorforces;spectrum ofpossibleinterpretationsof the speech

act. (3.3.2)

Projection --Reportsabout futurestatesofthe world. (3.5)

Propositional Content --Propositionabout the world,which depending on the socialforce,

may be asseserted,requested,denied,etc.by a speechact [Searle69]. (3.2.1)

Psycho-ostenslve -- Non-operationallyrelevant report of the speakeFs psychological

st-ate [Matisoff 70]. (3.4)

RDO- 1,2,.. -- Utterance by the designated crewmember taken from transcription of radio
transmission.

Rank -- The official command and control authority of a participant.

Ratification -- The process by which a draft order or pla_ acquires the social force of an
order. {7.3)

Request -- Speech act type which includes orders, requests, suggestions, and questions. (3.4)

Req -- Abbreviation for request.

Report -- Speech act type which indicates some state of the world. Includes support and
challenge. (3.4}

Rep -- Abbreviation for report.

Scale of Mitigation/Aggravation -- See Mitigation/Aggravation Scale.

Social Force -- The effect which a speech act has in the world. (3.1)

Speech Act -- 1. An utterance which directly performs some action in the world [Austin 62].
2. Category in command and control grammar including reports, requests, acknowledgements,
and declarations. (3.2)

Spact --Abbreviationforspeechact.
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Speech-Act Chain --A sequence of speech acts,each of which buildson the previousone so

as to l)rescrve tile major propositional content. (6.2)

Speech Act Chart -- A graphic device for displaying selected features of speech acts as a

funclion of time, including relevant aspects of proposi:ional content, type of slbeech act, and
speaker. (3.5)

Static Planning -- Planning in a situation in which the information available to the group is

static during tile period of interaction. (7.2.3)

Subordlnator -- Portion of text or node in a tree indicating the specific relationship of

sub(_rdination holding between two pieces of text. (6.1)

Topic -- The propositional content of an utterance; informally, "what the speaker is talking
abc,ut. ' (8.1)

Topic Failure --Situationinwhich some speakerintroducesa new topicand no otherspeaker

followsitwith an utterancehaving the same topic,(8.2)

Topic Success -- Situation in which some speaker introduces a new topic, and some other

speaker follows it with an utterance having the same topic. (8.2)

Transformation -- Internal slzucture of the planning and explanation discorse types,

representin_ the real-time effects of proposals by members to add, delete, or modify plan or

explanation parts [Linde & Goguen 78], [Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81]. (6.1.1)

Tree -- Hierarchical representation of planning or explanation discourse structure showing
relations of logical subordination [Linde & Goguen 78], [Goguen, Linde & Weiner 81]. (6.1.I)

* -- In lranscript excerpts, indicates the omission of untranscribable material.

# -- In transcript excerpts, indicates the omission of "non-pertinent' material, in general,

obscenity or profanity.
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